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The European Community has spent much of the second half of 1983
in looking toward Athens. This is portly because of the crucial  Euro-
pean summit taleing place there on December 4-6 and partly because
up to the end of this year the Greek Gouernment of Pime Minister
Papandreou occupies  the presidency of the E.C. Council of Ministers.
The presidency, which rotates euery 6 months betuteen the E.C. mem-
ber states, will be occupied by France and lreland respectiuely  during
1984.
The Athens summit will climax 6 months of preparation aimed to
keep the Community both soluent and uiable. The dfficult and funda-
mental problems awaiting E.C. leaders  at Athens haue become one ball
of wax-the E.C. budget and lifting the present ceiling on E.C. reue-
nues, reforming  the Common Agricultural Policy, and the enlargement
of the Community to include Spain and Portugal. The decisions  at
Athens in December could well dictate the cbaracter and shape of the
European Community for many years to come. In this issue
Ferdinando  Riccardi  explains  the background  to this important sum-
mit.
Greece, in its role as president of the Council of Ministers, has
played an important part in keeping  the pre-Athens  negotiations on
track, an especially  dfficult iob at a crucial phase in the E.C.'s deuel-
opment. This issue of Europe includes a member-state report on
Greece, the E.C.'s newest and, arguably, most colorful member. Under
Secretary  Grigoris Varfis, who presides  ouer the meetings of the Coun-
cil, descibes  the Greek Gouernmenf s aims and obiectiues.  Kerin Hope
of the Associated Press takes a iournalisf s look at the social and politi-
cal metamorphosis  Greece has undergone  since Papandreou's  Socialist
Gouernment came to power two years ago. ln another article,Victor
Walker, correspondent in Greece  for The Journal of Commerce,  sets
out his uiews on the economic dfficulties  whicb confront that country
Zappeion Hall in Atbens  where the E.C. Council of Ministers meets and where
the European  Council summit of E.C. heads of Gouernment  will take place in
December.
and haue led the E.C. to pledge massiue aid to Greece to modernize  its
industry and agricubure. On the cuhure front, French art critic Louis
Ronze examines the controuersy surrounding  the Elgin marbles, which
once formed part of Athens' Parthenon.  The demand by Greece  for
tbe return of the marbles, which haue been housed in the British Mu-




In the corridors of power at Westminster,
one question  is being asked with increasing
frequency nowadays: Is the Prime Minister
driving herself too hard? Margaret  Thatcher
revels in the nickname  "lron Lady," but
more and more people around her are won-
dering how long her iron constitution  can last
if she keeps up her present pace.
The first alarm signal was in August 1982
when she was taken to the hospital for an op-
eration on varicose veins in her legs-a sign
of the strain she endures with so much stand-
ing at public appearances.  A year later-last
August-she  had an emergency operation for
a tear in the retina of her right eye. Although
she pronounced herself "101 percent fit" im-
mediately  afterwards,  there is growing con-
cern at the way Thatcher-S8  last October
13-refuses  to ease up on a workload which
would exhaust someone half her age.
Seven days a week she is absorbed with
politics and goes for long stretches with less
than six hours sleep a night. At the last E.C.
summit  at Stuttgan,  she returned  to her hotel
at 1 A.M. after a working  dinner,  but stayed
talking with her advisers  for another hour and
was then sitting up in bed at 5:30 A.M. read-
ing the latest file of telegrams from British
ambassadors  round the world.
Thatcher is the sort of dedicated woman
who ignores the fetlag of a 1S-hour  flight
from Hong Kong after a 21,000-mile tour of
Asia and goes straight into a Cabinet  meeting
at Downing Street. Her political intimates  ad-
mit that she doesn't know how to relax. Har-
old Wilson would slip away from the bur-
dens of the premiership  to have a round of
golf. Edward Heath would escape to sail his
yacht. James Callaghan would go down to his
farm and Lord Home would shut out the
world's problems standing by a Scottish river
with a fishing rod in his hands.
Thatcher cannot even enjoy  a proper vaca-
tion. After a week away from her political
command  post she is anxious to be back at
the helm. She cut shon her convalescence in
Switzerland  after her eye operation. Her doc-
tors have warned her that she will prolong
her full recovery for months if she does not
take more time to rest her eyes. She wears
dark spectacles  in private, but pays little at-
tention to other advice.
An occasional weekend  at Chequers, the
Prime Minister's official country residence, is
the only break she takes-and even there she
spends most of her time reading official pa-
pers. Some relaxation during parliamentary
sessions can always be arranged. Edward
Heath would disappear from Downing Street
for a concert at the Royal Festival Hall. Lord
Home would be tempted to the theater for a
play by his brother, lfilliam Douglas-Home.
But Thatcher shows little interest in concerts,
plays, films, opera or ballet. In the past 18
months her only visit to the theater was to
see a satire on herself and her husband called
"Anyone for Denis?" As one of her aides ad-
mitted:  "She is a workaholic.  She exists on
pure adrenalin, but that can't keep her going
forever at this pace."
Some  statesmen  are what I call "A.M.peo-
ple"-able to staft work early in the day, but
firm in calling a halt well before  midnight.
Lord Carrington as Foreign Secretary  would
spend an hour before breakfast working  on
Foreign Office telegrams, but he would insist
on "shutting  up shop" at 11 P.M. unless
there was an international crisis.
Others are "P.M. peopls"-those  who
staft later in the day, but can go on until 2
A.M. without flagging.  Such a person was
Winston Churchill  (although he "cheated"  in
his later days by having a nap after lunch).
The "lron Lady," however,  burns the candle
at both ends.  She keeps going-and  she
keeps her staff going-often well after mid-
night and is still first up in the morning at 5
A.M. or 5:30 A.M., as bright as if she had
enjoyed  eight hours sleep.
Several senior members of the Conservative
Party are expressing  anxiety at her unwilling-
ness to shed any of the work by delegating
some of her responsibilities  and are suggesting
that it would be wise to have constitutional
provisions for someone to stand in for her-
in case of incapacity  or absence.  Despite all
the legal expertise in Britain which provided
constitutions for all sorts of contingencies  in
over 35 countries  which evolved from British
colonies  to independence, there is no provi-
sion in the British constitution  for a deputy
Prime Minister.
It is assumed  that the most senior member
of the Cabinet in the House of Commons.  Sir
Geoffrey Howe, the Foreign Secretary would
be the natural stand-in,  but this would not be
the case officially.  Some Conservatives have
suggested that there should be a Minister of
State assigned to the Prime Minister's office
to ease her burdens by taking day-to-day  con-
rrol of the running of Downing Street in her
absence.
But Thatcher is not a woman to yielcl any
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in charge"  attitude is an assertion of her
readiness as the daughter of an English shop-
keeper to "mind the shop herself at all
times." As she once observed to me when I
was feeling exhausted at keeping up with her
on her travels and asked how she kept going:
"The harder I work. the better I feel."
JOHN  DTCKTE
Paris
The Palais Garnier,  Paris' stately old opera house,
is beloued  for its elegance.  courresy  French Embassy
to find a new site. "lt seems unrealistic for an
opera to receive such a high concentration of
spectators daily in an inaccessible  area," the
newspaper Le Monde said. Government offi-
cials, however, point out that the Place de la
Bastille is well-serviced  by subway lines and
that the cost of trying to enlarge and improve
the existing  opera house would be impracti-
cable.
Few opera fans would deny that improve-
ments are needed in Paris, where demand for
opera tickets far outnumber the availability
of seats in the ornate Palais Garnier.  The
Palais Garnier,  one of the prides of the Sec-
ond Empire, can seat 2,131 people. But only
1,500 seats have a full view of the stage and
400 seats have no view of it all. The Palais
Garnier has seen better days since it opened
;n 1875. The paint on irs walls is peeling, the
velvet armrests of its seats are worn thin, the
building has no elevators, and its doors  are so
narrow that sets have to be dismantled  and
then reconstructed  on its stage.
The problems with seatings and producrion
costs have made Paris opera tickets among
the most expensive in the world. Opening
night tickets cost up to $100 and a yearly
subscription sells for as much as $700 for
only six operas. Even so, competition  for
good seats is fierce and fans joke rhat a sea-
son opera ticket is one of the most prized  as-
sets left in a relative's will. The Op6ra de la
Bastille will be able to seat 3,000 people  in
the main theater. It also will have a 1,500-
seat adjustable  theater and rehearsal  studios.
Unlike the Palais Garnier,  it will have facili-
ties for making  sets, props, and costumes on
its premises.
The architectual design for the new opera
complex is to. be unveiled  later this year.
Whatever  its design, the Palais Garnier  will
be a hard act to follow. Despite its produc-
tion drawbacks,  the stately old opera house is
beloved for its elegance.  Millions of tourists
have visited the Palais Garnier in the last cen-
tury to admire its many-hued  marble, red vel-
vet boxes with chaises longues and, more re-
cently, the spectacular domed ceiling
decorated  by Marc Chagall in 1954.
CAROLYN  LESH
Paris is getting  a new opera house for the first
time in a century  and the 14th time since the
first opera house was opened in 1 659. The
Socialist Government of President Frangois
Mitterrand  wants to make opera more acces-
sible to the masses. Plans for a new opera
house began brewing during the 1981 presi-
dential campaign, when Mitterrand pledged
to embark  on a "cultural revolution" that
would bring the public and the arts closer to-
gether.
Under Mitterrand's  project, construction
of the new opera house is to begin early next
year and be completed in 1988. It will be lo-
cated in a working  class district of eastern
Paris at the Place de la Bastille, where the
1789 French Revolution  began when the no-
torious Bastille prison was stormed and de-
molished.
The 2 billion franc (about $250 million)
Op6ra de la Bastille will replace the 10S-year-
old Palais Garnier. a lavish strucutre which
sits in the heart of Paris across from the fash-
ionable  CafE de la Paix. The Palais Garnier,
which no longer  can fill the public's growing
demand for opera tickets, will be used only
for ballet and other dance  presentations  in
the future.
"Opera will become more accessible  to the
people at prices they can afford," Culture
MinisterJack  Lang has said of the Op6ra de
la Bastille project. Project director  Fangois
Bloch-Laine  has added, "We want to create a
functional, modern theater of lyric art which
will triple the number of opera seats in
Paris."
Not everyone is singing arias of praise for
the project. Critics have attacked  the cost and
location. They contend France can ill-afford
such a proiect in the state of its current eco-
nomic situation. They have expressed  con-
cerns that a modern complex would mar the
character of the old quarter and they fear
that the construcrion site is too far from the
mainstream of Parisian  activity.
To make room for the new opera house,
the government  will demolish  an obsolete
train station,  a cinema, a restaurant, and a
block of apartments that now house 200
people. Some of those residents have formed
an association to try to urge the government
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Bonn
Even while some workers were raising de-
mands that the steel and shipbuilding indus-
tries be nationalized, other voices were asking
how soon the Federal Republic of Germany's
Government of Christian Democrats  and Lib-
erals will start selling off some of the indus-
tries the state already owns. Calls for state
ownership of the steel and shipbuilding indus-
tries were raised by some delegares to the an-
nual congress  of the huge metalworker's
union. But they also made it clear rhat they
really had in mind a state guarantee of all ex-
isting jobs in those troubled  branches.
However, the right-of-center Government
formed by Christian Democrat Helmut Kohl
with the suppoft of Foreign Minister Hans-
Dietrich Genscher's Liberals  on Oct. l,1982,
had no intention of nationalizing any more
industries.  Indeed, in his main Governmenr
policy statement to the Bundestag after he
won the March 5 parliamentary  election,
Chancellor Kohl declared that "we are lead-
ing the state back to its basic tasks, in order
to enable it to fulfill them reliably." Most of
Kohl's listeners interpreted this passage  as a
Lufthansa, the Federal Republic of Germany's
national airline.  courtesy Lufthansapromise to begin selling off some of the
1,000 or so enterprises belonging  to the state.
Bernhard Friedmann,  the Christian Demo-
crat who chairs the parliamentary  expendi-
tures auditing committee, said that too many
of the businesses owned by the state com-
peted unfairly with small private entrepre-
neurs who were forced to pay taxes in order
to finance the losses of the state-owned  com-
panies. The sooner the state sold off those
businesses  the better, he said.
Liberal member of parliament Wolfgang
Weng, who owns an apothecary  shop in
Stuttgart, agreed with Friedmann,  adding that
a lot of state-owned  businesses would be
more profitable if their boards of directors
consisted not of "civil service  employees just
sitting around, but of men who have their
noses to the wind." Gerhard  Stoltenberg,  the
Christian  Democratic Minister  of Finance,
probably shares these views. But he also is
aware that the capital market in the Federal
Republic  of Germany already is slender, with
most risk money preferring to take advantage
of higher American interest rates. This hardly
seemed the time to dump several companies
on the market, he said, warning that he did
not believe in "short-term  action for the sake
of action."
Some things, of course, the state cannot
sell. The state is stuck forever with the rail-
way system, and also with the post office,
which in the Federal Republic of Germany  is
responsible for both postal and telephonic
communications.  It also operates a popular
banking  service,  as well as several  bus lines.
Stoltenberg  is thought most likely to fall back
on a technique  already successfully applied  to
Volkswagen  in 1961, and to the huge United
Electricity and Mining Corporation  (vrre) in
1965.ln both cases, the state increased  the
corporation's capitalization, selling most or
all of the new shares on the open market to
private  investors.
The national airline, Lufthansa,  which hap-
pens to be a profitable  enterprise, is consider-
ing increasing its capitalization from 900 inil-
lion to 1.2 billion Deutsche marks (about
$450 million) in the spring. The state owns
74.3 percent of Lufthansa's  existing  shares.
By refusing to exercise its option  rights to any
of the new stock issue. the state could reduce
its share to about 55 percent.
Stoltenberg  might also agree to sell some
of the vese shares the state still holds.  The
state retained 43.8 percent of vEse after the
7965 action. German  newspapers  have re-
ported rumors that the Finance Minister  is
prepared to sell enough to reduce the state's
share once more, to about 25 percent.  But,
of course, investors are looking  for dividends.
This means that the Government  will con-
tinue to be stuck with some companies it
would love to shed. velLtNGToN LoNG
Rome
In the Middle Ages, the church sold "indul-
gences." It would forgive your sins in return
for a lump sum payment. For convenience
and sheer capacity to raise revenue there was
nothing to beat it. Italian Governments  have
discovered the same thing. The tax system
may be creaky and find it difficult to provide
the revenue the state needs, but there are
ways around that. Last year, Italians were ex-
cused many past income tax offenses  if they
paid a lump sum in an amnesty. It was con-
sidered such a convenient  way of getting a
clear conscience and freedom from the atten-
tion of the taxman, that even people who had
not knowingly  committed  a tax offense paid
up.
The Nauona square in Rome.
Now the Government is repeating the pol-
icy, but this time in another area where the
law is broken-house building. It is esti-
mated that since World \ffar II. no less than 3
million apartments  and houses  have been
built in contravention of the planning regula-
tions or simply without permission,  a sub-
stantial proponion of all the new homes built
for a population  of nearly 50 million. A fur-
ther 10 million homes are thought to have il-
legal extensions and conversions.
At least half the ltalian population  has
made a major shift since the war from south
to north, from hillside to valleS or from
country to town. The town halls of many cit-
ies were totally unable to regulate this trans-
formation,  to keep abreast of the flood of
building permit applications,  and to direct the
development  where it wanted it to go. In
many cases, it was more lucrative for officials
not to issue the permits  and to turn a blind
eye to what was going on-at a price paid
under the counter.
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illegally, especially in Rome,  Naples,  Palermo,
and along the west coast, where thousands of
holiday flats were put up. In many cases the
new neighborhoods  lacked proper services
and the houses were badly built. But they
were sold off and became  permanent.  Under
the amnesty,  owners of illegal buildings can
pay a lump sum according  to the nature of
the original offence and when it was commit-
ted. The scale of charges rises sharply for
buildings put up since 1977: A flat built since
then will cost 9 million lire (about $5,500) to
legalize. Anything built between  1,942 and
1,977 is fairly lightly punished.
Italians have only a few weeks to make
their confessions, but the amnesty has already
been heavily criticized by yust about every-
one. It is being said that it diminishes  the dig-
nity of the state and fails to distinguish  be-
tween genuine speculators and those forced
by the inertia of bureaucrats to go ahead with
building illegally.  And it is pointed out that
the speculators who originally built the prop-
erties are usually going unpunished.  It is the
present owner who has to pay for the par-
don. Nor does the amnesty do anything to
straighten out the devastation of the country-
side and the urban environment that specula-
tion has brought. Rather, that devastation  is
being sanctified.
The decree,  paft of the budget recently  an-
nounced  by the Government of Bettino
Craxi, Italy's first Socialist Prime Minister,  is
facing strong opposition in parliament from
the Communists.  Hardly anyone is very
proud of it. But it does have one great advan-
tage: It ought to bring the Government about
$5.25 billion and that will go a long way to-
ward stopping  next year's budget deficit get-
ting out of control. JAMEs BUXToN
Brussels
A paraphrase  of Richard II came to mind
at the funeral of Leopold III in October
" . . . and rell sad stories of the life of Kings."
Leopold lived for 81 years, and reigned as
King of the Belgians  for 17 of them, but it's a
safe bet that his place in history will be indel-
ibly stamped by his actions during just 18
days in May 1940. Fony three years later, his
death has unlocked old memories of the
events that led to the near-collapse of the
Belgian monarachy.
The restrained public mourning, the equiv-
ocal tone of the obituaries,  and the publica-
tion of fresh memoirs  underline the enduring
controversy  over the man branded  by Chur-
chill as a traitor, but defended  by many of his
countrymen  as a maligned  Belgian patriot.
Some facts are undisputed.  Others have gone
with Leopold into the royal tomb at Laeken.
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Only in the dignified silence in which he
spent his last 32 years did Leopold command
widespread gratirude.
The undoing of the man acclaimed  as the
most popular crowned head in Europe  came
when the Germans invaded  Belgium  on May
10, 1940. Leopold assumed  command of the
Belgian army and on May 28th offered its
unconditional  surrender, without consulting
his Government which had fled to exile in
France. Churchill claimed  that the shock
capitulation  had exposed the retreating  Brit-
ish army to the enemy and endangered the
evacuation  from Dunkirk.
Leopold's defenders argue, however,  that
had the King followed his Government into
immediate exile, the Belgian army would
have promptly  surrendered and the British
forces would have had no escape. The British
historian Sir Basil Liddell Hart has argued
that "lt could very reasonably be claimed
that they were saved by King Leopold."
Whatever  the truth in this, the pattern of
Leopold's life as a subsequent prisoner of the
Germans was not considered particularly  he-
roic by many of his countrymen.
King Baudouin.  counery  Belgian  Tourist  Authority
After the war, Leopold lived in exile in
Switzerland  for five years while political
storms raged in Belgium  over the "Royal
Question."  In 1950, a referendum  was held
on whether or not to restore the King. Leo-
pold won the backing of 57.88 percent of the
voters-a bare fraction  over his self-imposed
minimum of 55 percent.  He came back any-
way to be greeted by angry demonstrations,
rioting, and a 24-hour strike in French-speak-
ing Vallonia,  where anti-royalist feelings ran
strongest. Revolution  was briefly  threatened
before  the King bowed to the inevitable  and
agreed to abdicate in favor of his son Bau-
douin.
It is a measure  of King Baudouin's  quiet,
self-effacing  authority  that the Belgian monar-
chy is now as secure  as at any time since his
reign began 32 years ago. This is all the more
impressive in that the period has witnessed
striking changes in the political  and economic
configuration of Belgium.  The post-war  years
have seen a dramatic rise in the prosperity  and
power of Flanders, the Dutch-speaking  half
of the country to the detriment of French-
speaking Wallonia where the recession  in ba-
sic industry has hastened the region's absolute
and relative  decline.  This, in turn, has fuelled
linguistic and cultural confrontations  leading
to the rise of regional  self-government  and
making increasing demands on the authority
and impartiality  of the King.
A scholarly, youthful looking  man with a
passion for scientific research  common to his
ancestors. Baudouin has succeeded  in restor-
ing dignity to the Belgian throne, while at the
same time stripping it of much of its earlier
pomposity. His popularity  is immense. How
much of it is due to his own personaliry  and
that of his wife, the Spanish-born Queen Fa-
biola, and how much to a basic yearning for
an effective monarchy is difficult to say. But
outside of the French-speaking Socialist and
Communist Parties, there is no anti-royal sen-
timent to speak of in Belgium  today.  Bau-
douin has no children and the technical  heir
to the throne is his brother  Prince Albert. but
the expectation is that the next monarch  will
in fact be Albert's  son Phillip, a serious, stu-
dious man likely to build on the goodwill cre-
ated by the present King. elnN osBoRN
Luxembourg
tVhat do the following have in common: an
English Lord angry about high air fares,  a
Dutchman buying  a sailing boat in France,  an
Irish importer of handicrafts,  and the E.C.
Commission? Answer:  They have all, directly
or indirectly, brought cases in the European
Court of Justice in Luxembourg. The list
could be extended.  Governments,  companies,
and trade associations, as well as sexual-rights
campaigners, fishermen,  and farmers have all
been numbered  among the court's ligitants in
recent years.
One might think this a confusing  mishmash
to put before  the judges, but the cases are all
linked by a common theme-the  belief that
rhe laws enshrined in the treaties establishing
the European Community  are being broken.
If a lot of special pleading  has been done, the
fact remains that the couft's judgments  and
obiter dicta are slowly, but surely, clothing
the stiff legal framework of the treaties in
practical meaning.
The 11 red-robed judges, drawn from the
10 E.C. member  countries,  proclaim the so-European Court of Justice.
lemnity of the court. The building which
houses them, looking like a giant matchstick
toy, suggests  its modernity. Yet for all its au-
thority  and relevance  the court is surprisingly
little known by the public in Europe. The oc-
casional judgment makes it way into the
newspapers,  such as France being ordered to
lift restrictions  on British lamb exports,  or
Britain being told to accept shipmenrs of
heat-treated long-life milk from the Conti-
nent. But cases on the "transparency  of finan-
cial relations between public authorities and
public enterprises"  do not command  a wide-
spread popular following. By far the majoriry
of the suits brought in Luxembourg concern
the interpretation of fine points of financial
and trade law.
The importance  of the court is that it is
quite simply the supreme legal authoriry of
the CommunitS  its judgments  subject nei-
ther to appeal nor to overrule by national
coufts or parliaments.  In practice it is the
"court 6f g6u65"-most  of its work consist-
ing of cases handed up by national courts  and
requiring  the final sanction of the treaties. Its
strength is the signature thar each member
country put to the treaties. Its weakness  is irs
lack of any powers of enforcement  or pun-
ishment.
Remarkably  perhaps, the latter has seldom
created lasting problems  in rhe court's 30-
year history.  Skeptics  sometimes point to the
behavior of the French Government  in 1980,
when it said it would not accept the ruling on
lamb and mutton.  What might have followed
is anybody's  guess, but in fact the problem
was solved by a political decision of the
member Governments  to set up new market-
ing arrangements. Italy is often accused of
lacking  respect  for Luxembourg iudgments,
though in the end it has always accepted
them, if some time afterward. That said, the
lack of any punitive power has troubled  many
European lawyers though no one has pro-
duced any serious remedy.
More worrying to some is what they dis-
cern as a "federalist" leaning in the court's
judgments.  It is true that of all the E.C. insti-
tutions, the court adheres  most strongly to
the faith of the founding fathers wirh their
taste for rapid and complete union of the
member  countries.  The court can hardly be
otherwise,  shackled as it is to language  writ-
ten more than a generation  ago.
The accusation  is that the political realities
of the past decade, which have dramatically
changed conceptions  of how the Communiry
should develop,  have largely by-passed  the
judges in Luxembourg. Their job has not
been helped by the fact that easily the most
familiar plaintiff is the E.C. Commission it-
self, which has a far greater interest in pro-
moting integration than any of the member
governments.
What could change this is greater aware-
ness of the court and greater use of ir by non-
institutional  litigants. The actions  mentioned
above are still very much the exceptions  to
the long march of recondite casework.  One
cannot imagine the judges relishing the kind
of sustained criticism visited upon other
Community  institutions, but this may be rhe
price which will have to be paid if the court
is to rejoin the mainstream of political think-
ing in the E.C. ALAN  osBoRN
Copenhagen
Socialists have not yet become an endangered
species in Denmark. But if anyone a year ago
had predicted that the president of the Dan-
ish Employers'  Confederation, Benned Han-
sen, and the president of the most powerful
Danish trade union, Georg  Poulsen of the
metalworkers, would agree that the tradi-
tional confrontation  on the labor market is
disappearing, very few observers would have
paid attention.
Nevertheless, they did agree, and the past
year has been one of the most peaceful  in the
history of the Danish economy. And this is
despite the fact that real wages of Danish
workers, by official government  calculation,
declined  by 2.5 percent in 1983 and are ex-
pected to fall by a further 1.5 percent in
1984, while income of self-employed  and re-
tired people  is expected to rise by more or
less the same amounts.  The metalworkers
have never been noted for outspoken Marxist
sympathies; in fact, they are some of the most
bitrer opponents  of Denmark's now minus-
cule Communist Party. But their present
stance  is still a far cry from the very critical
stand of other unions, notably those of un-
skilled workers, who believe that battle wirh
the employers  is an absolute  must.
Even when the Conservative  Governmenr
of Poul Schluter opened the fall session of
the Danish Parliament  with promises of new
austerity  measures,  very few workers re-
sponded. Of an estimared 50,000 people
demonstrating  in front of Parliamenr, only
8,000 were believed to be workers. The em-
ployers  have responded ro the developmenrs
by adopting a more positive  approach to
channelling  pension-fund money to private
companies. Fearful of union power and pen-
sion-fund socialism,  the employers'  organiza-
tions had blocked invesrmenrs from these
funds when they could. Now, however, they
have changed their minds, and many bankers
also welcome money that indirecrly flows
from union members. Giving companies a
stronger equity base helps everybodS  they say.
The statements of the metalworkers in the
past months have emphasized the strong divi-
sions in the Danish labor movemenr.  The
metalworkers have often taken an indepen-
dent view. They are, for example,  unequivo-
cally in favor of introducing  new technology
on the factory floor and they accepted for
the first time since \ilorld War II that pay in a
medium-sized  factory should be reduced to
save the factory.
Whether the new stability on the labor
market will translate into more stability in
Danish politics remains to be seen. The Gov-
ernment  has a fair chance of having its eco-
nomic policies endorsed, but defense  and se-
curity policies  and the notoriously  unstable
pafties needed for a Government majority  in
Parliament  ensure that there will still be mo-
ments of suspense. LEIF BEcK FALLESEN
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Ireland hopes that its exploration wells in the Celtic Sea will lead to oil riches such as those produced for the 
United Kingdom in the North Sea where this rig is working.  courtesy Gulf Oil 
Irish  hopes are high that an oil  find in  the 
Celtic Sea off Ireland's South Coast by Gulf 
Oil this summer will go some way toward 
solving the economic problems of the Euro-
pean Community's second smallest and sec-
ond poorest member state. The find was the 
talk of pubs and racecourses in the course of 
one of the sunniest summers Ireland has seen 
for years. The normally sleepy Dublin Stock 
Exchange exploded in  a ferment as investors 
scrambled for shares in  Atlantic Resources, 
an Irish-registered oil exploration company 
with a one third stake in  the consortium 
which struck oil. Its partners are two U.S. 
companies, the Pittsburg-based Gulf Oil and 
Union Oil of California. 
Atlantic's shares rose from about $0.48 to 
a high, as of press date, of $8.30, pushing the 
company's market value up from $8.3 mil-
lion to $115 million and producing substan-
tial profits for those who bought in July and 
August. The promise of Irish  oil  remains un-
realized however, because neither the ex-
ploration consortium, led by Gulf, nor the 
Irish Government has declared the find com-
mercial. The euphoria is so far based on just 
the results, admittedly good, of one "wild-
cat" exploration well. The Government has 
said that at least one or two more are needed 
before it can even be said that the field  is 
commercial, let alone of giant proportions as 
some geologists think possible. 
Gulf is  to start drilling again at its site off 
County Waterford this month to prove the 
find up. The stock market is  bracing itself for 
another outbreak of excitement around 
Christmas, based on the results from the next 
well. The Government is  remaining cautiously 
optimistic about the find. A commercial dis-
covery, no matter how small, would make a 
major difference to the Irish economy. It 
would take only a medium-sized field  by 
world standards capable of producing 90,000 
barrels of oil per day to make the Irish  Re-
public self sufficient in  oil. 
Such a development would be just what is 
needed to boost the flagging economy. In  the 
second half of the 1970s, Ireland's economy 
was the fastest growing in  the E.C. Much of 
that growth was achieved though by  heavy 
international borrowing. Then, and when in-
ternational interest rates shot up in  1980, lre-
land~like Brazil, Poland, Argentina, and 
many other nations with heavy  debt~was 
hoisted on its own petard. While the borrow-
ing difficulties have not turned out to be as 
serious as  in some Latin American countries, 
they were nevertheless severe, necessitating a 
succession of restrictive budgets. 
The average Irish person's standard of liv-
ing has fallen by over 10 percent since 1980 
and unemployment has risen  from under 10 
percent of the workforce to 15 percent. 
What's worse, economic forecasts for Ireland 
for next year and after predict an even more 
sluggish performance than for the E.C. as a 
whole. Hence the hopes engendered by the 
oil find. 
The Government has adopted a cautious 
approach and, the find  notwithstanding, is 
preparing another tough budget for 1984 in-
volving sharp public expenditure cutbacks. It 
is also being said that it might reimpose prop-
erty taxes on houses, which were abolished 
during the "good times" in  Ireland in  the late 
1970s. 
According to Ireland's Industry and Energy 
Minister, John Briton, a spending spree based 
on oil  revenues that have not been proven 
would be disastrous. He is preparing, how-
ever, though to make the best of the find, if 
and when it materializes. In  October, he vis-
ited London to talk to his  British counter-
parts about tax policies in  the North Sea. He 
plans similar information visits to oil minis-
ters of the Netherlands and Norway shortly. 
He is  keeping his  fingers crossed that with 
time he will  be joining that exclusive club of 
energy ministers in  E~ropean oil-producing 
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BETH EASTMAN
The cure recently prescribed  by the E.C. Commission for the
10-nation group's agricultural and financial problems  has
raised hackles on the farm front-both within the E.C. and
abroad-and may ignite an agricultural trade war that the
United States and the E.C. have thus far side-stepped.  The
Commission's  remedies were first outlined in a report on the
E.C.'s Common Agricultural Policy (cnp), released  in July, but
specifics have only recently begun to emerge from the Com-
mission's Brussels headquarters.
The Commission's CAP reform package, which proposes
changes in E.C. domestic farm programs together with some
agricultural  trade measures, is designed to take account of
changed market conditions  and to cut the cost of E.C. farm
programs, which presently  eat up about two-thirds of the
Community's increasingly tight budget. Between 1974 and
1979 E.C. expenditures to support farm prices increased at an
average annual rate of 23 percent, about twice the rate of
increase in Community revenues. The cost of administering  the
cAP is expected to grow by about 30 percent between 1,982
and 1983 as large world crops, stagnant demand and low
prices forced increases in the level of spending required to
support farm product prices.
Last month the E.C. Commission announced a temporary
freeze on some farm payments to E.C. member countries in a
precautionary move designed to head off a possible multi-
million dollar shortfall before year's end in the E.C.'s 1983
farm budget. The forecast expenditures put the E.C. at the
legal limit of its income from value-added tax collections and
customs duties.
Even assuming passage by the European Parliament of a
$1.6 billion supplemental  budget for 1983, the E.C. will have
to keep a tight rein on CAP expenditures  until the end of the
year if the Community  is to live within its means, E.C. Budget
Commissioner  Christopher Tugendhat  warned recently. How-
ever, Tugendhat and other E.C. officials have stressed that the
adoption of the Commission's  cAP reform proposals offer the
only long-range solution to the E.C.'s cashflow  problems.
The proposals, a bitter pill for the Community's farming
regions to swallow, could save the E.C. an estimated $2.2
billion if adopted at the start of the 1984-85  agricultural
marketing year and would result in greater savings in subse-
quent years, according to E.C. analysts. The proposals  would
bring about these savings by mandating  disincentives for over-
production of farm commodities  and narrowing  the gap be-
tween the world prices of farm goods and the E.C.'s internal
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U.S. officials  haue warned of strong retaliation if the E.C- implements  proposals to ptt
industry.
prices. Domestic reforms comprise the bulk of the package,
but it also contains  two initiatives the E.C. says are needed to
keep imported farm goods from short-circuiting its farm policy
reform efforts. It is over these two measures  that the United
States and the E.C. now find themselves  at odds.
The first of these two measures is a proposal to negotiate a
thus-far unspecified  ceiling on the quantity of citrus pellets and
corn gluten-both  livestock feedstuffs-permitted to enter
the Community  levy-free. The second is a proposed  3-cent per
pound tax on all edible vegetable oils and animal fats (other
IJ.S. policymakers fear a proposed E.C. tax on uegetable oils would bad to




ceiling on levy-free imports of corn gluten (above), a by-product of the  sweetener 
I 
than  butter)  consumed  in  the  E.C The United  States  has  de-
cried  both measures  ~s an attack on its  valuable farm  product 
markets in  the Community, worth a total of about $8.3 billion 
in  1982. "It appears that once again  the E.C is  ready to deal 
with  its  internal  problems by  transferring a major part of the 
burden of adjustment to other countries," said  U.S.  Secretary 
of Agriculture John Block shortly after the E.C first  unveiled 
plans for the corn gluten and oil  tax measures. 
U.S.  officials have warned of "strong, concrete, and immedi-
ate"  U.S.  retaliation  if  the  E.C  implements  the  corn  gluten 
and oil  tax proposals and has  launched a diplomatic campaign 
against the two proposals. U.S.  farm policymakers say the two 
measures could jeopardize about $5 billion worth of U.S.  farm 
product exports. 
However,  E.C  officials  have  challenged  that  assertion  in 
documents on the proposals submitted to U.S.  legislators and 
trade  policymakers,  saying  that  neither  move  would  have  a 
significant  impact  on  U.S.  agricultural  sales  to  the  E.C The 
E.C  farm  reform  package  "represents  a  major  shift  in  the 
direction urged  for years  by  U.S.  critics of the CAP and should 
be welcome news for U.S. farmers who have long complained 
about  the  European  Community's  'extravagant'  farm  spend-
ing," the Community told these U.S.  officials. 
E.C  officials  have  stressed  that  the  proposals  to  penalize 
E.C  farmers  for  surplus  production  by  strictly  limiting  the 
volume  of milks,  grains,  processed  tomatoes,  sugar,  and  oil-
seed  qualifying  for  E.C  price  guarantees  would  reduce  the 
need  for  E.C agricultural  export subsidies.  The United States 
has  claimed these subsidized exports have  enabled the E.C to 
take  traditional  foreign  markets  away  from  the  U.S.  farmers. 
However,  the  E.C says  the  new  surplus  disincentives  would 
not  work  if  the  soaring  exports  of corn  gluten  feed,  citrus 
pellets,  and  other grain  substitutes  continue  displacing  grain 
that would otherwise be consumed by  Europe's livestock feed 
manufacturing industry. 
"It should  be made clear that, if the E.C is  to export less 
cereals and flour on  the world  market, this can  only  be  real-
ized  by  feeding  those  cereals  to  our  own  livestock  at  the 
expense  of imported  cereal  substitutes," J.  Hinnekens,  presi-
dent of the E.C's leading farm  organization, COPA,  told Amer-
ican farmers recently on a U.S.  speaking tour. 
U.S.  exports of corn gluten  feed  to the E.C have  skyrock-
eted  from  about 700,000 tons  in  1974 to a  present  level  of 
about 3  million  tons.  U.S.  officials  have  argued  that this  ex-
port growth  is  a  natural  result  of the  favorable  price  of corn 
gluten in  relation to E.C-produced feed grains. Corn gluten-
a by-product of the sweetener industry-is not subject to the 
system of variable levies which the E.C uses to keep the price 
of imported grains  near those of domestically produced cere-
als.  However,  the  E.C  says  that  it  must  stabilize  its  corn 
gluten imports near their present levels  to prevent corn gluten 
from  displacing  an  ever-increasing  quantity  of  E.C-grown 
grain, thus forcing that grain into the export market. 
The  Community  says  its  proposed  oil  consumption  tax 
would  not affect  U.S.  exports  because  the  tax  would  apply 
equally to domestic and imported oils. In  fact, the E.C claims 
the flat  tax  rate would affect the price of lower priced vege-
table  oils,  like  its  own  domestically  produced  rapeseed  oil, 
more than the price of competing soybean oil it  imports from 
the United States.  However,  U.S.  trade policymakers fear that 
the oil  tax could become a spring board for future moves that 
might  jeopardize  the  $4-billion  market for soybean products. 
The edible oil consumption tax was proposed by the Commis-
sion as  a means of offsetting the impact on consumer prices of 
E.C  plans  to  subject  dairy  farmers  to  tough,  new  penalty 
levies  for surplus  milk  production. These  levies  would other-
wise  make  butter, which  the  E.C produces in  surplus,  more 
expensive  than  other edible fats  and  oils  and thus discourage 
its consumption. 
The  proposed  new  milk  production  levies  and  other mea-
sures that would put a generally more austere face  on the CAP 
have  gotten  a  cold  reception  from  E.C  farmers.  European 
farm groups have strongly criticized many of the measures that 
the E.C previously has implemented to narrow the E.C-world 
farm  product price gap and make European farmers contribute 
to  the  costs  of disposing  of surplus  production.  Some  have 
gone so far as to suggest that lower E.C prices may not reduce 
the  E.C's  agricultural  production,  but  merely  make  poor 
farmers poorer. E 
Beth Eastman is a contributing editor of Europe. 
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much more than a 
The E. C. has emerged as a majm 
WILLIAM C. CROMWELL 
Last  spring and summer,  the  European  Community delivered 
two strongly worded memoranda to the U.S.  State Department 
criticizing the U.S.  Export Administration Act of 1979 and the 
Reagan Administration's proposed  revisions  to  it  now  before 
Congress.  At issue  is  the act's current provisions which assert 
U.S ..  trade policy jurisdiction over foreign subsidiaries or affili-
ates  of American  companies,  including  the  requirement  that 
they  comply with  any  trade  sanctions that might  be  invoked 
unilaterally by  the United States. The act was applied last year 
to  prohibit  subsidiaries  and  licencees  of  U.S.  companies  in 
Western  Europe from  providing equipment for  the Soviet gas 
pipeline  project.  Europe-based  companies  which  defied  the 
ban, on orders from their host Governments to fulfill  existing 
supply contracts, were  barred  from  importing goods and ser-
vices from parent companies in  the United States. Though U.S. 
penalties were lifted last November, the issue remains a source 
of serious strain in  transatlantic relations. 
The proposed revisions to the act would broaden the exist-
ing authority by enabling the Administration to restrict imports 
from  American-owned foreign-based  companies which violate 
U.S.  export  controls  applied  for  national  security  reasons. 
Warning that current U.S.  policy was "bound to lead to con-
flict  at  the  political  and  legal  level,"  the  Europeans  stated 
flatly that "it is  unacceptable that the U.S.  Administration and 
Congress should assert  jurisdiction over the activities of these 
companies in  the Community." 
The continuing transatlantic  rift  over trade policy,  the bro-
mides  of  the  Williamsburg  Western  economic  summit  not-
withstanding, highlights an  important evolution in  West Euro-
pean policy-making with potentially significant implications for 
the future of U.S.-European relations. A central feature of this 
change  is  the  emergence  of  the  European  Community  as  a 
major  institutional  forum  for  the  development  of  common 
policies embracing a growing range of issues. 
While  the  European  Community,  as  a  customs  union,  has 
traditionally represented its  members in  international trade ne-
gotiations,  in  recent  years  it  has  grown  in  importance  as  a 
framework for more general foreign-policy cooperation. In  the 
early  1970s,  the  E.C.  countries  undertook  to  consult  each 
other on all  major foreign-policy  questions,  to take  joint ac-
tions when feasible,  and, as  a general  rule,  not to adopt final 
positions without prior Community consultations. 
Elaborate diplomatic machinery has evolved to facilitate this 
political cooperation process, including regular meetings of the 
E.C.  heads of Government and  Foreign  Ministers,  a  political 
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committee of senior Foreign Ministry officials, and a support-
ing  bureaucracy  of experts  and  working  groups  assigned  to 
coordinate policies  in  specific  issue  areas.  In  reaction  to  the 
Community's slow response to the Soviet invasion of Afghani-
stan  in  1979, a  crisis  consultation procedure has  been  estab-
lished  which  can  be  activated  within  48  hours  by  three  or 
more members.  A  recent study by  Stanley Sloan of the Con-
gressional  Research  Service,  based  on  extensive  interviews  in 
Europe,  concluded  that  "there  is  a  substantial  and  growing 
European commitment to the process of foreign-policy coordi-
nation" and that it  "demonstrates the greatest pqlitical  dyna-
mism" of all the Western consultation groups. 
To be sure, much of this  is more form  than substance. The 
E.C.  is  a  long way from  realizing the United-States-of-Europe 
dream of the early architects of integration.  Indeed,  the eco-
nomic climate over the past decade has prompted a revival  of 
nationalism  in  the  Community  manifested  by  chronic  rows 
over budgetary contributions, restrictive  import practices, and 
the persistent veto threat if an E.C.  measure endangers a vital 
national interest. On the political level, divergent national posi-
tions often prevent or dilute Community consensus. The Sol-
emn Declaration on European Union endorsed by E.C. leaders 
at the Stuttgart European Council summit of heads of govern-
ment fell  far short of the ambitious European Act advanced by 
the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy. 
In  particular,  such  proposed  measures  as  a  secretariat  for 
political  cooperation, strengthened roles  f~r the E.C.  Council 
of Ministers and the European Parliament, a  pledge to adopt 
final  national  positions  only  after  Community  consultations, 
and  the  acceptance  of  statements  by  the  10  as  a  binding 
common  basis  yielded  to  little  more  than  a  reaffirmation  of 
intentions  to  consult  embodied  in  previous  declarations. 
Moreover, European dependence on the United States through 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)  has  channeled 
most  defense  issues  into  an  Atlantic  frame  of  reference,  in 
effect discouraging the emergence of a  distinctively  European 
perspective and capability in  this area. 
Yet  the short-term  view  may  obscure the  longer-range  po-
tential.  In  scarcely  more  than  a  decade,  the  E.C.  has  made 
significant strides toward developing common foreign policies. 
The Conference on Security  and  Cooperation  in  Europe,  in-
cluding  its  subsequent review  phases,  witnessed  close  and  ef-
fective European coordination of positions. The 10 endorsed a 
French proposal for a Conference on Disarmament in  Europe, 
scheduled to  begin  next year,  which  would strengthen confi-common market
ynstihrtianal faram for daseloping cutarnun fareW n p oli,ci,e s.
dence building measures  between NATo and 'Warsaw Pact
forces. The E.C. proposed  a conference of involved parties to
terminate  foreign intervention in Afghanistan  and to guarantee
its independent and non-aligned  status. In the Middle East, the
Community's Venice Declaration in 1980 endorsed Palestinian
self-determination  and association of the Palestinian Liberation
Organization in the Middle East peace process. More recently,
the E.C. endorsed the Reagan  peace plan whose call for Pal-
estinian self-government  in association with Jordan  was seen as
consistent with the objectives of the Venice Declaration.
In 1,982, the E.C. endorsed British, French, Italian, and
Dutch panicipation in the international  monitoring force for
the Sinai following Israeli withdrawal. The Europeans  vigor-
ously condemned  the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and, while
sanctions were not applied, the Community postponed signing
a pending trade credit agreement with Israel. In an initial show
of support toward Britain in the Falklands crisis, the E.C.
imposed the most severe sanctions in its history by temporarily
banning imports from Argentina. Regarding the Soviet gas
pipeline project, the Community  called for the withdrawal of
U.S. sanctions against European based companies and de-
nounced  the measures as "an unacceptable interference  in the
independent  commercial policy of the E.C." At the E.C. sum-
mit meeting in Stuttgart, European  leaders took distance from
U.S. policy in Central America by assening that the area's
problems "cannot be solved by military means, but only by a
political solution springing from the region itself and respect-
ing the principles of noninterference  and inviolability of fron-
tiers."
While defense issues per se are still addressed in the NATo
context,  the E.C. has gradually broadened  its own agenda to
embrace  questions relating to "the political aspects of secu-
rity" which are also dealt with by NATO. However, the greater
frequency  and intensity of E.C. political consultations has fa-
cilitated a felling of European views which, according to a
recent report by the European Parliament,  sometimes pre-
empts and downgrades  consultations  at the Nnto level. Thus,
when a Community consensus emerges, the scope for U.S.
influence of national positions within NATo may be reduced.
Since the days of the Marshall Plan, American foreign policy
has supponed  the goal of rilUest European unity. It was as-
sumed that the United States and Western Europe would share
essentially similar and reinforcing  views, thereby  augmenting
the strength of the West on global issues. Yet since the 1970s
the European  Community's  political cooperation  activities
The European  Community has made significant  strides t<tward deueloping
common  foreign  policies in areas rutt couered  by the Treag of Rome
establishing the E.C. For example,  it endorsed a Frencb proposal for a
Conference on Disarmament  in Etnope  to ease tensions between Ner<> and
'Warsaw Pact forces. Shown  bere are Ner<> ftrces on "Autumn Forge"
exercises  in the Federal Republic of Germany. courresy l)epartnrcnr  of l)cfense
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have  often  revealed  divergence  rather  than  complementarity 
between the United States and Western Europe. Sharply differ-
ing  U.S.  and  West  European  reactions  to  the  197  3  Middle 
East  War  and  the  oil  embargo  prompted  Secretary  of State 
Henry Kissinger  to object to an  independent European policy 
when  it  "takes  the  form  of  basic  hostility  to  the  United 
States." Nixon bluntly accused the E.C. of a "gang up" against 
the United  States.  More recently,  former U.S.  Ambassador to 
the  E.C.  Thomas  Enders  observed in  1981 that  "[European] 
political  cooperation caters  to the desire  of some E.C.  mem-
bers  to  define  their  positions  in  the  world  at  least  partly  in 
opposition to the United States." United Nations Ambassador 
Jeane  Kirkpatrick  bemoaned  the  E.C.  "habit  of  voting  to-
gether on almost all  issues [and] often different from  the U.S. 
position." 
Indeed  as  the Community has  coalesced  economically  and 
politically,  U.S.  affirmations  of support  for  the  process  have 
become  infrequent  and  ritualistic.  While  the  U.S.  must  deal 
with  the  E.C.  as  an  entity  on  trade  matters,  on  other issues 
there  is  a  pronounced preference  in  Washington  for  bilateral 
diplomacy  with  individual  European countries and for  multi-
lateral  exchanges  through  NATO,  the  Organization  for  Eco-
nomic  Cooperation  and  Development,  and  the  annual  eco-
nomic summits. The United States  has  shown little interest in 
encouraging the European political cooperation process which, 
to the extent that it alters or displaces these traditional mecha-
nisms,  will  strengthen  Europe's  leverage  in  the  Atlantic  rela-
tionship. 
In  the 1980s, U.S.-West  European differences have surfaced 
on  a  plethora  of  economic  and  political  issues:  sanctions 
against  the  Soviet  Union  for  its  invasion  of Afghanistan  and 
support of martial  law  in  Poland,  the  Soviet  pipeline  project 
(including  the U.S.  assertion  of extra-territorial  jurisdiction to 
Europe  embodied  in  the  Export  Administration  Act),  East-
West  trade  policy  on  export credits  and  transfer of sensitive 
technology,  interest  rate  policy,  steel  trade,  and  agricuitural 
export subsidies. 
Strong  bonds  of Atlantic  economic,  political  and  security 
interdependence  exert  pressures  to  eventually  resolve  or ac-
commodate to such problems. But as Europe chooses to speak 
with one voice, the prospects are for recurring strains in  trans-
atlantic relations.  These strains  will  call  for continuing adjust-
ments in  the U.S.-European  relationship in  which Western  Eu-
rope's  unified  weight,  when  exerted,  will  be  a  formidable 
factor to be reckoned with by  Washington. E 
William  C.  Cromwell teaches  international  relations  at American University's 
School of International Service 
Recurring strains in transatlantic relations are evidenced by the controversy surrounding U.S.  specialty steel import restrictions. The U.S.  and the E.C. have failed to 
reach agreement on a plan that would compensate the European companies fur losses in export earnings caused hy these restrictions. Pictu·red here is a cooling bed 
for  steel.  t:Ourt csy Amcri-.:an  Iron and S!eellnsriiUfC 




Insreased use of non-tnriff meam,res is fueling transatlanti,c tensi,ons.
JAMES DAVID SPELLMAN
Barriers  restricting trade in services and regulating the local
servicing of foreign markets through the establishment of sub-
sidiaries  have multiplied  in the United States and the European
Communiry. These barriers  are primarily nontariff  ones; their
ubiquity, like that for merchandise,  is the product of a
neomercantilist  outlook adopted by many industrialized states
in recent years to lessen the effects of rapidly escalating oil
prices, inflation, record unemployment,  and recession. Al-
though the disagreements between  the United States and Eu-
rope in services trade have been less acrimonious than their
disputes  in agriculture and steel, U.S.-E.C. frictions are bound
to escalate in tandem with the growing impoftance  to their
national  economies of overseas sales of services.
Service industries  encompass advertising,  accounting, insur-
ance, architecture, banking, licensing, consulting,  franchising,
communications,  legal assistance, entertainment,  computers,
and transpoftation by plane, ship or vehicle. Services form part
of a country's "invisibles"  account (meaning the intangibles,  in
contrast to merchandise),  which also includes income from
non-service and service industries, govemment transactions,
royalties, and license fees.
The value of world trade in services amounts to approxi-
mately $350 billion, or roughly one-fifth of the total value of
world trade ($1,800 billion) in 1982, according to the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund fivE). Transport and travel accounted
for 40 to 45 percent, investments a third, and "other seryices"
a quafter of global receipts between 1.970 and 1980. Mea-
sured in value teffns, world transactions in services have been
expanding  annually during the same period at 18.5 percent,
marginally slower than the pace for merchandise  (21.1 per-
cent). The world recession brought a halt in international trade
expansion in 1981 and a sharp decline in 1,982-2 percent by
volume  and 6 percent by value-a preliminary General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade (cATr) study recently showed.
Service flows roughly followed this trend.
The United States leads the service expofters,  having ex-
poned $38.1 billion wofth in 1,982. But this figure excludes
the income U.S. affiliates eamed overseas in service  industries:
an estimated $99.95 billion in 1981,. Total eamings from
overseas subsidiaries  plus exports amounted  to $140.47 billion
for 1981, approximately equivalent to the total of U.S. exports
for agricultural products, capital goods, and automobiles that
year. Throughout the 1970s, earnings derived from service
expofts  increased annually on average by 19 percent, about
rwice the rate of growth during the 1960s. The largest sectors
ln the banking  sector of the seruices industry, tbe Unitcd States has raised  its
opposition to subsidies and below-market  tcrms for loans giuen by France, the
Federal Republic  of Germany,  the United Kingdom, and Italy to encourage  the
deuelopment of domestic industries.  Shown  here is the Hypo Bank
headquarters  in Munich.  @ Cynthia  Foster/Firct  Foto  Bank
EURopE, November-December 1983 15have been wholesale  and retail trade, finance, transportation,
and communications.
Seven out of 10 Americans now work in public and private
service jobs, as compared to 1940 when 45 percent did. Ser-
vice exports in 1980 generated 2.3 million jobs or 37 percenr
of total export-related employment. By 1982, however, over-
all expon-related  employment slid to 4.9 million jobs, a 23
percent fall; service jobs declined to L.8 million. Today one
out of every 30 Americans holds a service job tied to U.S.
expofts. The substantial surplus in the balance of payments for
the services sector in recent years has been offsetting the defi-
cit in merchandise trade. This pattern is a near reversal from a
decade ago, when U.S. imports of services rose faster than
exports and the "visibles" account repeatedly posted substan-
tial surpluses.
The impoftance of services transactions to the European
economy is more difficult to gauge because of the shortcom-
ings in data collection.  Service receipts of the 10 E.C. member
states collectively grew about seven times between 1970 and
1980, from $42.15 billion to $277.35 billion in 1980, while
imports increased  more than six times during the same period,
from $39.45 billion to.$258.39  billion. France exported
$31.7 billion in 1981, while in 1982 Germany exported $29.4
billion, the United Kingdom $28.4 billion and the Netherlands
Seruice industries,like  this McDonald's franchise  in Hiedelberg, form part of a
country's "inuisihle"  account, which also includes income from gouernment
transactions,  royahies, and license fees. O Sran Rodbell/First  Foto Bank
According  to the lnternational  Monetary Fund, in 1982 the ualue of world
trade in seruice industries,  such as insurance,  amounted  to approximately
$360 billion, or roughly  one-fifth of the total ualue of world  trade. Pictured
here is Lloyd's of London, the oldest insurance organization  in existence.
O Peter Marlowe/svcue
$16.6 billion according to the IMF. Service exports for most
E.C. states represent about 20 percent of their total exports.
The proportion  that the private services  sector constitutes of
the gross domestic product has averaged about 40 percent for
the E.C. For almost all member srates, at least 55 percent of
the labor force works in public and private service industries.
Greece, Italy and Ireland  are the exceptions, where slightly less
than half do. Data is lacking, however, to determine what
percentage  of these jobs is expoft-generated.
Whether services trade between the United States and the
E.C. is managed to a greater or lesser extent than trade in
agricultural  commodities  and manufactures, no one can say.
What is known is that barriers directed at services, as with
manufactures,  have become increasingly country- and product-
specific and more severe. Trade experts attribute part of the
decline in the United States' share of world invisible trade
from 25 to 20 percent to this protecrionist drift. One reason
for the proliferation of barriers,  as seen by U.S. Trade Repre-
sentative Bill Brock in a policy statement made last year, is
that "no effective  means have been developed for resisting
such pressure and for removing barriers once they are created.
Moreover, there are few mechanisms for minimizing,  or for
resolving  disputes among  Governments  over the treatment ac-
corded to service industries in their respective  countries."
Service firms generally encounter five types of barriers:  na-
tional market access controls; transaction and financial struc-
ture regulations; constraints on access to production  inputs
needed to provide the service; marketing obstructions;  and
government  practices. Disruptions in both the foreign sales of
and trade in services are sometimes not a direct result of
policies intended to shield domestic  industries from foreign
competition,  but rather a side effect of national security, mon-
etary) or public welfare initiatives. Furthermore, services trade
is often indirectly  curtailed by barriers designed specifically  to
protect domestic goods since increases in foreign sales of
goods generate overseas  demand for services, and vice versa.
In the telecommunications and data processing sector,  the
United States alleges that Euronet, an E.C.-wide data commu-
16  EURope  November-December 1983nications network, curtails and excludes foreign  vendors from 
the European market. The United States has  raised  its  opposi-
tion to the  E.C.'s imposing a  17-percent tariff on imports of 
integrated circuits and views the lack among most E.C.  mem-
bers  of patent and  copyright  protections  for  both computer 
hardware and software as  problematic for U.S.  firms.  Another 
complaint by  the United States in  this sector are the subsidies 
and below-market terms for loans given  by France, Germany, 
the United Kingdom, and Italy to encourage the development 
of  domestic  industries.  Banking  restraints  mentioned  in  the 
U.S.  Trade Representative's draft inventory of problems Amer-
ican service firms face overseas, include the Bank of England's 
practice of limiting the maximum equity participation of those 
banks registered outside the E.C.  to 15 percent for significant 
U.K.  banks.  Another problem the inventory  cites  is  Greece's 
minimum deposit requirement of $10 million for each branch 
a foreign  bank operates in  Greece.  French limitations on for-
eign  equity  in  accounting  firms  and  the  Government's  pres-
sures  on French  companies  to use  accounting firms  with  no 
more than 20 percent foreign equity is also noted. 
Complaints by the E.C. against the United States have appar-
ently yet to be compiled in an inventory as  extensive as that of 
the United States. Informal complaints lodged within the GATT 
and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment  (OECD)  focus  on the  problems which  have  arisen  from 
the variety in  state taxes and regulations of such industries as 
insurance  and  banking.  Whatever liberalization  measures  are 
achieved,  the  E.C.  can  be  expected to seek  both federal  and 
state commitments. 
Multilateral efforts to resolve disputes in services trade have 
been fledgling ones. The United States pressed GATT members 
during the Tokyo round of trade negotiation to extend selec-
tively  the  principles  of nondiscriminatory  treatment  of trade 
partners, liberalization, and reciprocity to international trade in 
services. Its efforts failed. The nontariff barrier codes signed at 
the Tokyo round will  only marginally  benefit service  export-
ers.  The Government Procurement Code, for example, covers 
only  those  services  which  are  incidental  to  and  below  the 
value of the products procured. The code does commit signa-
tories to explore expanding the code to regulate service  con-
tracts.  Another,  the  Code  on  Subsidies  and  Countervailing 
Duties,  prohibits  signatories  from  providing  certain  services 
such as transportation and insurance at subsidized rates. 
Deeming  these  Tokyo  round accomplishments  inadequate, 
the  United  States  decided,  to  seek  at  the  GATT  ministerial 
meeting in  November 1982, a formal work program to "doc-
ument and analyze  barriers" and to "examine the applicability 
of basic  GATT principles  and procedures to trade in  services" 
as  a first step toward a "round" in  the late 1980s. During the 
negotiations,  the  United  States  was  compelled  to  dilute  this 
proposal to gain  the support of Japan and the E.C.  The U.S. 
initiative  which emerged amounted to establishing a  working 
party to conduct a study.  With the E.C.'s backing, the United 
States succeeded in overriding resistance from the Third World 
and obtained a ministerial declaration inviting GATT signatories 
to compile and share information on global trade in  services. 
The  results  are  to  be  reviewed  at  the  1984  session  when 
delegates  will  consider  "whether  any  multilateral  action" 
would be  "appropriate and desirable." One participant at the 
ministerial meeting called this result "the nearest thing possible 
to a vacuum." 
The GATT result was  the inevitable product of the political 
climate prevailing at the ministerial sessions. Enduring a world 
recession,  states  resisted  committing  themselves  to  measures 
which would liberalize  foreign  access  to their markets at the 
expense  of domestic  producers.  A  dispute  over  the  sale  of 
pipeline equipment to the Soviet  Union prevented the United 
States  and  the  E.C.  from  jointly  doing  enough  preparatory 
work to facilitate discussions at Geneva. Further, the E.C. was 
wary  of committing itself to anything beyond a study . 
The OECD adopted in the early 1960s two codes of conduct 
to  liberalize  invisible  operations  and  capital  movements,  but 
both are so riddled with exceptions and reservations that they 
demand  little  from  the  signatories.  Several  committees  have 
been  subsequently  established  within  the  OECD  to  examine 
trade  problems  in  particular service  sectors  as  a  step  toward 
developing  principles  to  govern  international  services  com-
merce. This work, however, has languished in recent years. 
Within  the  European  Community,  member  countries  have 
failed  to pursue a program for  liberalization in  services  trade 
outlined in  Article 59 of the Treaty of Rome establishing the 
E.C.  As  Jeffrey  Schott,  a  visiting  fellow  of the  Institute  of 
International  Economics  in  Washington,  D.C.,  wrote  in  the 
June issue of the The World Economy: "The requirements that 
(1)  rules for key industries should depend on progress in  other 
areas and (2)  the development of common procedures to im-
plement  the  agreement  to  liberalize  trade  in  services  should 
depend  on agreement  on internal  directives,  which  has  been 
very difficult to attain, have opened up major loopholes which 
in practice have stymied progress on the liberalization of trade 
in  services."  E.C.  member states  have  ignored  their  commit-
ment in  Article  59 not to introduce "any new restrictions on 
the  freedom  to provide  services"  unless  "otherwise provided 
in the treaty." 
As  the positions of European and American firms in foreign 
markets erode and as the potential for trade-induced growth is 
foreclosed, the international community still seems a long way 
from accepting the principle that services  trade should be lib-
eralized like manufactures trade. The problem confronting ne-
gotiators  is  how  to  strike  a  balance  between  the  sovereign 
right of states to govern their internal economic affairs and the 
benefits  which  unfettered  commerce  create  internationally. 
The most feasible  strategy seems to be develop nontariff bar-
rier codes like those established at Tokyo for services trade. 
As  a white paper from the Center for Strategic and Interna-
tional  Studies  argues:  "Given  the  hestitancy  of U.S.  trading 
partners, a code approach appeals  because  it  is  selective, vol-
untary, gradual in  process, and given to a significant degree of 
bilateral  adjustment  and  accommodation.  In  other words,  a 
nation's commitment to trade-offs between service  sectors or 
between  services  and goods  is  not required  up  front  - the 
principles  come first.  Parties  can  then ease  into  the  commit-
ment process." The current stalemate will persist and the pro-
tectionist  drift  will  prevail  until  states  are  willing  to  commit 
themselves  to progress.  Whether this  commitment will  occur 
will ultimately depend on the strength of the world recovery. E 
James David Spellman is a freelance writer based in Washington, D.C. 
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The Candidates on TradE 
STUART AUERBACH 
As  a  militant  free  trader,  then  Sen.  Walter  F.  Mondale  (D-
Minn.)  led  a  filibuster  in  1970 that ultimately killed  a  labor-
supported bill to restrict textile imports from Japan because he 
considered it protectionist. Twelve years  later, courting labor's 
support in his race for the Democratic presidential nomination, 
former vice president Mondale trumpeted a different line as  he 
painted a picture of American kids "sweeping up around Japa-
nese  computers"  if  the  United  States  did  not  start  "acting 
tough" on trade matters. 
That speech to the United Steelworkers of America conven-
tion last fall  catapulted trade into the front rank of presidential 
campaign  issues  for  the  first  time  since  1884, when  Grover 
Cleveland, a Democratic free trader, narrowly defeated Repub-
lican James G.  Blaine, who ran on a platform of high tariffs. 
Other Democratic candidates also have sounded protection-
ist  themes,  and  President  Ronald  Reagan  has  continued  to 
speak out for free  trade. Trade facts  and figures  have  become 
almost a  litany  on Democratic and  Republican  hustings:  Ex-
ports  account  for  5  million  U.S.  jobs  and  four  of five  new 
manufacturing  jobs created  between  1977 and  1980, two of 
five  acres  planted  by  American  farmers  produce  crops  for 
overseas  markets,  and  total  trade  in  goods  has  jumped  from 
8.3  percent  of the  gross  national  product  in  1970  to  14.9 
percent last year. 
In  the following statements, the Democratic candidates took 
varied positions on trade policy and ways  to reverse last year's 
record  $31.8  billion  merchandise  trade  deficit.  Nor did  they 
coalesce  on  labor-supported  domestic-content  legislation, 
which would require certain percentages of U.S.-made parts in 
cars  and  trucks  sold  here  and  which  provided  the  focus  for 
last  year's  trade debate in  Congress.  The Reagan  Administra-
tion and some Democrats attacked the bill,  which passed  the 
House but never  reached the Senate  floor, as  the worst trade 
bill  since  the  1930 Smoot-Hawley Act  raised  tariffs  to  levels 
so  high  they  have  been  blamed for  worsening the Great De-
pression. 
Thus,  despite  support  for  domestic-content  legislation  last 
year from four of the announced Democratic candidates, only 
Mondale and Sen.  Alan  Cranston (Calif.)  embraced it  fully  in 
their  statements.  Sens.  Ernest  F.  Hollings  (S.C.)  and  John 
Glenn (Ohio),  who supported the bill  last year,  failed  to men-
tion it in  their statements. 
Neither did Sen. Gary Hart (Colo.), who took a more equiv-
ocal position  last  year  by  telling  United  Auto  Workers  presi-
dent Douglas A.  Fraser that he would support it only if it were 
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the only way to save  the U.S.  auto industry. Without mention-
ing  domestic content, Hart said in  his  statement that "protec-
tionist  solutions"  for  one  industry's  problems  "can  ricochet 
and produce worse problems in other industries." 
Former  Florida  Governor  Reubin  Askew,  President Jimmy 
Carter's one-time U.S.  Trade Representative, was the only can-
didate who took a strong stand opposing the bill last year and 
in his statement to the Post. 
Askew  emerged  as  the  freest  trader among the candidates, 
calling  for  "freer trade  on fairer  terms"  and  attacking  "mis-
guided  adventures  into  protectionism"  while  supporting 
"strictly  enforcing"  U.S.  trade  laws  against  unfair  practices. 
Mondale attacked  Reagan  Administration  policies  as  harmful 
to U.S.  trade  positions,  while Cranston,  Hollings,  and Glenn 
approved strong measures against other countries' unfair trade 
practices.  "The  only  way  to  remove  a  barrier  is  to  raise  a 
barrier,"  Hollings  said.  Glenn  said  the  "injurious effects"  of 
other nations' industrial policies "must be neutralized." Cran-
ston,  Glenn,  and  Mondale  called  for  cooperative  efforts  to 
correct  the  imbalance  between  the  strong  dollar  and  other 
currencies, which raises the cost of U.S. goods overseas. 
The rallying of Democratic candidates to the trade issue has 
provided  a  vivid  example  to  the  Republican  Party  of its  po-
tency in  the coming presidential campaign and, moreover, has 
exerted  an  influence  over Administration  trade  policies.  U.S. 
Trade  Representative  William  E.  Brock, a  former  Republican 
Party chairman, suggested last winter that the Japanese should 
grant  U.S.  car  makers  two years  of restraints  on imports  in-
stead  of one,  to  keep  the  issue  from  coming  up  amid  next 
year's election.,E 
Stuart Auerbach reports for The Washington Post. This article is reprinted 
from that newspaper. Pursue Freer Thade We Must Proteet Make Competition
On Fairer Terrns Ameriean Workers A National Priority
Unrestricted  free trade exists only in text-
books. Even so, we must do all we can to
pursue freer trade on fairer terrns. For only
through more open and more even-handed
trade can we hope to have a more prosperous
economy.
We must be tougher than ever before with
our commercial  competitors, seeking lower
barriers to trade, vigorously opposing dump-
ing and other unfair trade practices,  counter-
ing some governmental  subsidies  to obtain
the leverage to end them, and strictly enforc-
ing U.S. trade laws.
But we must not indulge in an unnecessary
proliferation of the import quotas, the or-
derly marketing agreements, the "voluntary"
restraints,  the "Buy American" laws, and all
the other protectionist devices that already
pervade  the American  economy.
The automotive "domestic  content"  bill
[was] a good example of bad legislation. It
could have raised new car prices  as much as
$1,000,  cost three jobs for every one saved,
reduced our agricultural and other exports by
inviting  retaliation  overseas  and distracted us
from the necessary  task of strengthening  our
auto industry by addressing its fundamental
problems  through an entirely new working
relationship  among labor, management and
government.
\fhile sounding good, reciprocity legisla-
tion could prove equally bad. Multilateral
reciprocity is needed. But requiring equal ac-
cess bilaterally on a product-by-product  basis
could generate new domestic  trade barriers
and inspire retaliation against  U.S. exports.
Many of our trade problems reflect deeper
structural  problems.  Our larger challenge is
one of adjustment  to a sweeping international
transition during economically troubled times.
Misguided ventures into protectionism will
only postpone  that adiustment  and hasten our
continuing economic  decline.
The decline in American export activity over
the last several years has cost our country
between 1 and 2 million iobs. Clearly we
must reverse this trend as part of our overall
strategy for full employment  and economic
growth.  To accomplish  this goal, our Govern-
ment needs to be more effective  in promoting
fair and free world trade.
Many American  companies  are facing for-
eign trade barriers  and anti-competitive  prac-
tices by foreign companies, such as lavish
subsidies for investment and research and
development, tariffs, and the "dumping" of
goods overseas below actual cost.
The United States must work to build an
international finance and trade system that
better defines fair-trade relations among  na-
tions.
We need to convince our trading partners
that it is in our mutual interest to engage in a
serious reorientation of world trade. High on
the agenda should be fair valuation of curren-
cies and a more efficient mechanism  for re-
solving trade disputes.
Congress should adopt legislation like the
proposed  reciprocal trade and investment  act,
which will provide the President with negoti-
ating authority and access to expedited legis-
lative relief in reaching fair-trade agreements.
Until foreign barriers are broken down and
America's own economic  recovery is in full
swing, I believe that we must protect Ameri-
can workers from unfair foreign competition.
That is why I cosponsored the domestic-
content legislation in the Senate which sent a
strong signal to Japan and other countries
that they must trade fair.
rVithout this clear signal, American  indus-
try and American  workers will continue to
lose out both in the international marketplace
and here at home.
\Jfe need a balanced  and coherent trade and
industrial policy, based on these principles:
. The president  must take the lead in making
trade and industrial competitiveness a na-
tional priority. The tools to make an indus-
trial policy work are in the executive branch.
. The iniurious effects of foreign industrial
policies must be neutralized.  \ilhether we call
this effort an industrial policy or whether we
create a Department of Trade isn't important.
Vhat is important is unifying and building
upon existing policies.
. We must give high priority to lowering  in-
terest rates by reducing  deficits as the best
way to bring the dollar back into line with
other currencies and make our products more
attractive. 'We can stabilize exchange rates in
the international marketplace  by coordinating
our fiscal and monetary policies and provid-
ing adequate levels of international lending.
This may also require cooperative  interven-
tion in exchange markets.
. 'We must promote American exports by
providing adequate  Ex-lm Bank financing at
competitive  rates, changing the tax code to
encourage  exporr activity, and reviewing our
antitrust laws to ensure  they are not antitrade.
A special effort must be made to encourage
smaller firms to export.
. 'We must not be shy about restricting  bla-
tantly unfair foreign imports that violate the
spirit of fair trade and which are dumped,
subsidized,  or threatening to our national se-
curity. The General  Agreement  on Trade and
Tariffs (cnrr) permits such actions, and it's
time we took them.
. We must build on our strengths in agricul-
tural and services trade, bring services trade
under the cerr, and control  agricultural  ex-
port subsidies.
. 'We must restore our historic commitment
to education,  research,  and development-the
keys to keeping us competitive in the future.
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Restrietions Next By Raising One
The only way our economy can grow is
through a viable and open world trading sys-
tem. We depend on trade and must vigor-
ously enforce trade rules. But we must also
recognize that protectionist solutions to prob-
lems in one industry can ricochet and pro-
duce worse problems  in other industries.
Ve need a new trade policy. It should have
three major goals:
. To achieve our full export potential. The
United States should be tough about main-
taining  its export markets and in opening  new
markets for U.S. goods. We should seek a
commitment to the principle of "national
treatment"-rules  and standards to be ap-
plied to our exports  equal to those applied to
local products.
Vhen our major industrial competitors
close their markets to our exports, we should
first negotiate. If that fails, we should  use
existing trade laws to restrict those countries'
imports. . ..
. To manage import problems and vigorously
enforce  U.S. trade rights. Trade policy should
be part of an industrial  strategy  designed to
foster growth and to make U.S. industry in-
ternationally competitive.  The President
should  have broad discretion to impose im-
port curbs, when necessary but these must be
coupled with commitments to invest in new
equipment  and the retraining  of workers.
This approach is preferable to enactment
of permanent,  statutory solutions such as lo-
cal-content  legislation.
. To strengthen and expand  the international
trading system. As a major export power and
the architect of the post-Vorld \ilVar II trad-
ing system, the United States has every reason
to take the lead in expanding the interna-
tional trading  system.
U.S. policy should be to support interna-
tional negotiations to reduce trade barriers,
maintain U.S. leadership in the export of ser-
vices and high technology and open new mar-
kets for agricultural  goods.
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No challenge we face, and we face many,
equals our need to get America  back on its
feet in the global economic contest.
For 20 years, we have been losing our
shirts in international production  and trade.
Factories are idle and workers unemployed
not just from Reaganomics, but because
other nations which learned from us how to
produce have gone America one better. They
are using government as an active partner in
coordinating  business, labor, agriculture,  and
science to compete  internationally.
And they have instituted protectionist  trade
practices  such as local-content  provisions, li-
censing,  inspection practices, and outright
subsidies.
\Ve are in a situation whereby the only way
to remove a barrier is to raise a barrier.
The goal is to develop a fair basis for free
trade. The less barriers, the more free trade.
This is to the benefit of all.
I am not the candidate who is angry at the
Japanese. I'm angry at Ronald Reagan and his
predecessors  for always representing the other
Government  as it intervenes  in our market.
And President  Reagan compounds the prob-
lems: While other nations  mobilize, he be-
lieves government is the enemy. That attitude
is putting us out of business.
America hasn't forgotten how to produce
and compete.  Govemment has. Our competi-
tors' success results from everyone pulling to-
gether for the national interest.
As President, I would change government's
attitude. Bring together the various offices
handling trade, assist in research, finance and
education, develop a monetary policy to off-
set the competitors'  advantage, and promote
exports which are so important to the cre-
ation of American iobs. Only with govem-
ment as a partner and a catalyst  can we truly
make America  great again.
Improue Capability
To Cornpete Abroad
In the past decade, trade and trade policy
have had more significant impact on the
American economy than at any other time in
U.S. history. In 1970, merchandise exports
accounted  for 4.3 percent of the gross na-
tional product  (cr.rp) and imports accounted
for about 4 percent. By 7982, however, ex-
ports accounted for 8 percent of the cNp and
imports about 9 percent-the first time that
the balance of trade shifted to imported
goods. Increasingly, American workers  and
industries  depend upon the export market for
their economic  survival. There is a need for
an American trade policy which encompasses
the mutual interests of the United  States and
its allies. Several  steps should be taken ro ac-
complish this task.
. First, the U.S. economy must be revitalized,
which entails the improvement  of domestic
capabilities to compete with trading  partners
in Europe and Asia.
. Second, the United States should work to-
ward upgrading the equitable facets of trade
with our General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade partners and allies. A balance should
and can be struck between the interests of
domestic producers and that of relaxed im-
port quotas and duties.
. Third, U.S. trade policy must be consistent
with our long term national interest.  We must
promote development  of new industries at
home, but couple this with aid to developing
nations whose economic survival is crucial to
our own economic viability. The American
Government  must also not fail to consider
the positions of our allies.
. Finally, we must use protectionist policy
sparingly  and only when absolutely necessary
to ensure the viability of domestic  industry.
Economists generally agree that protectionist
devices  are detrimental in the long run to the
overall economy, thus creating unemploy-
ment, spurring inflation and obstructing  the
effective allocation of trade within interna-
tional markets.This announcement appears  as a maner  of record  onlv
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Counter 'Dumping'
With Proper Relief
The policies of the Reagan Adminisrrarion
have given us a badly distorted dollar,  record
trade deficits, an alarming slump in world
trade, and an unprecedented  decline in our
international competitiveness,  while under-
mining the reliability of the United States  as
an overseas supplier and virtually  ignoring the
massive export subsidies,  non-tariff barriers,
local-content legislation, and other resrricrive
practices of our trading  paftners.
To correct the distortion of the dollar,  we
must reduce the bloated Reagan budget defi-
cits and cooperate with our allies to establish
defensible ranges for currency  values.
To bolster world trade, we need: global
economic  growth, reform of the international
banking and financial system,  and a fairer and
more open regime of international commerce.
To restore America's credibiliry as a sup-
plier, we must repudiate policy decisions such
as the Administration's pipeline fiasco and
their destructive rewrite of the Export Ad-
ministration Act.
To counter unfair foreign trade practices,
we should insist on equal access to the mar-
kets of those who now sell freely in ours. We
should fully fund the Export-lmport Bank
and the Commodity Credit Corp. and use
them to match the expon subsidies of our
trading  competitors.
Where restrictive policies of other narions
have made the United States a dumping
ground, we must respond with appropriare
relief and legislation including  domestic-con-
tent laws.
'We must be ready to employ industrial pol-
icies to counter the targeted policies of other
nations and to boost our competitiveness
across the board. Selective policies, linked to
pro-competitive  commitments  by both labor
and management,  may well be vital elements
of such policies.
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BATTLE THREATENS OVER TAX 
ON MULTINATIONALS 
Supreme Court ruling on "unitary" assessment used by some US. states 
could cause backlash in Europe. 
JONATHAN TODD 
The "unitary taxation"  dispute  is  coming  to a  head.  A  year 
ago, very  few  people had  even  heard of unitary  taxation,  let 
alone knew what it  was.  However, in  recent months, transat-
lantic  tension  on the issue  has  been  growing, sparked off by 
the  U.S.  Supreme  Court  June  27  verdict  in  the  Container 
Corporation's  case  against  the  California  tax  authorities  that 
states had the right to take a corporation's worldwide earnings 
into  account  when  assessing  a  subsidiary's  liability  for  state 
tax.  Current dissatisfaction  in  Europe with  the U.S.  Adminis-
tration's handling of the issue  has  resulted  in  strong pressure 
for  E.C.  Governments  to  apply  retaliatory  measures  against 
U.S.  multinationals' subsidiaries in Europe. 
According to the U.S.  Treasury, the unitary method of tax-
ation with worldwide combined reporting is  used by about 13 
individual states to determine the taxable income of a business 
operating  across  state  and  national  borders.  Under  this  ap-
proach, income from  related  corporations, whether domestic 
or foreign,  is  combined  to determine  the worldwide  taxable 
income of the  unitary  business.  A portion of this  worldwide 
taxable  income  is  then attributed to the unitary  state  on the 
basis of in-state business activity relative to total or worldwide 
business activity.  If, for  example, one third of the worldwide 
business  activity-generally  measured  by  sales,  payroll,  and 
property-occurs in  the unitary state, one third of the world-
wide taxable income would be attributed to that state. 
The worldwide unitary  method  is  different  from  the sepa-
rate  accounting  or  "arm's-length"  method  used  by  other 
states,  the  U.S.  federal  government,  and  most  foreign  coun-
tries.  Under this  alternative approach, a state taxes a  multina-
tional  corporation  by  allocating  income  among  related  cor-
porations  according  to  "arm's-length"  or  unrelated  party 
prices. European multinationals object to the fact that, in prac-
tice,  the  formulas  used  when  calculating  liability  for  unitary 
taxation with  worldwide  combined  reporting are  unsuited  to 
assessing  companies'  overseas  activities.  They allege  that  the 
inevitable result of worldwide unitary taxation is  an unreason-
able  tax  burden,  multiple  taxation  of the same  income,  and 
heavy and unnecessary administrative cost. 
Moreover, they point out that the method contravenes not 
only the model double taxation convention recommended by 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD)  in  1977, but also  the terms of more than 40 interna-
tional  tax  treaties  between  the  United States  and third  coun-
tries.  A  clause  to  prevent  the  application  of the  worldwide 
unitary  method  of  taxation  to  non-U.S.  multinationals  was 
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featured  in  the  draft  U.S.-U.K.  double  tax  treaty,  but was  de-
leted in the process of adoption by the U.S.  Senate. Therefore, 
in  1980, the U.K.  Parliament  only  ratified  the treaty  on the 
understanding that federal  legislation  would be  introduced to 
prevent worldwide unitary taxation of companies with foreign 
parents  by  individual  states.  Similarly,  notes  attached  to  the 
U.S.  double  tax  treaties  with  France and Canada make clear 
that  the  contracting parties  expect  the  federal  authorities  to 
limit the use  of the worldwide unitary method of taxation by 
individual  states.  However,  no  such  federal  legislation  has 
been implemented. 
One of the reasons for successive U.S.  administrations' hesi-
tations in  supporting federal  legislation  on unitary taxation by 
states  was  that the states  were  adamant  that such  legislation 
would  infringe  on their fiscal  sovereignty.  Meanwhile,  oppo-
nents  of worldwide  combined  reporting  were  told  that  the 
Supreme Court was  likely  to clarify  its  constitutionality when 
ruling on a number of cases  involving unitary taxation.  How-
ever,  on June 27  of this  year,  when  the U.S.  Supreme  Court 
ruled on the "Container Corporation of America vs  California 
Franchise Tax Board," it  affirmed by  5 votes to 3 that in  the 
absence of specific legislation adopted by Congress, individual 
states  were  not  required  to  follow  the  example  of the  U.S. 
federal government in  their treatment of their foreign  income. 
Although,  in  the  footnotes,  the  court made  it  clear that  the 
ruling  did  not  apply  directly  to  subsidiary  companies  with 
parent companies in  third countries, it did not clarify what the 
court's attitude would be to any subsequent specific challenges 
to worldwide unitary taxation of companies with foreign  par-
ents. 
Within  a  very  short space  of time,  Florida  interpreted  the 
Supreme  Court  ruling  as  a  green  light  for  its  own  plans  to 
implement  worldwide  unitary  taxation  and  applied  it  from 
September 5 (backdated to January 1982). The reaction on the 
other side of the Atlantic was  also swift.  In  view of the large 
number of U.K.  based  multinationals  with  operations  in  the 
United States, the strong protests from the British Government 
were  perhaps  to be  expected.  Soon  after the Supreme  Court 
ruling,  the  U.K.  Chancellor of the  Exchequer,  Nigel  Lawson, 
wrote to U.S.  Treasury Secretary Donald Regan  to express his 
concern. The matter was also raised with Regan  by  the British 
Foreign Secretary Geoffrey Howe during his July 13-15 visit to 
Washington. There were also protests from the E.C.  countries 
as  a whole. On August  1, the Greek Ambassador in  Washing-
ton  delivered  a  note  on  the  issue  to  the  Administration  on behalf of all the E.C. member  states (Greece  being the current
holder of the presidency of the E.C.'s Council of Ministers) to
back up similar approaches on the issue made by the E.C.
presidency  in March 1980 and October  1981.
The recent protests lodged by the United Kingdom and the
E.C. presidency shared a similar approach. First, there was
regret that the U.S. Administration  had not seen fit to file an
amicus  curiae brief in the Container Corporation  case, to point
out the foreign policy implications of unitary taxation. Sec-
ondly, it was pointed out that although  the Supreme Court's
ruling in the Container Corporation  case did not apply directly
to the worldwide unitary taxation of companies with parents
outside the United States, the way was open for future Su-
preme Court rulings to confirm the right to do so. ThirdlS
there was a request for the U.S. Administration to suppoft
proposed federal legislation to outlaw this form of taxation.
For its pan, the E.C. Commission decided that it would raise
the issue at its next high-level consultations  with the U.S.
Administration.
The request for Administration support for federal legisla-
tion to outlaw worldwide unitary taxation for companies with
both domestic and overseas-based  parents was supported by
the U.S. Cabinet's  Council on Economic Affairs, reporting on
the issue to President Ronald Reagan in September.  The Cabi-
net council also recommended  that the Administration  support
the request by Container  Corporation for a rehearing of its
case by the Supreme  Court, so as to allow the Administration
to submit an amicus curiae brief. Business circles in Europe
were very disappointed  when Reagan decided not to intervene
in support of a rehearing and, rather than commit himself to
support of legislation to outlaw worldwide  unitary taxation,
decided to appoint a special working pafty to report on the
issue. Since his decision, the Supreme Court has announced
that it will not reconsider its verdict in the Container Corpora-
tion case.
The U.K-based Unitary Tax Campaign, representing  some
60 companies opposed to unitary taxation,  has suggested that
the appointment of the working pafty represents  an attempt to
bury the issue until after the next U.S. presidential elections.
Meanwhile,  British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, speak-
ing on the eve of her visit to Washington at the end of
September, warned that if the working group did not work
fast enough, the Government  would be under very severe
pressure to take retaliatory  measures. An indication of the
level of concern in Europe over the issue is that Thatcher
raised the issue of worldwide unitary taxation during her talks
with Reagan. One form of retaliatory  measure that has been
suggested  in the United Kingdom is a clause in next year's
Finance Act that would deny relief from advance corporation
tax for multinationals with their parent based in a state apply-
ing the worldwide  unitary taxation methods.
As regards retaliation at the E.C. level, U.K. Chancellor
Lawson warned Regan in Washington  on September 27 that if
the United Kingdom did not get satisfaction on the issue, it
would plan joint action with its E.C. partners, especially
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the Nether-
lands, which also have significant numbers of multinationals
operating in the United States. Irritation at the U.S. Adminis-
tration's handling of the situation has also surfaced in the
This summer, in d case inuoluing  Container Corporation of Ameica (shown
bere) and the State of California,  the Supreme Court ruled tbat statcs  had the
ight to take a corporation's worldwide  earnings into account when  assessing a
subsidiary's  liability for state tdx. cotnesy  Container Corporation  of America
European  Parliament. Future debates there are likely to focus
further attention on the issue and put pressure on the E.C.'s
Council of Ministers to coordinate  retaliatory  measures.  The
issue could be raised at a meeting of the Council in the near
future. In the meantime,  informal contacts on the approach to
be adopted on the issue are continuing between the embassies
of E.C. member states and the Commission's office in Wash-
ington, D.C.
Quite apaft from the threat of retaliation, U.S. companies
should also be concerned  at the possibility of other countries
adopting worldwide unitary taxation as a means of raising
revenue. Should its application in the United States, in contra-
vention of existing double tax treaties, appear to be condoned
by the U.S. Administration,  other countries are likely to staft
applying this form of taxation themselves.  As the United States
is the home country of a very large number of multinationals
likely to be affected by widespread  use of worldwide unitary
taxation, it would suffer directly from such a development.  It
would also suffer indirectly from the reduced levels of invest-
ment that would result from the widespread application of
worldwide unitary taxation to multinationals.  Recognition of
the likely negative effects for U.S. companies of the continued
use of unitary taxation with worldwide  combined reporting
has already influenced the American Chamber of Commerce,
which represents some 220,000 U.S. companies, to lobby in
favor of proposed federal legislation to eliminate this form of
taxation.  C
lonatban Todd is the editor o/ Multinational Service  in Brussels.
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Vice  President Walter Mondale, both of whom aspire to their 
party's presidential nomination in 1984. 
Can the United States learn from the richer industrial-policy 
experiences of its  European friends?  Long before the issue  of 
government-industry relations  was  posed in  the  United States 
in  the  19  30s, European governments have  worked with  their 
industrial sectors to develop a consensus on economic growth 
and  stability.  The  problem  for  Americans  in  attempting  to 
draw  valuable  lessons  from  the  European  experience-espe-
cially  after World War 11-is the diversity  of approaches  one 
finds  on the Continent. These run the spectrum from France's 
traditional embrace  of comprehensive,  "rational" planning to 
the Federal Republic of Germany's more subtle framework of 
"organized private enterprise," which consists  of a formalized 
system of government-private sector consultations. 
Despite these differences, however, an overall consensus on 
industrial  policy  exists  in  Western  Europe today.  In  the view 
of Raymond Vernon, who has  studied state-industry relations 
on  the  Continent  for  years,  that  consensus  is  based  on  a 
realization "that there was  some utility in  looking at the vari-
ous elements of the national economy all at once, in observing 
whether internal  consistency  existed,  and  in  considering  how 
more  efficient  combinations  of  national  activity  might  be 
brought about." In  summary  form,  here are  some instructive 
lessons  on industrial  policy  that Americans  could  learn  from 
Europe: 
The Virtues of Communication 
A good deal of noise is  made in  the American press about the 
disastrous  condition  of Europe's  basic  industries.  And  who 
would argue that the Continent's automotive, steel, and textile 
sectors are not in serious economic trouble these days.  Never-
theless, there's a good deal  to be said  on behalf of European 
traditions  which  encourage  representatives  of the  public  and 
private  sector  to  talk  regularly  with  each  other.  In  Reich's 
words:  "Government, business,  and labor [in  Europe]  negoti-
ate  to devise  public  policies  and  business  strategies  that  will 
propel  their  societies  and  economies  forward."  Lately,  those 
strategies have  been less  ambitious.  Nevertheless, most indus-
try  experts  in  the United  States  agree  that more communica-
tion-in the  form  of consultations,  such  as  the  soon  to  be 
revitalized  "Steel  Tripartite  Committee,"  and  outright  ex-
change of opinion-is a fundamental requirement in an Amer-
ican economy that is undergoing such extraordinary change. 
Avoiding Expensive Sectoral Programs 
As  with  Europe  today,  America's  industrial  foundation  is  in 
the process of undergoing significant change. Up to now, how-
ever,  the  United  States  has  shied  away  from  programs  that 
make it  possible  for ailing sectors to survive-almost entirely 
at  the  taxpayer's  expense.  By  way  of contrast,  consider  the 
situation  of Western  Europe's  ailing  steel  industry.  Since  the 
early 1970s, that industry has  shed some 300,000 jobs, while 
its annual capacity has  been cut by some 17 million tons since 
1980. Nevertheless, a good deal of excess capacity still exists. 
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And it does so in  large degree because of the generous support 
policies  of  various  European  Governments.  The  European 
Community's Council of Ministers proclaimed a "manifest cri-
sis" in  October 1980 in  recognition of the adverse conditions 
facing  its  members' steel sectors.  And  the Council has  estab-
lished production quotas on all Jarge steel producing firms and 
an  end  to all  subsidies  by  1985. The United  States,  with  its 
own ailing  steel sector,  would be  wise  to shy  away  from  the 
European subsidy example. 
Connecting Domestic Industrial Concerns With 
International Trade Responsibilities 
Until  recently,  our European partners devoted more attention 
to  the  relationship  between  domestic  prosperity  and  interna-
tional trade and with good reason.  Most observers agree  that 
one  element  in  Western  Europe's  dramatic  recovery  in  the 
1950s  was  the  expansion  of world  trade.  A  good  deal  of 
Europe's trade, of course, occurs within the boundaries of the 
1  0-nation  European  Community.  But  a  significant  portion 
does not. At the same time, however, membership in organiza-
tions  dedicated  to  free  and  open  trade,  notably  the  General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) requires careful adher-
ence  to rules  which  prohibit the  types  of subsidies  that  have 
been generously  provided to European  industries  in  the past. 
As  America's  Continental  partners  have  learned-and as  the 
United  States  is  now learning-government assistance,  in  the 
form  of import relief or export subsidies,  frequently  conflicts 
with those GATT rules. 
Adjusting to the Competitive Rules 
As  the  members  of  the  European  Community  are  aware, 
closer  collaboration  between  government  and  industry  is 
hardly  a  guarantee  against  economic  reverses.  In  some  in-
stances, even passionate adherents of the free  market will gulp 
and recommend public support for an endangered sector. Wit-
ness  the London  Economist's recent article coming out in  fa-
vor of limited public funding for the European Airbus  Indus-
trie  in  its  lonely  competition  with  Boeing.  The  Economist 
believes that between the evils  of more government subsidiza-
tion of yet another European airline, and the very  real danger 
that  Boeing  could  gain  a  monopoly  position  in  the  world 
market, the latter alternative is more acceptable. 
Similarly, the European Community is  insisting-not for the 
first  time-that  future  subsidies  for  steel  should  be  solely 
based  on rationalization, modernization and the  costs of clo-
sure. The facile distinction between competitive and non-com-
petitive aid conceals more than it reveals.  But the Community 
is  right to draw that distinction between, say,  temporary relief 
for  Airbus  (an  industry  that  can  compete),  and  never-ending 
subsidies for industrial dinosaurs. America's European partners 
will  be  watching  the  U.S.  debate  over  industrial  policy  with 
great interest. Afterall,  no matter what the Americans do, it's 
bound to have  a  tremendous  impact  on the  Europeans.  For 
that reason alone, the United States is advised to proceed with 
extreme care.  E 
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agenda for reform 
E. C. heads of Government must make critical choices at Athens summit 
in December if  Europe is to move ahead. 
FERDINANDO RICCARDI 
Several  years  ago,  E.C.  Commission  Vice  President  Gaston 
Thorn called for a  new "second-generation Europe"  -namely 
an  E.C.  transformed  and  modernized,  with  simplified  proce-
dures and new aims. What started out as  a slogan has become 
a  political program. The Community and national  authorities 
of the E.C.  member countries have gradually come to realize 
what  Thorn  foresaw.  Today  no  one  questions  the  need  to 
define new objectives and new "rules of the game," not only 
to give  new impetus to the building of a  unified  Europe, but 
to prevent the deficiencies and absurdities casting doubt on the 
progress considered to have been made. 
No  one  doubts  any  longer,  for  example,  that  without  a 
serious  and  far-reaching  reform  of the Common Agricultural 
Policy  (CAP),  this pillar of the Community is  likely to disinte-
grate under the weight of increasing costs, excessive surpluses, 
and imbalances in  the burdens and benefits. Moreover, every-
one knows that the present financial  rules cannot hold out in 
the long term, since each  country feels  that it  is  paying more 
than  its  share for Community policies and this  is  not accept-
able  to  either  politicians  or  public  opinion.  The  heads  of 
Government of the  E.C.  member states  have  recognized  that 
changes are urgently needed and they have drawn up propos-
als.  They  are  to  meet  in  early  December  in  Athens  at  the 
European Council summit for further discussions.  While final 
decisions  probably will  not be  taken  on all  issues,  the  main 
course  of action  should  be  established.  An  overview  of the 
various  dossiers  on  the  agenda  in  Athens  might  serve  as  a 
primer on the problems currently facing Europe. 
The unified  nature of the talks should never  be  forgotten. 
For obvious reasons, the proposals are separated for discussion 
and  meetings  may  concentrate  sometimes  on  one  point  and 
sometimes  on  another,  but all  the  aspects  are  linked.  There 
cannot  be  an  agreement  on an  increase  of the Community's 
own resources without an agreement on control of agricultural 
spending;  the  review  of the E.C.'s Common Agricultural  Pol-
icy  is  linked  to the launching of other common policies;  the 
problems  in  the  negotiations  for  the  accession  of Spain  and 
Portugal to the E.C.  cannot be solved without certain guaran-
tees  for  the  Mediterranean  regions  of  the  Community.  In 
short,  the agreement  can  only  be  a  comprehensive  one.  It is 
therefore  mainly  for  the purposes of presentation  and  clarity 
that  this  article  separates  the  various  aspects,  on  the  under-
standing that isolated solutions are not possible. 
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Agricultural Reform 
The  reform  or  review  of  the  Common  Agricultural  Policy 
(CAP)  is  the  essential  starting  point  for  the  whole  colossal 
operation, for political and economic reasons. 
On  the  political  front,  there  is  no  doubt  that  without  a 
review  of the  CAP,  several  Community  Governments  would 
not accept  the other aspects  of a  second-generation  Europe, 
notably  the  increase  in  the  Community's  financial  resources. 
Even  if  the  Governments  were  to  agree,  the  increase  in  the 
E.C.'s  "own"  resources  would  be  rejected  by  some  parlia-
ments. Unless financial discipline is  introduced into the CAP  to 
ensure  more  control  over spending,  the  increase  in  spending 
will  be  interrupted in  a  most radical  fashion:  The freezing  of 
available  resources  will  no longer  just  be  a  possibility,  but a 
certainty. 
This  does  not  mean,  however,  that  the  review  should  be 
limited to and aimed at reducing spending. The rationalization 
of the CAP,  20 years after it  was  founded, is  absolutely essen-
tial.  Originally,  the  principal  aim  of  the  CAP  was  to  make 
Europe self-sufficient  from  the point of view  of food and to 
make it  a  great agricultural  power on a  world scale;  this aim 
has  been  amply achieved. Today the  E.C.  not only covers  its 
needs  for essential products-from cereals and meat,  to milk 
and  sugar-it has  become  a  large-scale  exporter and  has  to 
dispose of its surpluses on the world market. 
The rejonn ar review of  the Common Agricultural 
Policy is the starting point for the whole colossal 
operation .... 
It is,  therefore, the very success of the CAP,  the achievement 
of its  principal initial objective, which makes the review neces-
sary.  The policy cannot remain  the same when the goal  is  to 
achieve  self-sufficiency  in  food,  if  this  goal  has  been  over-
taken.  From now on, farmers must be made more responsible 
in  the sense of being asked to produce what the market needs, 
adapting production to demand and available outlets-internal 
or external. The E.C., which in  practice means tax payers and 
consumers,  can  no  longer  undertake  to  buy  any  quantity  of 
any product at a guaranteed price. Surpluses  of powdered milk  have  reached  a  level  of about 
four  years'  normal  consumption,  and  desperate  attempts  are 
being  made  to reduce  them  by  giving  it  to the Third  World, 
denaturing  the  milk  to  make  animal  fodder,  or any  other 
means.  Distilled  wine,  which  is  practically destroyed. by  con-
version  into alcohol  for  which  there  is  no use,  this  year  has 
exceeded 5 million hectoliters. Tobacco of varieties no longer 
required  has  accumulated  in  such  proportions that people in 
Brussels are seriously thinking of burning it on a huge bonfire, 
as the most economical means of disposing of it. 
In  certain  sectors,  such  as  grain  and  other  cereals,  E.C. 
production conditions are now such that the guaranteed prices 
can  and  must  move  closer to world  prices,  reducing  the  in-
flated  price which ensures a constant income to a few people 
in  privileged  positions.  Anyone  who opposes a review  of the 
CAP  is  in  actual  fact  helping  to  destroy  it,  since  without  a 
review the whole structure is  likely to collapse in  a short time 
under the burden of surpluses and growing expenditure. 
The Commission's  proposals  are  an  effort  to make  Euro-
pean  agriculture  more  lively,  more  efficient,  and  better 
adapted to European and world demand. The effort of adapta-
tion, enterprise, and modernization which is  being asked of the 
E.C.  farmers  is  accompanied by  the need for certain sacrifices 
on the  part  of third  countries  exporting  their  products  into 
Europe, which will have to accept that the E.C. import less of 
the food in which it is  now self-sufficient or which it exports. 
The  complex  package  of  measures  proposed  will  allow 
tighter  controls  on  spending,  which  in  future  will  have  to 
increase less  rapidly than financial  resources, in  order to leave 
more  funds  available  for other common policies.  This,  how-
ever,  is  not an end in  itself, and the Commission has  summa-
rized  the scope of the  reform as  follows:  "The Community's 
objective cannot be  to curb the development of its  own agri-
culture.  However,  in  the  light  of future  prospects,  the  Com-
munity has  no choice but to adjust its  own policy of guaran-
tees on production. Community agriculture must succeed, as  is 
only logical,  in  expanding its  own exports and maintaining its 
share  of  the  world  market.  It must  also  accept  a  growing 
measure  of market  discipline  to  which  other sectors  of the 
Community  economy are  subject.  In  this  dynamic  approach, 
which rejects any Malthusian limitations on agricultural poten-
tial,  the  stress  is  being  laid  increasingly  on  production  at  a 
competitive price." 
The effort to rationalize agriculture and balance supply and 
demand must be accompanied by a parallel campaign to make 
the most of the countryside. This involves  both protection of 
the natural  environment-it is  too often forgotten that farm-
ers  play  an  essential  part  in  this  respect  which  benefits  the 
whole population-and development of other activities related 
to  the  land,  especially  the  use  of agricultural  substances  as 
sources  of organic  chemicals  (with  the  development  of bio-
technology), as  materials to produce energy (biomass), and for 
forest  production. The Community has  deficits  in  energy and 
timber-they are  the  two main  debit items  in  the E.C.  trade 
balance-and yet there are real and substantial possibilities for 
alternative activities and employment in  rural areas.  Therefor~, 
combining the various factors of rationalized and efficient agri-
culture with the other improvements, it is  possible to raise  the 
level  of economic  and  social  life  in  wide  areas  of Europe, 
1983 DRAFT BUDGET OF THE E.C. 
(million  ECU) 
Intervention appropriations·  20.405.6 
Administrative appropriations 
(staff, information. etc.)  748.6 
Other institutions  404.8 
MAIN INTERVENTION APPROPRIATIONS 
(million  ECU)  . 
Agriculture  14,701 .2 
- EAGGF Guarantee Section  14,050.0• 
- EAGGF Guidance Section  612.6 
-Other  38.6 
Social pOlicy  1,475.1 
- Social Fund  1.350.0 
-Other  125.1 
Regional pelicy  1.485.8 
- Regional Fund  1,259.0 
Research, technology and 
energy  553.3 
THE COMMUNITY'S REVENUE IN 1982 
21 ,383.3 million ECU 
made  up  of% 
"------- ·VAT  56.1 
31 .9 
7.1 
Sugar levies  3.3 
Own revenue  98.4 
.,.-------- Other revenue  1.6 
Source: Eurostat 
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has already reached the maximum desirable limit. 
Financial Resources 
While necessary  in  itself,  the review of the CAP  is  also  neces-
sary  to  make  it  politicaily  possible  to  increase  the  financial 
resources at the Community's disposal, and hence to develop 
common policies.  A unanimous consensus of the 10 national 
Governments and parliaments is  essential in  order to make this 
increase possible, a  unanimity impossible without a  review  of 
agriculture.  The future  finance  of the  Community remains  a 
serious  problem  in  itself,  on  which  conflicting  interests  and 
ideas clash. 
The present machinery has  been under discussion for years. 
Some countries contest it and the United Kingdom, in particu-
lar,  has  claimed and received  a partial  refund of its  contribu-
tion to common expenditure, which it considers excessive and 
therefore unjust. Such  calculations, it  is  true, are contested by 
the E.C. institutions, as  they observe that there are no national 
contributions  to  common  expenditure,  but  rather  the  own 
resources  of the  E.C.,  which  the  member  countries  simply 
receive and pay  back the balance. They are  therefore unjusti-
fied  in talking of credit or debit. 
Moreover, there is  nothing so misguided as an evaluation of 
the advantages  of belonging to the E.C.  based  exclusively  on 
the origin  and destination  of expenditure, since  the  most im-
portant advantages cannot be assessed by any such calculation: 
the advantages  result from  membership in  an  open European. 
market, the disappearance of frontiers, new investment oppor-
tunities, and expanding production made possible by  the cre-
ation of the Common Market. 
However, these considerations do not eliminate the need to 
define  new  criteria  and  new  mechanisms to finance  the  E.C. 
for  two  reasons,  one  mainly  political  and  psychological,  the 
other  concrete.  On  the  psychological  level,  experience  has 
shown that the impression a country may have of giving exces-
sive  finance  to the E.C.-even if this  is  partly a false  impres-
sion-has harmful effects on public opinion, which politicians 
have to take into account. Clear rules unanimously accepted as 
fair must be established, to eliminate mistrust and suspicion. 
The creation of new financing is an essential 
canditionfar the develapment of  camman actions 
and policies  .... 
The second more concrete reason is  that the new rules will 
enable new resources to be created, an  essential condition for 
the development of common action and policies in the numer-
ous fields in which isolated European countries have negligible 
or slight  influence in  the face  of world competition, while  a 
joint European  effort will  enable the Old World  to compete 
on equal terms with the United States and Japan. 
The negotiations  on the future  financing  of the E.C.  must 
therefore follow three converging aims: 
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•  the  introduction of strict  discipline  on agriculture  expendi-
ture  (by  reviewing  the  CAP),  so  as  to reassure  the authorities 
and public opinion of ail the Community countries; 
•  the  elimination  of certain  imbalances  which  at present  are 
inducing at least  two importaRt  countries-Great Britain  and 
the Federal Republic of Germany-to regard the present situa-
tion as unsatisfactory and no longer acceptable; 
•  the definition of action and objectives for the future uncon-
ditionally accepted as necessary by all parties. 
Under these circumstances, it is  possible that in  the context 
of global  negotiations  that  the  heads  of  Governments  will 
finally  agree  to increase  the E.C. 's  own resources,  or income 
which  the  member  states  relinquish  at  national  level  to  be 
considered as  belonging to the Community. The Commission 
has  already  proposed  ways  in  which  this  increase  could  be 
made, namely an increase in  the percentage of value-added tax 
which would then become a Community resource. 
This  increase  would  be  carried  out in  a  number of stages, 
for  each  of  which  the  unanimity  of the  10  and  a  special 
majority of the European Parliament would be obligatory. All 
governments  would  then  have  the  guarantee  of maintaining 
control over the increase in  expenditure, thanks to the rule of 
unanimity, and the need for ratification  by  the national parlia-
ments would disappear (such  ratifications would however still 
be necessary initially to introduce the new system). 
The  possibility  that  this  reform  would  be  approved  and 
implemented, as seems clear from the above, as a result of the 
negotiations on the reform of the CAP  and the machinery for 
calculating national  contributions, as  well as  the definition of 
new policies and new objectives, therefore represents the third 
great chapter in the global negotiations. 
Common Policies 
There  are  two  aspects  to  what  is  defined  in  general  as  the 
relaunching  of common  policies:  a  critical  evaluation,  with 
possible  reviews,  of the  existing  structural  policies,  and  the 
setting in  motion of policies which are completely new or so 
far only outlined and embryonic. 
Structural  policies  are  essentially  determined  by  the action 
of the  Regional  Development  Fund  (ERDF),  the  Social  Fund, 
and  the Agricultural  Guidance and  Guarantee Fund  (EAGGF). 
One factor in particular so far has prevented these bodies from 
being as effective as  hoped and intended: Instead of instigating 
new operations and initiatives  in  line  with  Community objec-
tives,  they  essentially  have  contributed  to  financing  national 
action which was already decided. Certainly, the action of the 
three  funds  has  not  been  useless  or ineffective:  They  have 
enabled  certain  projects  to  be  speeded  up,  and  they  have 
allowed  national  aid  organizations  to release  credit  for  addi-
tional projects. However, on the whole, they themselves have 
not  promoted  projects  of European  interest  which  without 
their intervention would not have existed. 
On this basis the Commission, in  its review proposals to the 
E.C.  Council  of Ministers,  stressed  two  fundamental  princi-
ples: •  The structural funds of the Community must be agencies of 
structural development and adaptation, rather than channels of 
financial redistribution; 
•  They  must  support  actual  Community  objectives,  not  just 
contribute to projects decided at national level. 
To understand the reference to "financial redistribution," it 
is  necessary to recall what was said about the E.C.  budget and 
its  financing:  since imbalances exist and certain countries con-
sider  themselves  victims  of the  present  machinery,  the  struc-
tural  funds  have  frequently  been  used  to  compensate  these 
countries,  in  other  words  to  allocate  additional  finance  to 
them in  order to balance the accounts. In  this way,  the nature 
of the  financed  project  clearly  became  secondary:  the  main 
thing was to arrange subsidies to the countries whose debit in 
relation to the European budget was too high. 
Embryanic, ar entirely new, policies must enable 
the implementntion at European level of what 
E.G. countries can't do alone ....  ~ 
Furthermore,  the  very  method  of ERDF  distribution  of fi-
nance  encourages  its  use  as  a  "financial  redistribution  chan-
nel." The endowment of this fund is  in  fact subdivided almost 
entirely into "national quotas," allocated to the various coun-
tries. Each country is guaranteed to receive its quota, to which 
it  has  a  right,  even  if  the  truly  "Community" interest  of its 
projects  is  slight;  and when  the quota is  used  up  there  is  no 
more finance,  even  if a  country submits a project of unques-
tionable  value.  The  Commission  now  proposes  to  eliminate 
the whole system of national quotas. 
The  launching  or  relaunching  of  other  common  policies 
involves  more  complex action  and a  clearly  set  out political 
will, since methods and objectives must be established and in 
the meantime funds  must be made available from the  budget. 
Fortunately,  however,  there  is  no  need  to start from  scratch. 
Something already exists  both in  the energy  sector and espe-
cially in research. 
For the past three years,  the Commission has  been drawing 
up  new projects and  programs  and  the  E.C.  Council  has  al-
ready  discussed  the  matter several  times.  In  some  significant 
cases,  the  economic  forces  of the  Community  countries  are 
already involved in  the work and are giving vigorous support. 
It can even  be claimed that some projects are already popular 
in  the fields  concerned, such as  the Esprit program, an  ambi-
tious attempt to enable Europe to challenge the United States 
and Japan in the vital area of new information technology. 
It is  not reasonable to expect the heads of Governments to 
have  the new common European policies ready at the end of 
the  year,  but  they  must give  a  sufficiently  clear and  explicit 
political stimulus to ensure that the essential action will gradu-
ally  be  started.  The fundamental  criterion  must  be  the  joint 
implementation,  at European  level,  of what  the  Community 
countries  are  not  able  to  do  alone,  or to  combine  certain 
efforts to avoid wastage and duplication. 
E.C. Enlargement  ·  .  , 
As  an approximation and for convenience we can call our last 
dossier  at  the  Athens  summit  the  membership  of Spain  and 
Portugal  in  the  Community.  Their membership,  in  fact,  was 
decided  some time  ago  from  the  political  viewpoint  and  the 
principle  needs  no  further  discussion  between  the  10.  How-
ever,  the possibility of implementation, that is,  the satisfactory 
conclusion of the negotiations with the two Iberian countries, 
depends to a large  extent on the agreements  between  the  10 
on  the  various  subjects  mentioned.  The  membership  of two 
countries which  cannot be  considered among the most pros-
perous on the Continent implies costs to the E.C., in particular 
an  increase  in  regional  and  social  expenditure,  which  it  will 
only  be  possible  to  meet  by  the  creation  of new  "own  re-
sources."  The  decisions  on  future  financing  are  therefore  a 
necessary precondition. 
From  the  agricultural  point  of  view,  the  membership  of 
Spain  raises  a particularly serious  problem in  relation to olive 
oil. Spanish production is  such that the pure and simple exten-
sion of the present Community System  to that country would 
imply a massive increase in  spending. A discussion of the insti-
tutional mechanisms of the enlarged Community is  also essen-
tial,  since  these  mechanisms,  set  up  initially  by  a Community 
of six,  are  already  ill  suited  to a  Community of 10, and are 
likely  to seize  up  altogether with the change to a Community 
of 12. 
The E. C. cannot prolang an attitude of  indecision 
or uncertninty toward the membership of  Spain 
and  Portugal,  as  they  may  withdraw  their 
application .... 
The current comprehensive talks will  not in  themselves set-
tle  the membership  of Spain  and  Portugal,  since  the  detailed 
conditions  of  membership  must  be  systematically  discussed 
and agreed  upon with  the two countries concerned, but they 
must create the necessary conditions. The E.C. cannot prolong 
an attitude of indecision and uncertainty toward the two appli-
cants, as  they may withdraw their applications for membership. 
This  survey  of the  main  topics  facing  the  E.C.  during  the 
last part of 1983 should demonstrate that new action  is  vital 
for  the  development  of  Europe.  An  invigorated  and  reju-
venated  Community  could  come  out of it,  with  new  objec-
tives,  new  common  policies,  new  members,  and  a  renewed 
and  more  positive  consensus  of all  the  members  and  public 
opinion.  However,  the failure  of the talks  will  mean a  Com-
munity  with  reduced  responsibilities  and  operations,  limited 
simply  to the management of the Common Market, with  no 
prospects for development.  But  this  alternative would not be 
acceptable either to the Commission or to the European Par-
liament, close to renewal in  the elections in June 1984, and it 
is  to  be  hoped that this  will  not be  among the  objectives of 
any Government or any important political force. E 
Ferdinanda Riccardi is a free lance writer in Brussels. 
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The Palais de I'Europe in Strasbourg wbere the European  Parliament  bolds most of its pbnary  sessions.
EUROPE VOTES THIS SPRING
The Europea,n Parli,ament gears up.for June electtilns.
DICK LEONARD
From June 14 to "1,7 next year the second direct elections to
the European Parliament will be held in the 10 member  states
of the European Community. Despite the provisions of the
Treaty of Rome establishing the E.C., there will be no com-
mon system of election. The Parliament  itself approved  such a
system in March 1982, but the Foreign Ministers of the 10
failed to endorse the system during more than a year of incon-
clusive discussions.  The main responsibility for this failure un-
doubtedly  rests with the British Government, Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher  being personally determined not to agree
to any form of proponional representation.
The consequence is that 10 different voting systems will
again be used next June, though nine of them will be different
variants of proportional  representation. In five countries-
Denmark  (15 seats), France (81), Greece (24), Luxembourg (5),
and the Netherlands (25)-the whole country will form a
single electoral district. In France,  there will be a 5 percent
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threshold below which no party will be able to secure repre-
sentation.  In three countries - 
Belgium (24 seats), the Federal
Republic of Germany  (81), and Italy (81) 
- 
regional party list
systems will be used. In the Federal Republic, there will be a 5
percent threshold, and the three seats reserved for Berlin will
be filled not by a popular vote, but by a ballot of the Berlin
Parliament.
The single-transferable  vote form of proportional represen-
tation will be used in Ireland (15 seats) and also for the three
Northern  lrish seats which come out of the British quota of
81. The remaining 78 British members will be elected in sin-
gle-member  constituencies  under the familiar British first-past-
the-post  system (which is also, of course, used in Congres-
sional elections in the United States). This system is almost
certain to produce  much greater anomalies  in representation
than will be the case in any other E.C. member state. Last
time the Conservatives won three-quarters of the seats for one-half of the votes, while the Liberal Party polled more than 13 
percent of the votes and won no seats at all.  The distortions 
next time  may  well  be as  great,  though it  is  too early  to say 
which party is  likely to hit the jackpot. What is  almost certain 
is  that the Liberal Party (with its Social Democratic allies)  will 
again be heavily underrepresented, unless it succeeds in polling 
substantially more votes  than  either the Conservatives or the 
Labor party. 
Not all  E.C.  citizens will  be able to vote.  Many living  out-
side their home country will  be disenfranchised, particularly if 
they are  British.  The best  off will  be  those who come from 
Belgium,  France, Greece, and Luxembourg. They will  be able 
to  vote  by  mail,  wherever  they  are  living,  anywhere  in  the 
world. Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,  and 
the Netherlands are making comparable arrangements for their 
expatriate citizens,  but only if they are  living  in  another E.C. 
country.  Ireland  is  not making any  such  arrangements,  but is 
giving  the vote  to  foreign  E.C.  nationals  resident  in  Ireland. 
The large  number of Irishmen living in  Britain will  be able to 
help choose the British members of the European Parliament, 
but the British  Government is  not extending the same facility 
to  other  E.C.  citizens.  Nor  is  it  making  any  provision  for 
Britons abroad to be able to vote. The only ones able to do 
this  will  be  diplomats  and  servicemen  overseas,  who are  al-
ready registered to vote in  British elections. 
Although  the ostensible purpose of the election  will  be to 
choose  434  members  of  the  European  Parliament,  in  each 
member country the campaign is  bound to get mixed up with 
domestic political issues.  Many voters are likely to use it as  an 
occasion  to  mark  their  support  for,  or disapproval  of,  their 
own  national  Government,  with  little  reference  to the  func-
tions of the European Parliament. In  France the two right-of-
center parties led by former President Valery Giscard d'Estaing 
and  by  Paris  Mayor  Jacques  Chirac  both  will  be  battling 
against the Socialists and Communists, but each will be equally 
anxious to establish that their man is  the natural challenger to 
President Fran\ois Mitterrand in the next presidential election. 
Similarly, in  Britain, the two main opposition forces, the Labor 
party,  under  its  new  leader  Neil  Kinnock,  and  the  Liberal-
Social  Democratic alliance,  will  be  locked  in  fratricidal  strife 
to  demonstrate  which  of  them  is  the  main  challenger  to 
Thatcher.  Similar  rivalries  will  operate  in  each  of the  other 
member states. 
Those candidates who will  be stressing pan-European issues 
and the  role  of the  European  Parliament are  the incumbents 
who will  be facing  reelection.  By  no means all  of those who 
were elected in  1979 will  be running for a second term. Some 
of them have had enough and will  not be offering themselves 
again.  This  is  certainly  the  case  with  most of the  household 
names which led the party lists in the first Euro-election. They 
included  Fran\ois  Mitterrand,  Willy  Brandt,  Leo  Tindemans 
and  Bettino  Craxi.  All  of them gave  up  their seats  long ago, 
while  other famous  figures-including the  French and Italian 
Communist  leaders,  Georges  Marchais  and  Enrico  Berlin-
guer-have played  very  little  part in  the  work of the  Parlia-
ment. Of the leading political figures elected last time, perhaps 
only Mario Rumor, formerly Prime  Minist~r of Italy,  has  been 
an  important influence in  the Parliament, becoming chairman 
of its key Political Committee. The real work has fallen  mostly 
to  middle-ranking  politicians,  many  of them  little  known  in 
their own countries, let alone in the other member states. 
Most of these  will  want  to stand  again,  though  some  are 
likely to be casualties of the selection processes set up by their 
political parties. Very  few  selections  have  yet  been made, but 
it is a fair assumption that between one-half and three-quarters 
of the  sitting  members  will  present  themselves  again  to  the 
electors. What sort of record will they be running on? Each of 
them  will  have  his  personal  milestones,  but  so  far  as  the 
Parliament itself is  concerned there is  no hiding the fact that it 
has  proved  a  disappointment.  This  was  probably  inevitable, 
given  that  the  member states  have  granted  it  very  few  pow-
ers-much, much  less  than  those  enjoyed  by  any  of the  10 
national parliaments. In  the circumstances, even parliamentari-
ans  of the  calibre  of Pericles  or  Demosthenes  would  have 
found it difficult to make their mark. 
As  it  is,  the members of the European Parliament can justly 
claim  to have  made a  solid start.  They have  consistently ful-
filled  their responsibility  of giving  considered opinions  on all 
the draft Community laws  proposed by  the E.C.  Commission 
before these are sent for approval by the Council of Ministers. 
So far as  the Community's budget is  concerned, the Parliament 
has  only limited powers, but these  have  been used to the full 
in skillful maneuvering which has in fact resulted in  the Parlia-
ment's influence  being  extended  into  areas  not envisaged  by 
the  Treaty of Rome.  It  also  succeeded  in  securing  major in-
creases  in  non-agricultural  spending,  raising  the  regional  and 
social  funds  from  1.25  billion  European  Currency  Units  in 
1979 to 4 billion (about $3.5 billion) in  1982. The Parliament 
has  acquired the right  to receive a report back from  the head 
of Government presiding  over each  of the  thrice-yearly  E.C. 
summit meetings and it  is  now consulted regularly on all  im-
portant foreign policy questions. 
There have  been  notable failures.  First,  in  not pushing for-
ward a  claim  to be  relocated  in  Brussels,  where most of the 
important E.C. decisions are made, rather than being forced to 
hold most of their plenary sessions in  the relative backwater of 
Strasbourg. Secondly,  far  too much time was  lost in  formulat-
ing  the proposal for a  common electoral system.  There is  no 
good reason why this should not have  been ready 18 months 
earlier,  which  would  have  made  it  much  more  difficult  for 
Thatcher to thwart the will  of the majority. And, more gener-
ally,  too much time  has  undoubtedly been spent on debating 
topics,  such  as  El  Salvador and  Chile,  where  the  Parliament 
has  no competence, at the expense of issues  which  are  more 
relevant to its role. 
Taken  altogether,  however,  the  Parliament  has  a  respect-
able,  if  not outstanding,  record and  it  is  certainly  one which 
compares favorably with that of the E.C. Council of Ministers, 
which  has  more  than  10  times  as  much  power,  but  which 
definitely  has  not shown 10 times  as  much wisdom.  But  it  is 
not a record which has made much impact on public opinion, 
due to sketchy reporting by  the media.  It would be sad if this 
led  to a  low turnout in  next June's election.  The Parliament 
has  an  uphill  struggle  ahead and, in  order to enhance its  role 
as  the democratic watchdog of the E.C., it needs to attract the 
wholehearted backing of the electorate. E 
Dick Leonard is chief Brussels correspondent for The Economist. 
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Univcrsity of (.alifornia in Berkeley also holds the defense
portfolio anc'l is the driving force behind Greece's singular
forcign policy-a currcnt sourcc of concern to its E.C. pan-
ners cilrring (ireece's  first Communiry presidency.
Problcnrs in thc Socialists' relationship with the Community
no longer focr:s on Greek demancls  for a better deal and an
inrpliccl thrcat that l)apandreou  might pull Greece out of the
E.(.. altogcther. Political cooperation is the issue and Greece's
refLrs:rl to inrposc sanctions on the Sovict Union over the Ko-
rean jctlincr inciclent-although (ireece expessed its sorrow
and dcrnrrnclcd rrn investigation  through the l(,AO-provoked
negative rei.rction fronr other E.C. nrcrnlrer  states. Critics also
say rhc (iovcrnrncnt,, r.lhich relies heavily on American-trained
special advisers, has failed to think thr<lrgh its ambitious stnlc-
tural refornrs or to take their financial  ancl social consequences
into account.
Decentralizing the creaking trureaucrecy is another major
target, but provokcs little adverse rcaction. Interior Minister
George (icnnirnaras,  who has provecl an able administrator  in
a Cabinet wherc only Papandreou had previously  held a minis-
ter's post, has stccrcd through parliarncnt  a nrass of new legis-
lation. The ncw laws enable provincial authorities to take
planning  clecisions and to supervise clevelopment in their areas
for thc first tirnc. They also includc inccntivcs  for Greeks with
profcssional  ancl technical skills to nrove out of overcrowded
Athcns ancl Salonica where alrnost 40 percent of the country's
10 rnilliorr inhabitants  live.
Sonrctinrcs  allagbi takes a concretc form. Last surnmer,
L,nvironrncnt Ministcr Antony Tritsis, an Anrerican-trained  city
planner, crrrriccl out a thrcat few ('rceks thought would ma-
terirrlizc.  Tc:rrns clf bulldozers nrovcd in to raze some illegal
3
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sunrnrcr homcs under constnrction around Attica, where rnorc
than 3-50,000  buildings went up without planning perrnission
in the last decade. C)pposition critics dismiss such tactics as
publicity-seeking  gimmickry. They are increasingly doubtful
the Socialists will find thc cash to carry out far-rcaching re-
forrns. Recession  is biting clecp, with unemployment in Greece
now close to 10 perccnt of the work force ancl industrial
profits at an alltime low. The Socialists  say they want to stress
Orccctls Pritttc Ministcr, Andrcas l'tpartdrernt,  tnnftfiahll  drmtinotcs  tht'
i,,,ill;:li:::1,,,l::ft 
' tht inLt,itdtttc u,aar and tear of tu,ts ),t'ars irt polt,('r.
t t r l{ ( ) I' t, Nove  nrbe r [)cccrrrlrcr l 9t].1 35the independence of Greek foreign  policy after what they call 
"years  of a  conservative  client  relationship  with  the  United 
States and Western Europe." 
In  practice,  this  means  taking a different position  on some 
issues  of the  political  cooperation  agenda.  "We don't think 
E.C.  political cooperation should become just another vehicle 
for  expressing  cold-war  feelings  of anti-Sovietism,"  a  senior 
Greek Foreign Ministry official said. Greek initiatives for fact-
finding  missions  to  Central  America  and  Lebanon  have  not 
come to fruition  so  far.  But  Haralambopoulos' letter propos-
ing a six-month delay in  deployment of cruise and Pershing-2 
missiles  in  Europe-to give  more time  to the super  t;>Owers  to 
reach an agreement limiting the nuclear arms escalation-man-
aged  to infuriate  his  E.C.  colleagues.  Greek officials  say  they 
are "disappointed by such a strong reaction to a purely proce-
Papandreou on Foreign Policy 
Since it was elected, our government has been following 
consistently  a  truly  multidimensional  foreign  policy.  A 
policy  that  is  based  on the  fact  that Greece  is  a  small 
country  that  belongs  at  the  same  time  to  Europe,  the 
Balkans,  and  the  Mediterranean and on  the belief that 
only within such a framework can we advance and safe-
guard our national independence. 
In  the Balkans, we  continue a foreign  policy that was 
initiated by George Papandreou and pursued successfully 
by  President  Karamanlis.  This  policy  is  based  on  our 
desire for friendship, peace and disarmament in  this sen-
sitive  area  that  has  historically  been  considered  as  the 
powder magazine of Europe. And it is with this aim that 
I recently took the initiative of writing to the leaders of 
the other Balkan  countries  about a  concrete procedure 
which  will  hopefully  lead  to  a  summit  meeting  on  a 
denuclearized  zone  in  the  Balkans,  to  which  I  believe 
there will be a positive response. 
We  are  also  a  Mediterranean country with  close  ties 
with  the countries of Southern Europe and the Middle 
East.  Our steadfast  aim  is  to  continue  with  our tradi-
tional friendly relations with these countries and develop 
them further,  so they can  constitute an  example of co-
operation between peoples and governments and a deci-
sive contribution to the maintenance of peace. With the 
countries  of Southern  Europe,  we  also  share  the  com-
mon  objective  to  redress  the  balance  toward  a  fairer 
distribution of resources  within  the E.C.  national  level. 
On the other hand, we know that there is  no automatic 
mechanism in  the system  that can  bring about the con-
vergence of the economies of member countries and the 
achievement of other national or common objectives. 
We are undoubtedly a European country. However, to 
sum up, Greece belongs to Europe, the Balkans, and the 
Mediterranean  and  we  consider all  three  roles  equally 
important for the future of our country. But because we 
are at the crossroads of these three important regions of 
the world-because we  believe  we  have  a sensitivity  to 
the  problems  of the  Third  World,  we  believe  we  can 
play a critical role in  the key issue of our times-nuclear 
disarmament and peace. 
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dural  initiative"  and claim  they  are  unlikely  to  bring  up  any 
new initiatives during the remainder of the Greek presidency. 
Instead,  Papandreou's personal interest  in  the peace move-
ment-unique among E.C. and North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation  (NATO)  leaders-will take another direction next Janu-
ary.  Plans  are  well-advanced  for  a  meeting  of nuclear-policy 
specialists from Turkey, Bulgaria, Rumania, and 'f  ugoslavia on 
turning  the  Balkans  into  a  nuclear-free  zone.  The plan,  first 
broached  by  Papandreou  one year ago,  calls  for  the experts' 
meeting  to  be  followed  by  a  gathering  of  Balkan  Foreign 
Ministers and eventually a Balkan summit on denuclearization. 
Only  Albania,  Greece's  isolated  Communist  neighbor  to the 
north, has rejected the proposal outright as impractical so long 
as  other  Balkan  countries  belong  to  one  or another  super-
power alliance. 
Plans  for a  nuclear-free  Balkan  area have  circulated for al-
most a quarter-century and the pervading mistrust among the 
Balkan countries is  expected to ensure that nobody misses out 
on the Athens meeting.  Western observers here,  however, say 
Papandreou, like  his  predecessor Constantine Karamanlis, will 
find  substantive  agreement  on  any  Balkan  issue  hard  to 
achieve. 
In  other  areas  the  Socialists  have  been  more  pragmatic. 
Where  two  previous  conservative  Governments  failed,  they 
have  signed an  agreement allowing American  bases  in  Greece 
to remain  for  at  least  another five  years.  Papandreou's  anti-
Turkish  rhetoric  has  cooled  and  a  diplomatic  dialogue  has 
resumed between the two Aegean rivals, devoted to topics like 
improving Greek-Turkish trade and tourism relations. 
The Government is also careful to point out that Greece has 
no intention of leaving NATO, despite the confusion caused by 
Greek withdrawals from alliance exercises in the Aegean at the 
last minute in  two successive years  because of NATO refusal to 
include the Greek island of Lemnos in  the exercises.  Political 
analysts say  much of Papandreou's public utterings on foreign 
affairs are designed for domestic purposes-to some extent to 
satisfy  PASOK  party  hardliners.  "Our foreign  policy  is  planned 
and executed according  to domestic  criteria ...  and  the  dog-
matism with which the Government of change faces our exter-
nal  relations only creates fears  for the future," according to a 
recent editorial in the Greek newspaper Kathimerini. 
Observers  say  the  Socialists  benefit  considerably  from  the 
absence  of well-organized  opposition  from  the  conservative 
New  Democracy  Party.  Its  leader,  Evangelos  Averoff,  73,  is 
under threat from more than half a dozen younger candidates 
in  a  long,  drawn-out succession  struggle.  Much may  depend 
on President Constantinos Karamanlis, who founded the party 
when he  became Prime Minister in  197  4 after the collapse of 
the  Colonels'  junta.  A  confirmed  believer  in  European  unity 
who masterminded Greece's entry into the E.C., he has wide-
ranging mediating powers as  yet unused. Nevertheless, the 7 6-
year-old  President plays  an influential role behind the scenes. 
He is  known  to  express  concern  regularly,  in  private,  about 
Papandreou's differences  with  the  European Community and 
NATO.  To  many  Greeks,  he  is  a  reassuring  influence  on the 
Socialist Government. E 
Kerin Hope is the Associated Press correspondent in Athens. membership has its drawbacks
It's not all rlses as joi,ni,ng the Common Marltet plses
problemsfor both tlte E.C. and Greece,
GRIGORIS  VARFIS
The Greek Government, together with the European Commu-
nity, is examining the arrangements that are indispensable for
the successful  development of the Greek economy within the
framework  of the Community. This is a matter of major im-
portance for the Greek Government. The E.C. structure was
shaped to enhance the economies  for which it was originally
intended: a customs union favoring advanced  economies of
similar structure and a Common Agricultural Policy favoring
agricultural products from the nonh of the European Conti-
nent.
When the original six E.C. members became nine, then 10
-thus 
increasing  the Community's disparity-the necessary
structural modifications did not follow suit. Thus Greece
joined the Community while essential  conditions to her
smooth integration were not met, or could not be met, since
the different structure of the Greek economy did not permit
this.
In industry Greece has a large number of small enterprises,
The Grceh  Gouerflmeit prcsenbd its applcation for mefttbqshi? to the E.C, in Juw, 1975. Negotianots began  in Jdy 1976 and bd n the signing, in Athens
on May 28, 1979, of the teaty ioining Greece ta tlre Eurcpedn  Comrhuriiry.
MEMBER STATE REPORT
an 80 percent dependence on imponed capital equipment, a
low level of investment  in the processing  plants. In agriculture,
the farm population  is still large, accounting for 30 percent of
the total work force; there is an inadequate infrastructure for
the marketing and processing of agricultural products; and
agricultural  holdings are small and greatly fragmented. Thus
the convergence of the Greek economy  with that of the Com-
munity economies depends basically on the reduction of struc-
tural imbalances.
This line of thought  underlies the formulation of the Greek
memorandum that was submitted to the E.C. Commission in
March 1982. The special nature of the Greek economy was
stressed and specific measures to deal with it were outlined.
For Greek industry the memorandum urged active support for
a five-year program of industrial development,  including a
transitional  period of protection for Greek products,  special
emphasis on investment, regional development programs,  and
the strengthening of the economic  infrastructure.  In agricul-
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Delphi, the seat of the most important ancient Greek temple and oracle 
of Apollo, considered by the ancient Greeks as the center of the world. 
© Steve Elmore 
ture, the memorandum sought the adaptation of the Common 
Agricultural  Policy so as  to remove not only Greek structural 
inadequacies, but also  the unfavorabie treatment by  the Com-
munity of Mediterranean regions  with  respect  to intervention 
prices, support levels,  and the degree of protection for Medi-
terranean products. 
In  its  reply,  the  Commission  acknowledged  the special  na-
ture of the Greek economy and endorsed the view that "deter-
mined action" is  called for to deal with it. The Greek Govern-
ment  on its  side  acknowledged  the  "positive  points"  of the 
answer, despite the fact that the Commission's proposals con-
stitute general  guidelines  which  need  clarification.  The Stutt-
gart  European  Council  meeting  of heads  of Government  in-
structed the Commission to proceed to a full  and constructive 
examination  of the problems facing  the Greek economy and 
further invited  the Commission to "submit specific  proposals 
in  various  sectors  complementing  its  earlier  proposals."  It 
called on the Council "to examine the proposals with a view 
to concrete decisions before the next European Council." 
At  present,  Greece  is  in  the  process  of implementing  the 
proposals submitted by  the Commission. The Commission as-
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sessment memorandum covers three general categories of mea-
sures and regulations: 
•  On the protection of Greek industry and the adaptation of 
the  Greek  tax  system,  it  was  agreed  that the  Greek  Govern-
ment will  abolish  by Jan.  1, 1984, all  regulations discriminat-
ing against imported Community products. On the other hand, 
the competitiveness of the Greek  economy will  be  protected 
by the introduction of a regulatory tax which will  be gradually 
phased out by  1989. 
•  The integrated  Mediterranean program  for  Greece provides 
that  Community action  should  be  both  more  extensive  and 
intensive  than  in  the  rest  of the  Mediterranean  areas  of the 
Community.  The process  for the  implementation  of the pro-
gram  has  begun and  substantial  results  should  be  reached  by 
the Athens European Council meeting in  December. 
•  There are special proposals in  the other fields of Community 
action necessary to meet the special nature of the Greek econ-
omy (transport, social  infrastructure, and so on).  For this pur-
pose,  an  ad  hoc  Greek  memorandum  group  was  set  up  to 
examine and propose the necessary  measures. The method of 
meeting the issues  facing  the Greek economy as  mentioned in 
the  Greek  memorandum  was  outlined  before  the  Stuttgart 
conference  which  had  adopted  its  important  decisions  con-
cerning the relaunch of Community policies by a global exami-
nation of the problems arising.  It appeared  that the Commu-
nity  lacked the necessary impetus to face  its  competitors, and 
the internal cohesion required for the convergence of Commu-
nity  economies.  Thus,  the  memorandum  is  but  a  particular 
aspect  of the  issues  arising  for  the  greater  cohesion  of the 
Community and  for  the convergence of E.C.  member states' 
economies. 
Greece assumed  the Community presidency  last July  for  a 
six-month  period  during  which  vital  issues,  decisive  for  the 
Community's future,  have  been and will  be debated: the E.C. 
budget and the increase of its  "own resources," the accession 
of Portugal  and Spain,  the Common Agricultural  Policy.  It  is 
in  this  context that the  Greek  presidency  is  playing  a  major 
role  in  an  effort to find  solutions to the  most pressing issues 
facing the Community today. The special councils which were 
created  for  this  reason  are  examining the issue  of the  future 
financing of the Community, the restructuring of the Common 
Agricultural  Policy,  new policies, and the Community's struc-
tural funds. 
The Greek presidency also  will  contribute to the Commu-
nity  relaunch  on  the  basis  of  a  European  industry  which 
should have its own funds and financing instruments. This will 
permit its members to take part in  the effort to assure success-
ful  development  in  Europe  and  the  gradual  phasing  out  of 
existing imbalances-regional, financial, or otherwise. The dis-
cussions  will  strive  to  achieve  a  new  dynamism,  not  merely 
marginal  corrections.  Thus  every  country  will  realize  that  it 
stands  to gain  from  the  integration  of Europe and not from 
narrow  national  considerations.  With  these  procedures  now 
under way,  we  hope  that  the  essential,  very  important  deci-
sions will  be taken,  jointly,  at the Athens  summit meeting in 
December which will  be crucial for the future of the Commu-
nity." E 
Grigoris Varfis is Greece's Undersecretary of Foreign  Affairs responsible for 
E.C. affairs. In 198  2, tourists spent $1.5 billion in Greece traveling around to such monumental sites as the Meteora, pictured here.  <D  Cynthia Fosrerj Firsr  Foro Bank 
In  the meantime, politicians and economists are debating the 
degree  to which  Greece's present problems can  be  attributed 
to Socialist  policies.  So  far  as  tourism  and  shipping are  con-
cerned, the answer is  not very much. Whether Greece is  visited 
by  5.4  million  or 5.5  million  holidaymakers  a  year  depends 
more  on  conditions  abroad,  especially  in  Western  Europe, 
than  on  the  higher  costs  of a  package  because  of wage  in-
creases and inflation in  Greece-which in  any case are largely 
offset  by  drachma  devaluation.  Simiarly  with  the  merchant 
marine,  the  income  from  the  3,911  Greek-owned  ships  of 
46.86  million  tons  is  largely  a  matter  of the  world  freight 
market. 
The answer may be rather different in  industry. President of 
the  Federation  of Greek  Industries Theodore Papalexapoulos 
said  recently  that  industrial  production  fell  by  "an  all-time 
record"  of  5  percent  in  1982.  The  financial  statements  of 
2,180 of Greece's 3,200 manufacturing firms, published up to 
the  end  of  August,  showed  that  for  the  first  time  in  the 
postwar era losses  exceeded profits in  industry as  a whole, he 
said. 
The 2,180 firms,  he said, showed a net loss of 11.7 billion 
drachma  (about  $17  5.2  million  then)  last  year,  against  a  net 
profit  of 16  billion  drachma  (about  $288.8  million  then)  in 
1981. Return on invested capital fell  from 7.1 percent in  197  6 
to  5.4  percent  in  1981,  and  in  1982  averaged  a  loss  of 4 
percent.  Productivity  declines  in  industry were 0.3  percent in 
1980, 2.3 percent in  1981 and 5.1  percent in  1982. The Bank 
of Greece  says  a  33.5  percent increase  in  hourly  earnings  in 
manufacturing last  year,  in  combination with  a  3  percent fall 
in  productivity, led to a 37.6 percent jump in  unit labor costs, 
on top of an increase of 26.6 percent in  1981. 
To the Government, this reflects a "bold" incomes policy in 
favor of the working class.  It  has  now, finally,  begun to insist 
on a  link  between  future  wage  increases and productivity im-
provements, but trade unions have been led to believe that full 
wage indexation will  be restored in  1984 after the partial and 
not very  effective wage freeze  forced on the Government this 
year.  Industrialists complain of increasing costs, fluctuating tax 
policies, "savage" price controls, union encroachment on man-
agerial  prerogatives,  a  diminishing arena of action  because of 
state  takeovers  of ailing  firms,  and  favoritism  shown  toward 
state-owned units and cooperatives. They pose two questions: 
Where  in  these  circumstances,  is  the  motivation  and  the 
money to come from  for new investment;  and, without new 
investment,  how can  unemployment even  be  held  at present 
levels? 
The  Government's  response  is  that if  the  private  sector is 
unable or unwilling, it  will  do the investing itself. These brave 
words have  not yet  been  translated  into  new factories,  while 
unemployment  is  being  fought  with  budget-funded  public 
works. 
Somehow, and the Government admits ,this,  the public-sec-
tor deficit  will  have  to  be  compressed,  despite  inelasticity  of 
expenditures and the effects of recession  on state revenues.  It 
pins  its  hopes  on  a  more  effective  assault  on  tax  evasion, 
endemic in  Greece because of the unusually large  black econ-
omy.  But  more  politically  unpleasant  measures  may  at  some 
point  become  necessary,  such  as  taxing  farm  incomes  and 
bank interest and forcing  the public corporations and utilities 
to pay their way  by  hiking rates and slashing surplus staff.  As 
Papandreou put it  this fall  in  an address to the Salanika trade 
fair:  "What  we  are  after  is  to  create  a  favorable  economic 
climate, providing the conditions needed for a developing free 
enterprise whose operation does not conflict with the general 
economic objectives and choices of the society as a whole. But 
private  enterprise  cannot  be  allowed  to  act  unchecked.  In  a 
rationally operating economy there must be provision for eco-
nomic  sanctions  against  enterprises  which  either  will  not  or 
cannot adapt in good time to changing technical and economic 
circumstances." E 
Victor Walker is the Journal of Commerce correspondent in Greece. 
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throughout  the  economy.  The  value  of Greek  exports  fell 
13.3  percent  last  year,  to $4.1  billion,  and  by  a  further  9.7 
percent  in  the  first  seven  months  of this  year.  Mark~ts are 
being lost because of international recession, but also because 
of the price, quality, and packaging of export products. Greek 
goods have  been losing ground on the domestic market too, 
especially  since  Greece's  1981  E.C.  accession.  Noting in  his 
annual  report  as  Governor of the  Bank  of Greece  that  the 
removal of tariff barriers had highlighted productivity differen-
tials  between  Greece  and  the  other E.C.  member countries, 
Arsenis  complained that even  traditional products incorporat-
ing  unsophisticated  technology,  such  as  textiles,  were  being 
displaced  on the Greek  market. 
There are two reasons why imports fell  by  12.1  percent to 
$10.08 billion last year and by  a further 9 percent in January-
July:  the  effect  of diminishing  purchasing  power on  the  de-
mand  for  luxury  consumer  goods  and  the  absence  of  the 
major  industrial  investments  that  would  involve  orders  for 
capital  equipment.  Two  poor seasons  in  a  row  cut  receipts 
from tourism by 18.4 percent last year to $1.5  3 billion and by 
an additional 20.6 percent in  the first  seven months of 1983. 
With  receipts  from  the  merchant  marine  also  down,  by  9.4 
percent to $1.65 billion last year and 20.3 percent in January-
July,  the  net  balance of invisibles  provided less  cover for the 
Area  131,990 sq. km. 
Population  9.8 million 
Selected Economic Indicators  1966  1981  1982 
Income per capita, at 1970 prices 
and exchange rates, in $ (gross 
national income at factor cost)  778  1,455  1,441 
Index of manufacturing production 
(1970 = 100)  75  192  182 
Gross domestic product at 1970 
prices and exchange rates (in million 
U.S.$)  6,567  13,870  13,893 
Consumer price index (197  4 = 1  00)  59  300  363 
Balance of Payments (million U.S.$) 
Exports (fob)  404  4,772  4,139 
Imports (cif)  1,149  11,468  10,079 
Invisible receipts  636  6,495  6,092 
Invisible payments  155  2,206  2,049 
Balance on current account  -264  -2,407  -1,897 
Percent Distribution of Greek Foreign  Imports  Exports  Trade by Area (1982) 
E.C.  46.9  46.3 
Arab countries  26.2  24.2 
U.S.A.  4.4  8.9 
East European countries  5.3  7.7 
Other West European countries  6.8  7.1 
Rest of the World  10.4  5.8 
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trade  deficit., 
The result:  Although  Greece was  able to cut its  oil  bill  by 
$920 million last year and a further $571  million in January-
July,  because of lower prices and stock depletion, and had net 
gains  from  financial  exchanges with the E.C.  of $550 million 
last year, against $148 million in  1981, and of $453 million in 
January-July,  against  $216 million  in  the corresponding 1982 
period,  it  still  had  to  borrow  half  a  billion  dollars  more 
abroad last year than in  1981  and $200 million more in  the 
first seven months than in January-July last year. E.C. Commis-
sion  President  Gaston  Thorn, quoting a  rather" higher  figure 
than Greek Government estimates, said in Athens at the begin-
ning  of the year that Greece  would probably have  a  billion-
dollar net benefit from financial  exchang~s with the Commu-
nity in  1983. But the foreign  borrowing requirement will  still 
be up again. 
This is  the basic explanation for a reversal  of policy on the 
E.C.  During election campaigning two years  ago,  Papandreou 
promised a  referendum on continued Greek membership that 
party slogans made clear could be expected to lead to a walk-
out.  There  is  no  longer  any  talk  of a  referendum.  To  the 
contrary, the Premier told a recent meeting of PASOK  members 
of parliament: "We cannot leave the E.C., since it's one thing 
to go  in  and another to walk  out, in  view  of the rights  and 
obligations created." In  its simplest terms, for an  E.C. member 
to borrow $1.8 billion or $2 billion abroad is  one thing; for a 
former  E.C.  member  to  borrow  $2.8  billion  or  $3  billion 
would be another. 
The Greek  effort now is  to improve  the  conditions of its 
membership,  which  it  is  acknowledged  both  in  Athens  and 
Brussels  was  rushed through because of the determination of 
the  then  Premier  Constantine  Karamanlis,  now  p'resident  of 
the Republic, to get Greece into the Community in advance of 
Spain  and Portugal. Karamanlis reacted with a rare display of 
presidential  anger  when  an  outspoken  member  of the  Pap-
andreou Cabinet claimed he had taken Greece "barefoot into 
the E.C.," but even senior Brussels officials admit privately to 
surprise  that  Greece  did  not  hold  out for  all  it  might  have 
during  the  long  accession  negotiations.  That Karamanlis  was 
right  to attach  overriding  priority  to  jumping  the  queue  has 
been  demonstrated by  the snags  over Spanish and Portuguese 
accession,  but if there had  not been a touch of guilt in  Brus-
sels,  the Commission might have  responded rather less  favor-
ably to the requests contained in Greece's 1982 memorandum. 
The Commission  has  come through with a  blueprint for  a 
relatively  massive  transfer  of resources  to  the  Community's 
weakest member, and assistance in  a general modernization of 
the economy and administration. It is  proposing to invest 2.5 
billion European Currency Units (currently about $2.2 billion) 
in  Greece  between  1985  and  1991  through  the  Integrated 
Mediterranean  Programs  alone,  apart  from  the  wide-ranging 
assistance  given  to  Greece  to  increase  its  share  of available 
E.C. funding. What is not yet clear is whether the Greeks have 
taken  sufficiently  to  heart  the  accompanying  caution:  "The 
capacity  of the  Commission  to help  overcome  the  structural 
problems of the Greek economy can be mobilized only to the 
extent  that  a  corresponding  determination  on  the  part ~ of 
Greece is applied to the major task of securing the full partici-
pation of Greece in all aspects of the Community system." 1982, tourists  spent $1.,5 hiltbn in Greece traueling around to such monumental sites as the Meteora,  pictured here. a Cynthia  Foster/Firsr  Foto Bank ln 1982,  tourists  spent $1.5 billion tn Greece trauehng around to :
In the meantime, politicians and economists are debating the
degree to which Greece's present problems can be attributed
to Socialist policies. So far as tourism and shipping are con-
cerned, the answer is not very much. Whether Greece is visited
by 5.4 million or 5.5 million holidaymakers a year depends
more on conditions abroad, especially in 'Western  Europe,
than on the higher costs of a package  because of wage in-
creases and inflation in Greece-which in any case are largely
offset by drachma devaluation.  Simiarly with the merchant
marine, the income from the 3,91'1 Greek-owned  ships of
45.85 million tons is largely a matter of the world freight
market.
The answer may be rather different  in industry. President of
the Federation  of Greek Industries  Theodore  Papalexapoulos
said recently that industrial production fell by "an all-time
record" of 5 percent in 1982. The financial statements  of
2,180 of Greece's 3,200 manufacturing  firms, published up to
the end of August, showed that for the first time in the
postwar era losses exceeded profits in industry as a whole, he
said.
The 2,180 firms, he said, showed a net loss of 11.7 billion
drachma (about $17 5.2 million then) last year, against a net
profit of 76 billion drachma (about $288.8 million then) in
1981. Return on invested  capital fell from 7."1' percentin 1,976
to 5.4 percent in 1,981, and in 1'982 averaged a loss of 4
percent. Productivity  declines in industry were 0.3 percent in
1980, 2.3 percent in 1981 and 5.1 percent in 1982. The Bank
of Greece says a 33.5 percent increase in hourly earnings in
manufacturing last year, in combination  with a 3 percent fall
in productivity,  led to a 37.6 percent iu-p in unit labor costs,
on top of an increase of 26.6 percent in 1981.
To the Government,  this reflects a "bold" incomes policy in
favor of the working class. It has now, finally, begun to insist
on a link between future wage increases and productivity im-
provements, but trade unions have been led to believe that full
wage indexation will be restored in 1,984 after the partial and
not very effective wage freeze forced on the Government this
year. Industrialists  complain of increasing costs, fluctuating tax
policies,  "savage" price controls, union encroachment  on man-
agerial prerogatives,  a diminishing arena of action because of
state takeovers of ailing firms, and favoritism  shown toward
state-owned  units and cooperatives. They pose two questions:
Where in these circumstances, is the motivation and the
money to come from for new investment; and, without new
investment, how can unemployment  even be held at present
levels?
The Government's  response is that if the private sector is
unable or unwilling, it will do the investing itself. These brave
words have not yet been translated into new factories, while
unemployment is being fought with budget-funded  public
works.
Somehow, and the Government admits,this, the public-sec-
tor deficit will have to be compressed, despite inelasticity of
expenditures  and the effects of recession on state revenues.  It
pins its hopes on a more effective assault on tax evasion,
endemic in Greece because of the unusually  large black econ-
omy. But more politically  unpleasant  measures may at some
point become  necessary such as taxing farm incomes and
bank interest and forcing the public corporations and utilities
to pay their way by hiking rates and slashing  surplus staff. As
Papandreou put it this fall in an address to the Salanika trade
fair: "What we are after is to create a favorable economic
climate, providing the conditions needed for a developing  free
enterprise whose operation does not conflict with the general
economic  objectives and choices of the society as a whole. But
private enterprise cannot be allowed to act unchecked. In a
rationally operating  economy there must be provision for eco-
nomic sanctions against entetprises  which either will not or
cannot adapt in good time to changing technical and economic
circumstances."  (
Victrv tilalkcr is thc Journal of Conrnterce  correspondent in Greecc.
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WHO REALLY OWNS 
THE ELGIN MARBLES? 
Pressures grow for returning masterpieces to their countries of  origin. 
LOUIS RONZE 
With  historical  upheavals,  and  the  changing fortunes  of war, 
works of art have  changed  hands many times  over the centu-
ries,  often in  dubious circumstances.  Should they  now be  re-
turned  to their country of origin,  or would this  compromise 
the cultural unity of the European Community? 
A few  months ago,-three Greek members of the European 
Parliament put forward  a  motion  for a  resolution  calling  on 
Britain to return the Elgin  Marbles, which include a large part 
of the frieze  from  the Parthenon. This collection  is  now kept 
in  the  British  Museum  in  London.  The motion was  not ac-
cepted by  the European Parliament, which did not discuss the 
matter.  However,  this  does  not mean  that the  problem  does 
not exist.  In  mid-October, the Greek  Ambassador in  London 
formally  delivered  his  Government's request to the British  for 
the return of the marbles. 
The  Greek  members'  resolution  may  have  failed,  but  it 
Do the Elgin  Marbles belong to the British or to the Greeks?  [) Scala An 
raised  the  general  question  of the  return  of certain  master-
pieces  such  as  paintings,  statues,  and  even  entire  buildings, 
which have  left  their country of origin,  often in  questionable 
circumstances.  In  a  Europe  now  at  peace  with  itself,  this 
presents a possible cause  of strife which, unless  measures are 
taken to avert it, could embitter cultural relations. This is  the 
last  thing  we  need.  However,  the  matter is  so  complex and 
obscure that, until  now,  all  countries which have  had to con-
sider  the  problem  have  been  content to deal  with it  case  by 
case.  Admittedly,  the  Council  of  Europe  and  UNESCO  have 
urged effective protection of the artistic heritage against theft; 
but "restitution" has remained practically a taboo subject. 
The E.C.  Commission,  for its  part,  has  recommended rati-
fication of a convention adopted by the UNESCO conference in 
1970  dealing  with  "measures  to  forbid  and  prevent  illegal 
import, export, or transfer of cultural assets." However, in  its Today, certain parts of the Parthenon, for example, along with the Venus de 
M i/o, are found in the Louvre.  <D  Scala An 
communication of 22 November 1977 to the Council of Min-
isters,  the  Commission stated that "certain  reservations  could 
be  attached  to  the  ratification  of this  convention,  aimed  in 
particular at excluding any possibility of later revocation of its 
retrospective effect." This veiled allusion  is  the only reference 
to possible demands for restitution. Again, a recent meeting in 
Mexico of ministers of culture emphasized in careful terms the 
advantages of replacing  important examples in  their authentic 
environment. In  their motion, the three Greek members of the 
European Parliament referred specifically to this text. 
Before going any further, let us  consider these famous Elgin 
Marbles. In  1799, Thomas, seventh Earl of Elgin  and eleventh 
of Kincardine,  was  appointed British  Ambassador to the Sub-
lime  Gate of Constantinople. A great lover of classical  Greek 
art,  he  asked  for,  and  obtained, permission  from  the Turkish 
authorities to make notes of the works of art on the Acropolis 
in  Athens,  Soon,  he  went  one  step  further  and  asked  for 
permission to export some of these works of art. At that time, 
the Ottoman Empire was totally disinterested in Greek art and 
Lord  Elgin's  request  was  granted.  Doubtless,  politics  also 
played  a  role.  In  1799,  Turkey  was  confronted  with  the 
French  invasion  of its  Egyptian  province and sought the sup-
port of Great Britain. In  1803, Lord Elgin  began to have part 
of the  Parthenon  frieze  removed  and  crated  at  his  own  ex-
pense,  but in  the middle of this  task  he  was  recalled  to Lon-
don. It was only 10 years later that he succeeded in  having his 
treasures transported to Britain. 
Strangely  enough,  the  only  protests  at  the  time  came  not 
from  the  Greeks,  who  were  reduced  to  silence  under  the 
domination of the Sultan, but from an Englishman, the ardent 
Grecophile  Lord  Byron.  He  accused  Lord  Elgin  of being  a 
vandal,  of seeking  to  enrich  himself  at  the  expense  of the 
Greeks,  and  of  misusing  his  diplomatic  status  to  accept 
presents  from  the  Turks.  Nevertheless,  it  must  be  admitted 
that, in  1803, there was  nothing to suggest that these master-
pieces would have  been safe  from  possible destruction if  they 
had been left in situ. For in  1687 the Parthenon, which at the 
time  had  been  transformed  into  a  mosque,  had  already  been 
seriously  damaged  by  a  Venetian  bombardment,  when  the 
gunpowder stored  in  the sanctuary blew up.  After the explo-
sion, the Turkish Administration contented itself with patching 
up a small mosque in  the ruins. 
The quarrel  between these two English  peers eventually led 
to  a  parliamentary  committee  being  set  up  to  look  into  the 
affair.  This  committee  cleared  Lord  Elgin  of any  blame,  but 
nevertheless  recommended  that  the  government  should  pur-
chase  the  collection  and  present  it  to  the  nation.  This  was 
done  in  1816. Lord  Elgin  received  £35,000, much  less  than 
the expenses he  had incurred, and the "marbles" were lodged 
in  the British Museum. The case of these famous works of art 
is  by  no means unique. Certain parts of the Parthenon decora-
tions are to be  found, for example, in  the Louvre, where they 
are  kept,  along  with  the  Venus  de  Milo  and  the  Winged 
Victory of Samothrace. 
The Greek  members of the European  Parliament asked  for 
the return of the frieze  because it  is  part of the Greek national 
heritage.  Today,  almost  all  countries  attach great  importance 
to  the  conservation  of  this  sort  of  heritage,  which  is  not 
After the defeat of Napoleon, France was forced to return the horse-drawn 
chariot from the top of the Brandenburg Gate in  Berlin and the four bronze 
horses (shown here) taken from outside St.  Mark's in Venice.  <D  Scala Arr limited to works of art alone, as was shown by the recent
dispute between  France and Algeria about the records of the
former North African  departements. For the Greek parliamen-
tarians, the removal of the Parthenon  ffieze constituted an
"illegal act" of spoliation, since the Greeks, being reduced to
impotence under the Ottoman regime, were not able to op-
pose it, as they would undoubtedly  have done 30 years later,
when they had won their independence. But what exactly
constitutes  "spoliation?" Lord Elgin had not broken any law
and had obtained all the necessary  permissions.
This is not the case with many other masterpieces  taken, for
example, by the victors in time of war; although it may be
wondered whether a concession  which is confirmed in a peace
treaty cannot be legally contested. It was in this manner  that,
after the defeat of Napoleon, France was forced to return the
horse-drawn  chariot from the top of the Brandenburg  Gate in
Berlin and the four bronze horses taken from outside St.
Mark's in Venice. However, this latter case, which is far from
being clear-cut,  underlines all the ambiguity involved in a sys-
tematic policy of "restitutionr"  since the Venetians themselves
stole the horses from Constantinople when it was sacked by
the crusaders in 1,204. Could the Turks now ask for them to
be returned to Istanbul?
These horses, however, have nothing to do with Turkish
civilization: They belong to the hellenistic art of the third
century B.C. In that case, could they be claimed  by Greece? If,
on the other hand, the Venetians  are considered to be the
legitimate owners, it is necessary to determine  how much time
must elapse before possession gives title, otherwise Egypt
could very well demand the return of sculptures taken to ltaly
under the Emperor Hadrian to decorate  his villa near Tivoli.
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The question is far from being simply theoretical,  since the
Louvre, for example,  is now filled with works of art taken by
Napoleon from various European countries  and which did not
form part of those returned  in 1815.
Apan from the purely legal aspect of the problem there are
other questions, the most important of which is the role that
countries  assign to their national heritage. It could be said that
the national heritage serves to reinforce the identity and great-
ness of the community  which created it. Secondly, this heri-
tage now also serves to attract tourists, and is thus of con-
siderable economic importance-a fact which is less often
admitted.
The question becomes even more complicated  inside the
European  Community, which also aspires to be a community
of culture. Attention has been drawn to this aspect of the
Community on severeal occasions by summit conferences of
heads of state and government leaders-a fact which has al-
most been forgotten. Thus the final declaration of the 1972
conference, held in the Hague, emphasized that Europe is a
"unique nurture ground of culture" and that it must be safe-
guarded.
In Copenhagen in 1972, another declaration on European
identity  stated that culture is one of the basic elements of the
Community's  identity. The different  countries of the Commu-
nity are thankfully  not hermetically  sealed cultural compart-
ments, but a continuum in time and space. To give but one
example, a large part of European aft has drawn its inspiration
directly from Greece. Greek works of art are thus part of our
common heritage, and are equally well at home in Paris or in
London, Rome, or Berlin. tf this were not the case, demands
could be made for the return to Metz of the famous eques-
trian statue of Charlemagne, now kept in the Louvre, by rea-
son of its being a work of art in the Mosan style, which owes
nothing to the art of the Ile-de-France province.
One last factor to be taken into account when considering
the return of works of art is that their authenticity is only of
relative importance. Reproduction techniques-whether  for
paintings, sculptures, or buildings-are now so advanced that
the advocates of restitution and of the right of possession
could well be satisfied by having copies distributed. The pro-
tests of those who demand the return of the original can well
be imagined.
And yet, from force of necessity, custodians  often do not
scruple to take great liberties with the authenticity of works of
art which visitors often come great distances to see in their
"authentic" setting. The millions of tourists who come to
admire the "Mannekin Pis" in Brussels, are seemingly unaware
that the little chap they see there is only the seventh or eighth
copy of the long-since-vanished  original which was stolen, as
were subsequent copies. Again at the Acropolis in Athens, the
caryatids of the Erechtheum  are also copies; but this fact does
not in any way reduce the admiration of visitors, who may be
unaware of it. What are we to make of all this? The most
important conclusion  is that the present dispersion of works of
art across the Community must not serve as a pretext for
renewed chauvinistic claims for their return, which often con-
ceal motives of financial  gain. C
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The Winged Victory of Samothrace in the Louure, Paris. a Scala Arr
Louis Ronze is a French art critic.e
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A lanner falam.  O Brucc (-olcnran
Poachers are deci,nxating Europeb raptar populat/ions tn srWlafalconers.
Every spring, specialized  gangs of poachers
from the Federal Republic of Germany  plun-
der their way across F,urope, from the Medi-
terranean countries northward  through the
narure reserves ro the cliffs of Scandinavia.
Their prcy: the eggs and fledglings of Eu-
ropc's falcons and eagles. Their paymasters:
the falconry and hawking fraternity, mostly in
the Middlc East. Ten years after the signing
of a Washingtoh protection agreement,  and
four years after publication  of the E.C. Coun-
cil's guidelines  for the protection of wild
birds, authorities are still virtually powerless.
Despire detailed knowledge of the member-
ship and modus  rryerandi of the gangs, all
attempts to bring thenr to justice have failed,
because of the authorities' unwillingness to
act. Can the E.C. help?
Those who are aware of the situation
know that, along with the stream of people
on Easter vacation, the first contingents of
falcon and eagle eggs will have made their
way across Europe, to end up in the incu-
bators of "breeders"  in the Federal Republic
of Germany.  The robbers, with their highly-
specialized  equipment, follow the warmer
spring weather as it moves northward. In It-
aly, this means that the plundering  of Sicily
starts in early March, with the beginning of
the falcons' laying season. As soon as Sicily
has been raided, the plundering of the rocky
breeding sites of the Appenine cliffs begins.
In the words of Nuremberg  customs offi-
cial Otto Schlegelmann:  "'We have learned a
thing or two about this timetable. If the eggs
are removed from the nests before the hen
bird starts to brood, then they can be trans-
ported for 10 days without an incubator.
Otherwise it is necessary to have a portable
incubator  available. Once the first eggs have
safely been brought home and put in the in-
cubator, then the thieves know that in an-
other 14 days' time there will almost certainly
be a second clutch, and so the second  round
of plundering starts at the beginning  of April.
lf the thieves wait until the beginning of April
to mount their expedition,  then they can get
both clutches in one go."
Since the falcons' breeding season varies ac-
cording to latitude, the nest-robbing  in the
north follows a week or two later. As a rule,
the brceding season in central Italy is about
eight days later than in the south. This means
that a gang of nest robbers can clean out the
whole of Italy in threc expeditions  between
March and April. Even if only 10 nests are
robbcd on each of these expeditions (the av-
erage clutch is two or three eggs or chicks),
then the number of birds by which the coun-
tryside is poorer can be reckoned at between
50 and 90. The pattern is repeated in Yugo-
slavia, Greece, Turkey, and northern Europe.
It is known that, in two years, a third of all
falcon nests are emptied.
The rarer eagles and large falcons become,
the more sought after they are. A few years
ago, a good Scandinavian  gyr falcon would
have brought about $20,000; since then the
price has risen to $40,000 and, in one case, a
black rnarketecr  is said to have been paid
$80,000. A fertile gyr falcon egg will .fetch
$ 10,000.
Customs investigator  Schlegelmann  also
knows how prcstige  is determined among oil
millionaires.  "A first-class sheik has to have
gyr falcons and peregrines; a second-rate
sheik will have saker falcons  and lanners; and
the rest have to make do with Eleonora's
falcons or luggers. "ln  Western countries
these are all protected birds, and may not be
bought or sold. "
Expeditions  mounted by the German nest
robbers are technically very well prepared.
The tools of their trade are ropes and pitons,
egg warmers,  and incubators. They use boats
and airplanes as well as motor vehicles. Some
of thcm have now chosen to live abroad-
their catches  are smuggled out by middlemen,
since the Fecleral Republic of Gernrany  is
now too hot for thenr. One of these exiles, a
bird smuggler  named Bartsch,  explained to a
Gernran  vacationer at a canrp site near Istan-
bul how hc catches birds of prey in Turkey.
He described how hc would take a kite (a
carrion-eating  bird of prey), sew its eyelids
together, and to its talons tic a tennis ball to
which fine loops of thread were attached.
'Whenever a falcon appeared, he would throw
the blind kite into the air. Because it is afraid
of bumping into an obstaclc, the kite tries to
gain height. The falcon swoops on the kite to
take what it thinks is thc kite's prey-the
tennis ball-away  from it. In doing so, the
falcon gets tangled up in the loops of thread
and falls to the ground with the kite.
In order to prevent this nest-robbing, the
aeries of eagles in the wild are watched day
and night from the time when the eggs are
first laid until the young are fledged. The
nests are surrounded by North Atlantic
Treaty Organization barbed wire. Micro-
phones, fixed high up in the nesting trees,
betray the slightest sound of scraping or
breathing made by any would-be robber try-
ing to climb up.
In the Federal Republic, for exanrple,  only
a fcw remnants  of the once-numerous  popu-
lations of large birds of prey now remain.  Of
18 species, four have disappeared completely
-the 
osprey, the lesser spotted eagle, the
short-toed eagle, and the griffon vulture.
There are only a few individuals left of four
other species-the sea eagle, the golden  ea-
gle, the peregrine  falcon, and the hen harrier.
Bemd Fuhs u,rites for the Ktjlner Stadt-Anzeiger.
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Sister Cities 
Two sister cities, Louisville, Kentucky, and Montpellier,  Fra1Ue,  recently signed a 
joint agreement to "increase import and export capabilities and to promote economiC  T r;nusual channel goes beyona· 
growth .in each community."  U  .J 
RICHARD OAKLAND 
In  1710  Baron  Christopher  de  Graffernried 
and  a  party  of  his  compatriots,  principally 
from  the  canton  of  Bern,  Switzerland, 
founded  New  Bern,  North  Carolina.  While 
the  idea  of sister  city  relationships  was  un-
heard  of in  1710, the two  Berns  maintained 
sporadic  exchanges  until  the  1960s  when 
New  Bern  celebrated  the  250th  anniversary 
of its  founding and the historical link found a 
new impetus. 
Today New Bern and 720 other U.S.  com-
munities  are  affiliated  as  sister  cities  with 
1,018  cities  in  81  nations  in  a  planned  pro-
gram of mutual  cooperation and  understand-
ing  of a  national  movement  founded  in  the 
United States in  1956 by  President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower. Of the total 721  American cities 
involved in  the sister cities program, there are 
342  links  with  cities  in  the  10  European 
Community countries-47 percent of the to-
tal,  a  signficant  figure  demonstrating the  im-
portance  American  cities  attach  to  ties  with 
Europe. 
The  basic  affiliation  idea  is  simple.  When 
an  American  city  joins  with  a  community  in 
another nation to develop friendly and mean-
ingful  exchanges,  the  relationship  is  formal-
ized  by  a  sister  cities  affiliation.  Ideally,  this 
involves a  large  number of citizens and orga-
nizations  in  both  communities.  Together the 
two cities  pursue projects of mutual  interest. 
The activities require hard work, imagination, 
persistence, and a long-term commitment. 
The  concept  of  cities  joining  together  to 
carry  out  mutual  objectives  is  certainly  not 
new.  From  the  very  beginning  of  recorded 
history, cities affiliated for mutually beneficial 
and common purposes; aid, commerce, trade, 
defense, and so on. With the advent of mod-
ern technology, nations and civilizations  were 
being  bound  together as  never  before.  Links 
between  cities  crossed  countries,  spanning 
oceans and continents. 
Prior to World  War II,  links  between U.S. 
cities  and cities  in  other countries developed 
for  two  main  reasons:  The  U.S.  city  was 
founded  by  ~ettlers  from  the  mother  coun-
try-primarily Europe-or the two cities had 
the same name. 
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Nearly all sister cities initiated in  the United 
States  shortly  after  World  War  II  began  as 
gestures  of  material  aid  and  the  charitable 
motivation  behind  these  programs  is  evi-
denced in  the choice of overseas partners. Lo-
cations  in  France,  the  Federal  Republic  of 
Germany, and the Netherlands lead the list. A 
1957  study  ~y the  International  Advisory 
Council in  New York showed that the choice 
of communities  in  those  countries  was  dic-
tated by  two factors:  first,  the extent of dev-
astation and need; second, the war role of the 
overseas town and/ or its impact on American 
troops who shared that role. 
Now 27 years old, the U.S.  sister cities pro-
gram  has  grown  far  beyond  the goals  of its 
infancy.  When  President  Ronald  Reagan  ac-
cepted  the  honorary  chairmanship  of  Sister 
Cities  International-the  national  organiza-
tion  established  to  provide  the  vehicle  for 
U.S.  cities  to  participate  in  the  sister  cities 
program-he declared,  "I  have  always  had  a 
deep  belief  that  the  problems  of the  world 
could  be  greatly  lessened  if  people  would 
start  talking  to  each  other  instead  of about 
each other." Reagan  was expanding upon the 
belief  expressed  by  President  Dwight  Eisen-
hower when he founded the sister cities con-
cept as  part of his  People-to-People Program. 
Eisenhower  said,  "Two  deeply  held  convic-
tions  united  us  in  common  purpose.  First  is 
our  belief  in  effective,  responsive  local  gov-
ernment  as  a  principal  bulwark  of freedom. 
Second  is  our  faith  in  the  great  promise  of 
sister city affiliations in  helping build the solid 
structure of world peace." 
Because sister cities programs were initiated 
at the national  level  in  many different  coun-
tries  during  the  same  time  period  (starting 
shortly  after  World  War  II),  approaches  to 
structure  and  function  vary.  In  Europe,  the 
program  enjoys great popularity and  involves 
thousands  of  cities  of  all  sizes  linked  with 
two, three, or more partners there. The links 
tend to be very  formal, established by  resolu-
tion and accompanied by documents detailing 
the  kinds  of exchanges to  be  undertaken.  In 
the United States, the city government takes a 
secondary  role-simply  endorsing  the  pro-
Of the total 72 1 American cities involved in the 
sister cities program, there are 342 links with cities 
in the 1  0 European Community countries-or 4 7 
percent of the total-a significant figure  which 
demonstrates the importance American cities attach 
to  ties with Europe. 
gram-with  a  citizens  voluntary  committee 
responsible for operations. In  some countries, 
~inks must  be  approved  by  the  national gov-
ernment. 
As  the  1980s  unfold,  the  worldwide  net-
work  of sister  cities  is  expanding  rapidly  as 
more and more cities discover they can work 
with each other to find  solutions to common 
problems  which  go  far  beyond  the  original 
concept of the program-to encourage better 
understanding  between  the  people  of  the 
world.  International  boundary  lines  pose  no 
barriers  to  urban  problems.  For  developed 
and  developing  nations  alike,  the growth  of 
cities  and  metropolitan  areas  follow  similar 
patterns  and  present  the  same  challenges  to 
government officials and citizens. 
While this basic goal still  remains the main 
purpose of the program, cities have expanded 
their activities  to  increase  urban  cooperation 
beyond the traditional social and cultural en-
deavors  into  commercial  and  municipal  ex-
changes as  well.  While  trade promotion and and Trade Promotion 
social and cultural exchanges. 
the stimulation of business is  certainly not the 
primary  purpose  of  a  sister  cities  program, 
new or improved trade relations can be a nat-
ural by-product of contact made in  the course 
of visits  by  sister  city  groups  comprised  of 
businessmen and manufacturers. 
For  example,  Louisville,  Kentucky,  and 
Montpellier,  France,  recently  signed  a  joint 
agreement to "increase import and export ca-
pabilities and to promote economic growth in 
each  community."  The  cities  and  the  two 
Chambers of Commerce agreed they would: 
•  coordinate the  exchange and  dissemination 
of  available  business  information,  including 
identification of various business markets; 
•  identify  industries  and  enterprises  with  im-
port and export potential; 
•  provide  increased  technical  assistance  and 
actively encourage businesses which are inter-
ested  in  developing  and  maintaining  interna-
tional trade relationships; 
•  coordinate and maximize aid available from 
government, public and private agencies,  and 
other  entities  for  such  activities  as  cross-
licensing  and  the  establishment  of  trade 
shows; 
Benefits can be indirect, as well.  For exam-
ple,  the Toledo, Ohio, sister  city  committee 
and the Toledo  Museum of Art  were instru-
mental  in  bringing  the  famed  "EI  Greco  of 
Toledo" exhibit to the United States. A study 
of the economic impact of the exhibit on the 
Ohio city's  economy showed it  added $12.6 
million  in  revenues  from  increased  tourism, 
purchases,  and  so  on.  In  one of the  longest 
running links between an American and a Eu-
ropean  city,  the  two  Toledos  affiliated  in 
1931. 
The excitement of the sister cities program 
and its aRPeal  to the cities  of the world can-
not  be  described  in  one  project,  however. 
The real  excitement of this program involves 
the  people and  their commitment to solving 
some  of the  problems  that  plague  our cen-
tury-diplomatic,  political,  economic,  and 
social questions that only people working to-
gether in  concert can hope to resolve. 
•  encourage an on-going working relationship 
among staff members of the cities and cham-
bers involved; and 
•  exchange trade missions  to build economic 
ties. 
Louisville  officials  had  a  specific  goal  in 
mind when they established the program with 
Montpellier:  "We're  not  talking  necessarily 
about  Ford  and  General  Motors,  but about 
people who make pottery and  farm  machin-
ery.  They  will  link  through  sister  cities." 
More  than  50  percent  of the  businesses  in 
Louisville  employ  less  than  100  people  and 
these  are  the companies that benefit most. 
Louisville  sees  the  Montpeliier program as 
a pilot.  If it  succeeds, similar economic trade 
agreements  will  be  worked  out  with  Louis-
ville's  four other sister  cities:  Mainz,  Federal 
Republic  of  Germany;  Dublin,  Ireland; 
Tamali,  Ghana;  and  Quito,  Ecuador.  As  one 
of the first projects in  the new trade program, 
Montpellier sent 40 French students to Louis-
ville  last year who spent the summer working 
at various Louisville area firms  and Louisville 
sent 20 students to Montpellier. 
Large cities are not the only ones to ben-
efit from trade programs. Fredericksburg, Vir-
ginia, (pop.  16,000) and Fd:jus,  France, (pop. 
32,000) both have the same problem of "try-
ing to pump new economic vitality into aging 
downtown sections," as  the Mayors of both 
cities said during an exchange visit. When the 
Mayor of Fredericksburg  was  in  Fd:jus  last 
year,  he and the Mayor of Frejus  decided to 
launch a program to share ideas on revitaliza-
tion  and  history,  but they  also  discussed  the 
possibility  of  Fredericksburg  becoming  an 
outlet for olives grown in  southern  Fr~nce as 
well as for crafts made from olive tree wood. 
The sister city program is  becoming a  ma-
jor factor in  the thinking of national govern-
ments because it  can draw on the talents and 
resources of tens of thousands of people and 
their institutions. Reagan launched his  "Inter-
national  Youth  Exchange  Initiative"  at  the 
Versailles  western  economic  summit  in  June 
1982.  This  effort  shaped  the  desire  of  the 
United  States  to  strengthen  its  partnership 
with  the  other  summit  countries  through 
"successor-generation" youth exchanges. This 
program  is  being  promoted  by  a  major  ad-
vertising campaign of the Advertising Council 
which began in  September 1983 and involves 
the  active  cooperation  and  support of com-
munity-based  organizations  for  support  and 
growth. 
Through  expanded  youth  exchanges  it  is 
anticipated  that  closer  ties  will  be  built 
among  young  people  by  involving  more  fu-
ture  leaders  from  the  United  States  and 
abroad  at  an  early  and  important  stage  in 
their  lives.  Giving  these  young  people  the 
opportunity to be exchangees and to host ex-
changees provides them with a unique experi-
ence to learn about people from different cul-
tures and backgrounds. 
Another  large  sector  of exchange  growth 
has  been  in  the  area  of technical  assistance 
from  U.S.  cities to their affiliates in  less devel-
oped countries.  Sister Cities  International  es-
tablished  a  technical  assistance  program  in 
1977  as  a  complementary  element  to  the 
overall  sister  cities  program.  Typically,  sister 
cities  establish  a  long-term  technical  assis-
tance  relationship  with  periodic  short-term 
projects  which,  it  is  hoped,  would  result  in 
modest,  but  significant,  improvement  in  the 
quality  of life  of disadvantaged  people  living 
in  urban areas of developing nations. 
The  late  distinguished  commentator  and 
journalist  Edward  R.  Murrow clearly  articu-
lated  the sister  cities  concept in  a  speech  he 
gave  at the 1962 sister cities  conference.  He 
said,  "A sister  city  affiliation  is  as  simple  to 
understand  as  is  the  art  of  conversation. 
Communication  needs  two  things:  one  to 
speak,  another to listen.  What we  seek  is  a 
dialogue.  To  have  the  people  of one  town 
speak  directly  to the people of another, and 
from  that initial  contact, to grow and  to ex-
perience  and  to  learn.  There are  those  who 
would  suggest  that  in  the  magnitude  of our 
cataclysmic  anxiety,  linking  two  cities  may 
seem  only a  little contribution.  But  as  man's 
horizon  extends as  far  as  his  own vision,  as 
Anatole  France  put it,  'It is  better to  under-
stand a little, than to misunderstand a lot.' " 
Richard Oakland is in charge of the Sister Cities In-
ternational office in Washington, D.C. 




The E.C. Commission  recently an-
nounced it would get tough with E.C.
member countries which flout E.C.
competition  rules by granting their in-
dustries unauthorized subsidies  or
other forms of illegal aid. Community
Community competition rules. lt said
it would begin  demanding the repay-
ment of illegal hand-outs and it
warned E.C. industries  receiving gov-
ernment subsidies of "the precarious
nature of those paid out illegally."  The
Commission  also said it would  con-
sider offsetting  unauth orized national
aids to farmers by cutting back the
amount of subsidy those farmers  re-
ceived under E.C. sponsored  farm pro-
grams.
law generally  prohibits  E.C. Govern- -
-.nri from'uiing  their treasuries to E.C.  OpenS
i::f': imtHn" !f 3 :$::x i Negotiatio-n s
an unfair competitive edge.  Arit t DgOgl,Opdng
The Commission  can authorize  ex- .r.  a , -
ceptrons to tne rures In cases wnere an GOAtt'JfteS  Ott
aid package is specifically designed t" NeUt  Add  PAC|
restructure  an industry's operation  and
to retum it to long-term  profitability.  The European Community  opened ne-
However, the law requires E.C. coun- gotiations  last month with developing
tries to get the Commission's approval nations toward the renewal of the
before proceeding  with such assistance  Lom6 Convention,  a unique trade and
plans.  aid pact between the E.C. and the
E.C.  Commissioner Frans Third World. The new installment  of
Andriessen,  who is in charge of com- rhe pact, known as Lom6 III, will re-
place the second Lom6 Convention,
which expires in 1985. The Lom6
Convention was first signed in 197 5
and makes the E.C. a partner in the
development  of 63 African,  Caribbean,
and Pacific (Rcp) nations. Two black
African  states, Mozambique and An-
gola, are panicipating in the negotia-
tions for the first time, bringing the
total number of ncp countries involved
in negotiating Lom6 III to 55.
Negotiations towards Lom6 III
E.C. Commissioner  F rans Andrie  ssen
is responsible  for competitioi.
petition policies, told an antitrust law
conference in Oxford, England  re-
cently that the incidence  of illegal gov-
ernment  aids has been on the upswing.
E.C. officials have acknowledged  that
the recession, high unemployment and,
in some cases, intense competition
from newly industrialized  countries
have increased the pressure on E.C.
members for government hand-outs to
aven plant closures and worker lay-
offs.
In announcing  the crackdown, the
Commission  said it  would use all
means at its disposal to see that E.C.
Governments  scrupulously observe
From left to ight, Foreign Minister of Botswana  Archibald Mogwe;  E.C.
Commissioner  responsibb  for deuelopment  Edgard  Pisani; and Greek Foreign
Minister Yannis Haralambopoulos discuss tbe rcw installment  of the Inmb
Conuention.
The negotiations are expected to
take many months because of differing
priorities among the E.C. and the Rcp
states.  The worldwide recession has in-
tensified pressure on the E.C. to seek
more efficient use of its aid contribu-
tions at a time when many ACP coun-
tries are in panicularly dire economic
straits. "The worst situation in the E.C.
is still better than the best situation  in
the Rcp countries,"  said ecp leader
Mogwe  in the opening round of talks.
Under the present Lom6 Conven-
tion, ACp countries receive a variety of
financial,  emergency, and investment
aids, plus trade concessions  from the
E.C. for their vital export  products.  In
addition,  the pact contains  mechanisms
that safeguard export eamings of the
developing countries from shifts in
world commodity  prices and enable
them to develop and maintain their ca-
pacity to produce and expon minerals
and energy resources.
opened officiaily ," .*1.:*:9,-:-: yeors of Focts
October 6, between the Rcp countries
led by Archibatd M;d;, roi.ign end  FdgWfeS
Minister of Botswana,  and the E.C.
represented  by Yannis Haralambopou- The old adage that there are three
los, Foreign Minister of Greece, the kinds of lies-"lies,  damned lies, and
country that presently occupies the statislis5"-hs5  infuriated  statisticians
presidency of the E.C. Council of Min- for years and none more so than those
isters.  at Eurostat,  the European Communi-
The E.C. goals for the new Lom6 ty's statistical service. This year
Convention  include  more efficient use Eurostat celebrates its 30th year of
of Lom6 aid, with special  emphasis on pumping out the statistical  data that
aid to rural regions to promote local often forms the basis for E.C. laws and
food production. The E.C. Council of policy and is widely used by scholars,
Ministers has also endorsed adding a economists, social scientists, and even
human rights dimension to the new ac- businessmen trying to gauge the poten-
cord. However,  the E.C. Commission tial of the European  market.
has warned that while the E.C. is justi-  Founded as the Statistical Office of
fied in its concern for the observance  the European Coal and Steel Commu-
of human rights, it  should seek nity in an elegant, turreted  townhouse
progress in this area through  persua- is Luxembourg  in 1953, Eurostat  has
sion rather than by seeking  to impose grown from a small operation into a
its will on sovereign nations.  huge source of data on virtually every
Earostot
Celebrates 3O
aspect of life in the E.C. From its first
survey of labor costs in the E.C. coal
and steel industries  to more recent  sta-
tistical initiatives  in areas such as na-
tional income, employment,  research,
and international  trade, demand for
Eurostat data from both public and
private users has grown by leaps and
bounds.
ln 1982 alone Eurostat  launched a
new Comtext  extemal trade data base,
it established a statistical register  of
fishing  vessels, it published the first
survey of the number of sheep in Eu-
rope, it compiled the E.C.'s first energy
input-output tables and price indicies,
and it compiled the first estimates  of
48  EuROpt  November-December 1983public  expenditure  for  education  and 
training  throughout  Europe.  In  addi-
tion,  Eurostat provided  the first  study 
of the  structure  and  activities  of  the 
firms  involved  in  E.C. 's wholesale and 
retail trade. 
Eurostat's  key  role  in  the  develop-
ment of Europe has  been based  on its 
success  in  manipulating national statis-
tics  in  ways  that  provide  meaningful 
comparisons  between  individual  E.C. 
countries. Eurostat's ability to produce 
a  prompt  and  up-to-date  supply  of 
comparative  data  has  made  thus  the 
work of other E.C. institutions easier. 
Eurostat's efficiency is  demonstrated 
by the fact that it can process monthly 




The  E.C.  Commission  has  declared 
war on  ill-made  or otherwise  danger-
ous  toys  that  could  pose  a  serious 
health  and  safety  threat  to  Europe's 
youngest consumers. In July,  the Com-
mission published three proposals call-
ing  for the introduction of safety stan-
dards for toys sold in  European shops. 
The proposals-if they  become law 
-would  require  E.C.  member  coun-
tries to subject toys to rigorous tests  in 
approved  laboratories  examining  such 
criteria  as  their mechanical  and  physi-
cal  composition,  their  flammability, 
and their chemical and electrical prop-
erties.  Toys  meeting  established  stan-
dards would be marked with a hexago-
nal  E.C.  symbol  to  indicate  that  they 
conform to prescribed technical regula-
tions.  Any  toy  failing  to comply with 
the regulations would have to removed 
from the market. 
Teddy bears that burst into flames in 
front  of gas  fires,  mechanical  mecha-
nisms  that  can  trip  tiny  fingers,  and 
play  figures  decorated  with  poisonous 
paint are some examples of the dangers 
that have prompted the Commission to 
propose  Community-wide  toy  safety 
standards.  National  legislation  on  toy 
safety  varies  widely  among  the  E.C.'s 
member states. 
The  Commission's  detailed  toy 
safety  proposals,  first  discussed  in 
1980,  would  require  warnings  to  ap-
pear on certain  types  of toys.  For ex-
ample, skateboards would  be  required 
to bear the statement:  "Warning, pro-
tective  clothing  should  be  worn." 
Other toys should be labeled according 
to  the age  group  for which  they  were 
appropriate,  their  assembly  require-
ments, and as  to whether they should 
be  used  under  adult  supervision,  the 
Commission said. 
The proposal also defines what type 
of product constitutes a toy for the 14 
and under age group-a definition that 
specifically  excludes  air  rifles,  fire-
works,  slings,  catapults,  and  novelty 
jokes  like  sneezing  powder and  stink 
bombs. In  1981  the Commission pub-
lished  a  report  showing  that  sneezing 
E.C.'s member states in  less  than three Community 
weeks. "No other international body is 
able  to  produce  comparable  data  as  HeRded for 
rapid!~,"  the  E.C.  Co~~issioner.  re- Buduet Crisis 
spons1ble  for  the  Statistical  Office,  e 
Richard  Burke,  told  an  audience  in 
Luxembourg earlier this year. 
The development of Eurostat's data 
bases  has  closely  mirrored the growth 
of the E.C. Commission's data process-
ing  services.  Since  the  Commission's 
computer  power  is  expected  to  in-
crease  ten  fold  between  1981  and 
1985, Eurostat's activities may also ex-
pand. Burke said new customers would 
include  Commission  officials  who are 
set to get better access to Eurostat data 
bases. 
powder  contammg  a  chemical  called 
3.3  dimethoxy-benzedrine could cause 
cancer and that stink bombs containing 
ammonium  polysulphide  could  cause 




Few  dispute  the  assertion  that  the 
method  the  E.C.  chooses  to solve  its 
impending  cash  shortage  will  have  a 
profound  affect  on  Europe's  future. 
But there is  considerably less of a con-
sensus on what that method should be 
amid  signs  that  the  Community  is 
headed for a  financial  crisis.  "We have 
our backs to the wall," says E.C. Com-
mission  President  Gaston  Thorn,  de-
scribing E.C. financial problems. 
The urgency of the situation is  illus-
trated  by  the fact  that  the draft  1984 
budget  proposed  by  the  Commission 
comes dangerously close to the present 
limits on the Community's means. The 
blame lies  mainly  with  increases  in  ag-
ricultural  spending,  which  is  expected 
to run  close to  66°/c>  of the  E.C.  bud-
get this year. 
At  present, the  E.C.  derives  funding 
for  its  policies  and  programs  from 
three  sources:  agricultural  levies,  cus-
toms  duties,  and  a  portion  of  the 
value-added  tax (VAT)-a  form  of sales 
tax-collected by  each  of its  Member 
States.  The  Commission  currently  is 
authorized  to  claim  up  to  1  percent, 
A  takeover  of  world  machine-tool  and no more, of these VAT collections. 
markets by .Japanese robots cduld be in  The Commission says  that this  ceil-
the  cards  unless  Europe  increases  its  ing  on  VAT  collections  must  go  and 
efficiency  in  that  strategic  export  sec- should  be  replaced  with  other  safe-
tor,  according  to  a  recent  E.C.  Com- guards  against  excessive  spending.  It 
mission  report.  The  Commission  rec- has  also  proposed  that the  rate  of its 
ommended  in  a  report  to  the  E.C.  VAT  collections  from  individual  mem-
Council  of Ministers  in  February  that  ber states  be  tied  to that state's share 
European  industry  respond  to  the  po- E.C.  agricultural  production-its  per-
tential  .Japanese  onslaught  with  better. capita  agricultural  production  and 
marketing,  rationalization,  investment,  share  of  the  E.C.'s  overall  operatmg 
and  modernization  schemes  and  shar- surplus. 
ing of new technologies.  The  Commission's  proposal  would 
Europe is  currently the world's larg- permit  the  E.C.  to  collect  up  to  1.4 
est  producer  of  machine  tools,  ac- percent  of  VAT  collections  or  even  a 
counting for 28  percent of total world  higher percentage in  the event of unan-
ourput in  1981.  It  also  uses  more rna- imous consent from  the E.C.'s Council 
<D  Bas, Tachydromos, Greece 
of Ministers and a three-fifths majority 
,vote of the  European  Parliament. The 
new  VAT  collections-rate  formula 
would  base  an  individual  member 
state's  contribution  to  the  E.C.  on 
both  its  relative  wealth  and  the  bene-
fits  it  derives  from  E.C.  membership. 
Thus  far,  the  controversial  proposal 
has  not  yet  received  the  approval  of 
the Council of Ministers. 
Meanwhile,  E.C.  Budget  Commis-
sioner  Christopher  T  ugenhat  recently 
told  Parliament that 1984 may will  be 
the  last  year  the  Commission  can  put 
forward  a  credible  E.C.  budget within 
present spending constraints. The draft 
budget  forsees  expenditures  of  25.5 
billion  EC:U  (about  $24.2  billion)  in 
1984, up  17.7  perc;ent  from  22.8  bil-
lion  ECU  in  1983. The budget falls  just 
short of the  26.2  billion  EC:U  limit  on 
the E.C.'s "own resources." 
The  1984  budget  reflects  the  in-
creased costs of the Community's agri-
cultural  guarantee  programs,  increased 
funding for Community efforts to fight 
unemployment,  and  new  Community 
initiatives  in  the  areas  of  energy,  re-
search, transportation and industrial in-
vestment. 
chine  tools  than  any  other  industri-
alized  power except the United  States, 
buying about 20.4 percent of all  tools 
produced.  However,  the  E.C.  share of 
t-his  traditionally  export-oriented  mar-
ket  has  been  declining  since  1971, at 
which  time  E.C.  countries  were  pro-
ducing  over  40  percent  of the  world 
output.  Conversely,  .Japan's  share  of 
world production  rose  from  11.9  per-
cent  to  18.4  percent  over that  period 
and the U.S.  share increased from  12.7 
percent  to  19.5  percent.  Export  mar-
kets  for  machine  tools have  been  par-
ticularly hard hit by  the present world-
wide recession. 
---------------~  I 
Most international  trade in  machine 
tools  occurs  between  industrialized 
countries.  About  65  percent  of  the 
E.C. 's  exports  are  destined  for  other 
markers  in  the  rest  of  Europe,  North 
America,  and .Japan,  with  the  remain-
der going to developing countries. The 
Federal  Republic  of  Germany  is  the 
E.C.'s  leading  machine  tool  producer. 
It  accounts  for  more than  half of the 
E.C.'s  total  production  and  for  about 
26 percent of world exports. 
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The E.C. Commission has presented  a
proposal to E.C. Environment  Minis-
ters that could pave the way for joint
Community  action to combat acciden-
tal oil spills at sea. Under the proposal,
the E.C. Commission  would coordi-
nate the national  contingency plans of
its member states for coping with the
environmental hazards posed by oil
spills and would carry out periodic
drills to test their capacity for fighting
oil sliq,ks.
According to the Commission,  an
E.C.-wide  initiative for combating  oil
spills is urgently needed because  of the
growing threat of spills posed by the
increase in offshore oil drilling  opera-
tions on Europe's continental  shelf. In
addition,  the Commission noted that a
large portion of Western Europe's oil
supply  is transported by sea in tankers,
some with a capacity of over 5,000
tons.
According  to the international  data
available, about 20 percent of all the
oil spills occurring  between  1974 and
1981 have affected European  coastal
waters. The regional oil-spill combat-
ing center for the Mediterranean,
based in Malta. recorded 72 accident
alens in the Mediterranean  alone be-
tween 1977 and 1982. Twelve of
these accidents involved  oil spills that
subsequently  polluted the sea and
beaches  of the Mediterranean.
The Commission said the results of
a study it sponsored  on the issue of oil
spills concluded that the lessons of
past spills had not been fully appreci-
ated by E.C. member Governments. In
addition. neither Governments nor the
industries  involved appeared prepared
to rethink their plans for combatting
oil pollution, the Commission said.
The E.C. adopted an action program
in 1978 on the control and reduction
of pollution  caused by oil spills at sea.
In 1981, the Community decided  to
establish an information  system to
maintain  an inventory  of the methods
that could be used for fighting oil
spills. It also put member states under
obligation  to notify the Commission of
the contingency plans they had drawn
up to deal with spills. However, the
Commission said the infornration  it has
received to date has been incomplete
and that a new initiative is needed to
give member states an incentive for
drawing up contingency plans and co-
ordinating them on an E.C.-wide basis.
Community Aid Routtd-uP
The E.C. Commission  recently au- medicines...Nicaragua:  250,000
thorized the following emergency t.(.u for the relief of the estimated
or development aid projecrs (1 Eu- 50,000 people who have been
ropean Currency  Unit, or ECU :  forced by fighting to leave their
$0.85): homes on  Nicaragua's  northern
Emergency Aid-  P araguay: frontier to find safe refuge else-
100,0d0 r.<.u in aid intended f?. rl.t. where. The aid included 150,000
victims of floods in the region o1 F.{.U channeled  through Medecins
the paraguay and parana"rivers.  sans Frontidres for the purchase
The sum was the E.C..s contrl6u-  and transport of medicines and
tion to an aid p.ogr"- .";  bt ,;'t. 100'000  Ec.u through  Oxfam Bel-
Pan American Health orgrnlr"rion,  9i'-, for purchase and transport of
which undertook the ouichas. "nj 
foodstuffs,  household  utensils,
rransporr of medicinet, *rrf. onLr blankets,  and equipment to provide
and small-scale equipmenr  for the snelters'
removal of refuse from areas af- Aid to Non-associated Developing
fected by the flood. .. Argentina: Countries-Boliuia: 16 million  t.<.u
250,000 l.c.u for victims of flood- to benefit the rural population of
ing that affected  several  Argentine Potosi and Oruro, the two poorest.
provinces, causing considerable  districts in Bolivia's high plateau.
damage to crops, livestock  and in- The aid will be used to boost food
frastructure  and left an estimated  production  for the entire popula-
150,000 people homeless. The aid, tion of the two districts, half of
funneled  through the League of which consists of town-dwellers,
Red Cross Societies, was earmarked  including impoverished miners  who
for the purchase of foodstuffs,  have to work under difficult  condi-
blankets, and equipment for build-  tions . . . Ecuador: 2.85 million  r.< u
ing shelters . . . Boliuia: 350,000  for the rebuilding  of I 1 bridges  in
r-cu allocated to the Catholic  Com- the provinces of El Oro, Guayas,
mittee against Hunger and for and Los Rios on the Ecuadorian
Development to finance its aid pro- section of the Pan-american  coastal
gram for the victims of the drought highway linking Caracas and Bar-
that has affected  several regions in ranquilla  (northern  Colombia)  with
the Bolivian altiplano  and threat- Valparaiso (Chile) via Peru. These
ened over 1 million  people with bridges were destroyed or made
famine through lost harvests.  The impassable  during  exceptionally  se-
money was donated for the pur- vere flooding in the winter of





Beer. the traditional  fare of British
pubs, may havb to compete on a more
equal footing with wine for the hearts
and minds-or  at least, glasses-of
British consumers  in the wake of a re-
cent ruling by the European Court of
Justice.  Earlier this year the Court
ruled that the United  Kingdom  had vi-
olated  E.C. law by charging  a propor-
tionately higher excise tax on wine
than beer. The Court said the higher
duty protected  domestic  beer produc-
tion at the expense of wine the United
Kingdom imports from other E.C.
countries.
The story began seven years ago
when the E.C. Commission sent a let-
ter to the British govemment  pointing
out the discrepancy between the two
tax rates. In August 1978, the Euro-
pean Coun of Justice,  based in Luxem-
bourg, was asked to give its opinion on
the matter and the case eventually
came to trial.
The evidence of competition be-
tween beer and wine for the British
consumer's pocket money is by no
Bonles of Felstar, English white wine
from Essex. courtesy British Tourisr  Authority
50  EURopp  November-December 1983bridge have to be rebuilt on the and have survived in the mountain
exact sites of the damaged  bridges srreams  and spring-fed  pools in |  , -* il
. . . Mozamhique: 1.075 million Ft(.u Jammu and Kashmir. These pools
to help finance a processing  planr provide the natural  conditions un-
for fish caught by Mozambique's der which the fish thrive. The pilot
fleet. The plant is located in the project is pan of an experiment  to
bay of the pon of Beira and will apply simply fish-farming  tech-
produce 2,000 tons of canned  fish niques in the two regions,  where
per year and process 1,500 tons of  these techniques  are untried  as yer.
fish and shrimp  waste into animal These  experiments are an effon to
feed . . .lnterim  Mekong Commit- improve diet and income by speed-
tce: 7 50,000  r<:u to provide tech- ing up the natural  growth rate of
nical assistance  to the secretariat of the fish . . . Commissktn of the Car-
organization's  member countries million F.(.u for a regional  projecr ro
(Laos, Thailand,  and Vietnam) and promote industrial uses of timber. I  osv<;vr
to bring a small pilot reforestation The project consisrs of.promoring,  I  ously depleting seal numberc. publicity  decision  on the ban solely  on scientific
project in Laos to a successful con in that subregion _of the Andean_ |  about the clubs and hooked instru'- dara on the size of harp and hooded
clusion... Bangladesh: t5 million  Pact, the indusrrial applicarion  of I  ments used to stun and kill the helpless  seal popularions,  rather-than on such
It:u_ to Jinance impons by Bangla_ research  carried our on tropical I  young animals also helped tum Euro- considerations  as the humaneness  of
desh of fenilizer from E.C. coun-  timber  by rhe Commission together I  pean public opinion  against the hunrs. the hunting methods  used by sealers.
tries. The equivalent  of this sum in wirh irs five member countries and I  Uniil recenrln  Europe had been a Canada has-charged thar rhe E.C.'s ban
local currmcy, determined on the with financial backing from_ the I  maior market for ..il  tkint, even is illegal, but thJ g.c. claims rhe mea-
date the fenilizers  are delivered,  E.C. Although rimber is e rich re- |  though  some E.C. member states had sure is justified under a provision of
will be entered  in a special account  source in these countries, it is not I  chosi ro impose their own restricions the Ceneral Agreement on Tariffs and
atrhe  Bangladesh  T.reasury as an frequently.used  in rhe building in- |  on impons. However. European  de- Trade  rhat permirs  countrics ro impose
E.C. contribution  to finance  pan of dustry. which prefers  traditional I  mand for the skins all burdriid up last commercial  r€stricrions  on moral
the local. costs incurred in the imported  materials. Research has I  year after E.C. ministers  passed a reso-  grounds.
"Deep Tubwells ll" projecl. That increased the information available I  ludon  calling on membeistares ro take -
Ci?.f#"::y.j  :TrT-,lll-.,1:l.lj  ?:l:-:l: :91:,1:c:l1:1 l..cl'?: f' I 
sreps,  ro 
,pre-vent funher  impons. .rha, Pafldanmemtcry 320,000 acres of arable land in for using tropical  timber  as a build- |  non-Uinaing resolution  remained in ef- --ll^'ri
north cenrral Bangladesh by means ing material. Under the project,  this I  fect until the formal C.--J;;:;''j;  Unit  FindS
of 4,000 deep rubwells.  lr, also in- informarion will be rransmined ro I  i-p"n ban came inro forci.  DJSCfhmJtlAtJOtt cruoes errorrs ro provloe locat rne Du otng Industry rn rhe suDre. I  Not surprisinEly.  even the ihreai of  - cludes ettorts to provlde local rhe burldrng Industry rn rhe subre. I  Nor surDrisinEly.  even the rhrear of -_ --  -.
rarmen  wirh much needed inpu,s sion ui..l"i.iiii."',ii.";"; |  ""';.;"lT;','ii?l i.'r"". r,,i",' ,l Agaimst Wotmem
and credir  , ...lndia: I million E(iu paigns, seminars, and training I  bering effect on the world's seal hunt, DoJ the European Communiry need
for a pilot_ fish _farming project in courses and by means,of  dem- |  enand pelt buyerc. Canada, which t,", 
", iq"rinlgh,j  emendment? yes, says
Jammu  and Kashmir. Rainbow and onstrarion homes and other dem- |  sreadfasily  definded  the hunt as a le- ;;  d;o.r.  parliamenr,s  commission
other trout were introduced into onstraiion construcrion projrcts. I  gitimate method of culling its seal of enquiry inro rhe situation of women
rhese areas nearly a centur; ago  I  popul"riont and as an imp-onant i"- ;  E"l#. The commission  wanrs an
come source for low-income Canadi-  end ro all legislation rhat fails to com-
ans, confirmed  earlier this year that ply with the principle of equal treat-
many Canadian sealers had given up ment of women and ir has called for
l.iTi:::.':*TJ:r'i',,.*"1.J;  E.G. rmposes ;:h:"irii'fi:il,:'1?',#1,"1J11'*i [:["T,:'Til#;,-i,:ff:iT"[:
i.if;jj:l:mi"T:l;,rin:,,:::J;"'i:1 B,o? ol sect shim i:::,'."#'::",i:Tf ?",l,1i,.iilli; ;:"::T'l'I*,ifi::;:i.lTx,l""
pubic  of Germany  and Belgium  as one trnPOfrS  many of rhe main  buyers  of seal pehs The commission'of inquiry-which
of rhe E.C.,s Ieadine beer consumers  _.  announced before the 1983 hunt that has been examining the specific prob-
,*'.""i".  br;r? ii". ;;;. ;;;;. ;;,:  The E.C. on Ocober I  went ahead they would nor buy any skins from lems of women  in predominantly  self-
;-| ;i'*  .;""r;;r;;;";;;;;i  ;;1; with a long-planned ban on impons of baby seals this year ard might not be emptoyed professions such as agricul-
i i rl."^ *  i.-j'ir*;;;;:;"  ;::1  baby-seal pelts to €xpress concern  in the rnarket  again for rwo years. ru.i, co.-erce and crafts-has  Jound
il;;;."J,#:;;;;';;;  ;.';il  abour rhe environmental impafl of seal .The E.C. reponed  thai only 50.000 the ptrghr of non-wage  eameb panicu-
;;;k;;#;  a*l-J,"  -.i  ,ir. hundng and ro protest  the often cruel whitecoat  harp  seal pups were^taken  in 13r1y disrurbing.  tt his conctuded  thar
"r.. "..a.:: if,.ii-,;;  ;;;;;;;;  hunting pracrices employed.  fie  80- the northwesr  Arlanric in 1983. com- blaiani discrimination against  such
ili  ,r"iJ;  ;;  il";  ;  ;; ;;  ahead for the ban came from the E.C. pared to an av€rage in previous yean women exists in mosr Eu;pean coun-
il;i;iil';r"il;J;;il  Commission in_an August 23 repon in of between 160,000 and 190,000. Ils tries and that their 1egal, financial, and
"i,,i.1"""ir," "i"""ij 
.i,,,'il 
:;;  which it concluded that examination report concluded that scientific  eyi- social  status is vinually  unrecognized.
;;;  ;;;,;.';i;:i]^|];'";';"'il1'  of scienrific evidence and ralks wirh dence indicared that an impon bm bl  The probe found that the hu-sband  is
;:;::,:-.'-;::::,j::l;:i;::  Canada and Norway-the two leading  the E.C. would  improve the conserve- mosr ofren considered the head of
;;;;;;;;";iil;;#;;;;';;:  pelt exponers-had nor produced ius- rion starus o{ borh harp and hooded  ;,6,566614.  Even rhough rhe married
i;;;;;;;.  "  -"  tification for delaying or posrponing  seals. Tht Commission also recom- woman who works in ifamily  business -ii. L."T"'.r an inquiry sho,ned th'b"n'  -*1.i-1"9:1j.e.3:l -."_!fl:.,:l 
may be simultaneously wifs mother,
rhrr the rax on wine increased 
"oor._ - ^El"il9nr9nt 
Minisrers.  from_ the specjes  ro providc more complete sci- manager,  srand-in agricuhurai  worker.
ciably relarive to the ra* on baa, *ian |1.L.s ru nairons nad vored In Mrmh enfilc  data asa basrs lor lulure popu- and a consumer  of goods  and services,
,ilir"i"i  rr""j^- -*r;;"i,* 
^j, 
to bar seal skin- imports-_  However,  larion managemenr d€cisions.  she is often ..grdid ". 
having ..no
.;;r;;;;r.il;;;?;.;;;d"  rhcy.chose to delay.the  effecrive date 
^The 
Commission roted.thar neither  sqq,p21;sn." T[is means that ihe is
ln 1976-77 rh. t * -";, iuin. \^/r. "'n 
gt ,n. measur€ unfit (rcrober In the (.anada  or Norway had tak€n sreps ro denied rithts such as social insurance
;;;";ft";  ,i;.;;;,;il;  ffi  ""  hoFs  that talks with Canada and Nor- address  the Communiry's  objections to and can ihus face serious hardship in
;... ?'.::,  :::"  .'i:: .::::"::::r"'j way would  result in changes in seal the killing of newbom seals. Had an the event she is widowed or divorced.
;;  ;,;:#.  ;i;b_;  ;ff;;;  hunting pracrices and allay other Com- E.C. impon ban not loomed, there Acconding  to rhe comrnission  of en-
;;;;;j;:;;  ;;,1;.;;  Ii;;  munity concems about the hunt's im- probably  would  have been.a hunt for quiry, wom;n's  righrs should be recog-
;;;;;l;;;ft;il 
" 's*^"'  pact on harp and hooded seal popula- the young whirecoars  and bluebacks  as nized in marrers 6f sociat  securiry  ani
;;il";;;;  ;; ;;&d;;  ";;i;;;: 
tions. European environmentalists had in.previous ycars. using rhe same meth- legal gaps berween  rhe sexes shoutd be
narive ro beer. 
-Ho"ne"er. the Coun th,"Fid that ihe annual.seal hunt In ods.as In the Past.  filled as soon as possible  in areas  such
;tr;;;";;il,;;;;  il;;J-  which.rhe  young  whitecoar.  and  .The E.C. rejecred a request  by 9n- ". "..... 
to vocaiion  training and fur_ '  blueback pups were raken risked seri- ada and Norway  rhat it base its final ther educarion.
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Working Time 
Offered. liS P11rt 
of  Fight Ag11inst 
Vnemployment 
The E.C.  Commission has  drawn up a 
series  of guidelines under which  Com-
munity countries could use  new weap-
ons-shortened  working  hours  and 
ceilings on over-time pay-in their bat-
tle  against  unemployment.  The guide-
lines  call  for  individual  working  hour 
cuts  to  be  arranged  so  they  do  not 
contribute  to  increased  production 
costs. In addition, the Commission said 
cuts  in  individual  working  hours· 
should  be  made  in  a  way  to  provide 
employment opportunities for the larg-
est  possible  number  of  additional 
workers. 
The proposed guidelines are part of 
the  E.C.'s  overall  anti-unemployment 
strategy.  Although  initiatives  to  en-
HoUJ Sho•l4 N•- v.s., E.C. Disc•ss 
cle11r Pl11nts DieP  Compens11tion 
What should happen to nuclear power for Specilllty 
plants  after  they  have  outli,ved  their  Steel Restrllints 
usefulness?  Although  Europe s  nuclear 
power  industry  is  still  growing,  E.C.  The United  States  and  the E.C.  failed 
Commission scientists have already be- last month at their third round of con-
gun  examining  that  question  and  the  sultations to reach agreement on a plan 
Commission  has  published plans for a  whereby the United States would com-
second  joint  research  program  to  de- pensate  the  E.C.  for  losses  in  export 
termine  what  procedures  should  be  earnings  caused  by  U.S.  import  re-
followed  in  decommissioning obsolete  straints  on specialty  steel.  At  the  sec-
nuclear power stations.  ond  session  in  Geneva  in  September, 
The E.C.  began preliminary work on  the United States  had agreed in  princi-
the  problem  in  1979 when  its  energy  pie to compensate the E.C.  for loss  of 
ministers  approved  a  $1.78  million  exports to the United States caused  by 
courage  investment  and  restructuring  budget for a five-year program running  new import quotas and tariff hikes  on 
of ailing  industries  remain  the  central  through the end of 1983. Throughout  imported  specialty  steel  products  an-
parts of this strategy, reduction and re- the program, E.C.  scientists have stud- nounced in July. 
organization  of  individual  work  time  ied  the question  of how to safely  dis- The United States had told the E.C. 
are  needed  as  a  short-term  curb  for  mantle old plants and what to do with  it  would complete as  soon as  possible 
unemployment.  the  radioactive  wastes,  concrete, steel,  a detailed analysis of the impact of the 
Several  E.C.  member states  have  al- and graphite they produce.  U.S.  measures  in  response  to  claims 
ready  taken  action  to cut the average  The  newly  proposed  program  will  that the curbs  would cripple  E.C.  ex-
annual  time  a  worker  spends  on  the  seek  to  test  the  new  techniques  for  ports.  The E.C.  estimates  the  U.S.  re-
job.  In  some  cases  these  efforts  have  handling  these  radioactive  by-products  strictions  could  cost  the  Community's 
involved  negotiations  beween  labor of  the  nuclear  power  industry  under  steelmakers as much as $7  50 million in 
and  industry, while  in  others the Gov- real  conditions  during  large-scale  de- lost trade over their four-year life. 
ernment has  been involved.  For exam- commissioning  operations  in  E.C.  At an October 5 meeting in  Geneva, 
pie,  in  Belgium,  the  Government pro- member states. The proposed program  the  U.S.  delegation  to  the  consulta-
posed in  late  1982 a  5 percent reduc- would  cost  $9.47  million,  nearly  half  tions,  led  by  U.S.  Ambassador  Peter 
tion  in  annual  working  time  and  a  of which  would  be paid  by  the Com- Murphy,  offered  an  E.C.  delegation 
requirement  that  employers  enlarge  munity.  Its goal would be to set guide- led  by  Horst Krenzler a  compensation 
their workforces by  3 percent, coupled  lines  for  designing  nuclear  plants  in  plan that the E.C. termed "incomplete, 
with  pay  restraint  measures.  Within  ways  that  would  make  their  eventual  unsatisfactory,  and  not  compatible 
this outline, collective agreements have  decommissioning  easier  and  to  estab- with  normal  General  Agreement  on 
been  signed  covering  most  Belgian  !ish  a set of safety checks and precau- Tariffs and Trade (GAIT) practice." 
workers. The Belgian  Government has  tions  to govern  decommissioning  pro- The  plan  involved  compensation 
estimated  that  80,000  jobs  will  have  cedures.  only on those products covered by tar-
been  saved  or  newly  created  by  the  iff  hikes  and  did  not  address  those 
end of 1983 as  a  result of these mea- -.7  I  l G  covered by quota restrictions. The E.C. 
sures.  .L~II •r11  liS  criticized the U.S.  method for calculat-
s.pply  Ass•re4  ing  the amount  of injury  to the  E.C. 
steel  industry on which the compensa-
tion offer was based. The E.C. said the 
calculations  included  disputed  deduc-
tions for alleged dumping and subsidies 
by the Community in  its specialty steel 
trade with the United States. 
How would the European Community 
fare  if  its  foreign  natural  gas  supplies 
were  disrupted?  Not  badly,  according 
to a  survey  recently  conducted by  the 
E.C.  Commission.  The  survey  found 
that  the  E.C.'s  member  states  would 
be  able  to  cope  with  a  major disrup-
tion  in  their  outside  natural  gas  sup-
plies for an extended six-month winter 
period.  Only  minor  supply  problems 
would  arise  at  times  of peak  energy 
demand and  then  only  under extreme 
circumstances, the survey said. 
Furthermore, the Community argued 
that the calculations were based on an 
unrepresentative  period  for  specialty 
steel  trade  between  the  E.C.  and  the 
United  States.  The  E.C.  Commission 
called  for  a  further  round  of  formal 
talks before the October 20 expiration 
date  of  the  consultation  period  pro-
vided  for  under  international  trade 
rules. 
University Microfilms International 
The  Commission  decided  to  carry 
out the survey  because natural gas  im-
ports,  particularly  from  the  Soviet 
Union,  will  account  for  an  increasing 
share  of the  Community's  energy  re-
quirements in  years  to come. By  1990, 
imported  gas  is  expected  to  account 
for about 44 percent of all gas  used  in 
the  E.C.,  or  8  percent  of the  E.C.'s 
total energy use.  At  present natural gas 
accounts  for  about  17  percent  of the 
Community's  total  energy  consump-
tion. 
"We  are  meeting  our GAlT  obliga-
tions and we are  moving as  quickly as 
we  can  to be  responsive  to the Com-
munity. I am not at this point prepared 
to  say  that  the  differences  cannot  be 
bridged,"  Murphy  was  reported  to 
have  told  Reuters  news  agency  in  de-
fense of the U.S.  proposals.  Please send additional information 
fur ----------------------------------------
rnamcorpuhlJL'ationl  Name ______________________________________  _ 
Institutiou  ___________________________________  _ 
Stree'-----------------------------------------
City ______________________________________  __ 
State _______ Zip·-----------------------
300 North Zeeb Road, Dept. P.R., Ann Arbor, Mi. 48106 
The  Commission's  survey  showed 
that the  Community could make up  a 
shortfall in  deliveries of imported natu-
ral  gas  by  using  supplies  in  storage,  its 
own  spare  production  capacity,  inter-
ruptible contracts, and flexibility in  im-
'-------------------------------~  port  contracts. 
The controversial U.S.  specialty steel 
restrictions  were  designed  to  remedy 
injury  done to  the  U.S.  steel  industry 
by  allegedly  unfair  foreign  compe-
tition.  The  E.C.  protested  the  curbs 
immediately  after  they  were  first  an-
nounced,  saying  that  the  new  tariffs 
and quotas, coupled with earlier penal-
ties would hit E.C.  steelmakers dispro-
portionately hard. 
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Post-War: The Dawn of Today's Europe, by Richard Mayne, 
Schocken Books, 336 pages, $16.95. 
The Alliance: America; Europe; Japan-Makers of the Postwar 
World, by Richard]. Barnet, Simon &  Schuster, 455 pages, $19.95. 
The Limits of European Integration, by Paul Taylor, Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 325 pages, $15 (paper), $27.50 (hardcover). 
Richard Mayne has had two associations with the development of 
post-war Europe, as an official in  European organizations and as a con-
temporary historian of European unification. His latest-and sev-
enth-book brings forth elements of both careers and combines his-
tory with a sprinkling of personal memories. Post War does not 
pretend to be the definitive work on the era that combined recovery 
and rebuilding from World War II, the Cold War, and the efforts to 
build a unified Western Europe. Mayne's account goes up to the sign-
ing of the Treaty of Rome in  1958, the agreement that led the way to 
the Common Market. 
Rather than tackling the epochal period in all its aspects, Mayne in-
stead brings his  literary grace to an effort to take slices of history and 
life. He manages most effectively to bring alive the spirit and chal-
lenges of those years. His book includes enough excursions into the 
arts and literature and social trends to give the reader an impression of 
the times beyond politics, displomacy, and economics. 
From the opening pages describing V-E day around Europe, Mayne 
evokes the aspirations of the survivors and those with the spirit to 
dream of a better life ahead. Subsequent chapters give the contours of 
the rest of the book-what the author has decided to include and 
what he has judiciously decided not to tackle. These include: occupied 
Germany, the efforts up to 194  7 to create a return to normalcy in a 
European context and with limited American help, the Marshall Plan 
and the vast expansion of American influence, Jan Masaryk's death and 
the division of Europe into Cold War blocs, French and German ef-
forts to restore prosperity through planning (though well disguised in 
the Federal Republic), the end of empire at Suez, and the creation of 
the Common Market. 
The grand figures of those years-Konrad Adenauer, Jean Monnet, 
Paul-Henri Spaak, George Marshall and Dean Acheson-share space 
with writers, dramatists, artists and architects. Politics and economics 
blend with music and movies. Mayne's accomplishment is that all these 
elements come together so effectively into a coherent whole. Combin-
ing political history with an evocation of a time through its creative 
spirit is the hardest task of a historian. Mayne has shown himself a 
master of the craft. 
And he makes some interesting observations along the way. Among 
them, that the British in the early post-war years tended to confuse 
economic planning with controls, a muddle that still haunts them. He 
explores the puzzle of how the spread of middle class consumption 
and the growth of the middle class did help eliminate some class dif-
ferences in  Europe without eliminating class distinctions. 
Mayne's career includes a long association with Jean Monnet, in-
cluding the translation of his memoirs. Appropriately, the concluding 
chapter of this book covers the starts and stops toward European uni-
fication, in  which Monnet is a central character. Unfortunately, Mayne 
has not taken the opportunity to r~spond to the question that others 
are posing now-that Monnet's conception of creating political unity 
through institution building is  basically flawed. Instead, in  response to 
current pessimism, Mayne reminds readers that disappointments are 
nothing new in  this enterprise and "contrary to general belief, there 
has never been a golden age." 
Mayne's book, in  fact, is a most useful antidote to current European 
pessimism. It is a powerful reminder to those West Europeans born af-
ter the war that they owe an incredible debt, not only to the cele-
brated statesmen of post-war Europe, but also to that generation that 
came down from the gun mounts in  1945 and devoted their energies 
to create a Europe that would not destroy itself yet again. 
Richard Barnet, a prolific Washington writer, might have been better 
off picking up his  narrative where Mayne concluded rather than trying 
to digest 40 years of U.S.-European-Japanese relations in  one lump. 
The early chapters tend to be disjointed, with events out of context 
and without a coherent theme. But along the way Barnet does make 
two important points-first, the combination of neutralism and the de-
sire for reunification predates the present leftists in  the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany and is rooted in the immediate post-war period; and 
second, that a key theme in post-war European history is the clash be-
tween the ideas of Charles de Gaulle and Jean Monnet. 
Barnet, the author of The Lean Years and co-author of Global 
Reach, really hits his stride when discussing the unraveling of American 
supremacy rather than the years of its achievement. In  the latter he 
takes a mildly revisionist approach to Cold War history, but with an 
unusual added twist of citing European unification as an element al-
most as  important as anti-Communism in motivating American policy. 
Barnet is a skillful writer and particularly adept at weaving together 
political and economic strands. As  economics became paramount in 
the diplomacy of the 1970s, next to the superpower nuclear rivalry, 
the book gains cogency and strength as  it explores economic issues.  In 
two pages, Barnet sums up the basic dilemmas and contradictions of 
the policies toward Europe of former U.S.  Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger.  First, he notes, "a Europe united and independent was a seri-
ous economic rival, a Europe divided a political liability in facing the 
Russians."  Subsequ~ntly, he develops the theme of how the partner-
ship with Western Europe underwent a fundamental change once de-
tente became the object of American policy. 
Working off these themes and describing the Nixonian muddling of 
the Japanese relationship, Barnet carries the narrative of politics, eco-
nomics and energy effectively through the Richard Nixon, Gerald 
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merit a brief review at the conclusion. 
The strengths of Barnet's books have always been more descriptive 
than prescriptive. This book makes not the slightest pretense of sugges-
tions for either American or European policy other than stating that 
the alliance has outlived its original inspiration and has held together 
this long only out of fear of the Soviets and suspicions about the Ger-
mans. 
Paul Taylor's work-The Limits of European Integration-is aimed 
at a narrower audience than Mayne's or Barnet's. The prose style, 
printing, and price would dispel any aspirations to the contrary. Taylor, 
a member of the department of international relations at the London 
World Business Cycles.  By The Econo-
mist. The Economist Newspapers Ltd., 
London, 1982. Available from Gale 
Reseach Co., Detroit. 191 pp. $65.00. 
A survey of trends in economic indi-
cators, covering the period from 1950 
to 1980. Profiles of both the world 
and 84 individual countries include 
data for gross domestic product, con-
sumer expenditure, interest rates, and 
Industrial production. Also contains 
annual global production figures for 
34 commodities for the same 30-year 
period and an 1850-to-1980 survey of 
business cycles in the United States 
and Britain. 
Synopsis of Agriculture and Food 
Cases Before the Court of justice of 
the European Communities, 17 Sep-
tember 1981-31 December 1981. By 
John Handoll. Agriculture and Food 
European Advisory Services Ltd., Lon-
don, 1982. 125 pp. $80.00. 
A summary of judgments handed 
down in food and agriculture cases by 
the E.C.'s Court of Justice during the 
last quarter of 1981. For each case, 
provides the operative part of the 
judgment, an outline of the facts of 
the case, and a commentary. Also con-
tains references to new cases through 
April 11, 1982. 
Yearbook of International Organiza-
tions 1983, 20th edition. By the Union 
of International Associations. K.G. 
Saur, Munich, 1983. Available from 
Gale Research Co., Detroit. 1500 pp. 
$168.00. 
Listing of governmental and non-
governmental organizations arranged 
by type of organization. Indexed by 
name, key word, and acronyms. De-
scriptions include information about 
each organization's history, activities, 
location, and chief executive officer. 
United States International Economic 
Policy in Action. By Stephen D. Cohen 
and Ronald I. Meltzer. Praeger Pub-
lishers, New York,  1982. 213 pp. 
$28.95. 
Attempts to provide a conceptual 
.overview of U.S. international eco-
nomic policy-making processes and to 
identify key trends and factors regard-
ing the formulation of U.S. policy in 
the future. Addresses issues of major 
importance in contemporary U.S.  in-
ternational economic relations, includ-
ing exchange rate policy-making, Japa-
nese auto import competition, and U.S. 
policy responses to debt-relief de-
mands from less developed countries. 
International Who's Who 1983-84, 
47th edition. Europa Publications Ltd., 
London, 1983. Available from Gale 
Research Co., Detroit. 1,530 pp. 
$130.00. 
A biographical dictionary of over 
15,000 individuals who have achieved 
international recognition in all fields, 
including diplomacy, science, business, 
the arts, and sports. Among facts listed 
are birth date, nationality, education, 
career history, honors and awards, 
publications, leisure interests, and cur-
rent address. 
Protectionism and Industrial Decline. 
By Vincent Cable. Overseas Develop-
ment Institute, London, 1983. 274 pp. 
£10.50. 
Analyzes the recent shift toward 
protectionism among developed coun-
tries undergoing industrial decline by 
focusing on the experiences particular 
to the United Kingdom. Affords a dis-
cussion of the political, as well as the 
economic, dimension of protection-
ism. Also includes case studies of Brit-
ish industries for which protection has 
been both sought and granted. 
Employment Effects of Multinational 
Enterprises in Industrialized Coun-
tries. By the International Labor Of-
fice.  International Labor Organziation, 
Washington, D.C., 1981. 100 pp. 
$10.00. 
A synthesis of the results of a re-
search project on the employment im-
pact of multinational enterprises (MNE) 
in  both home and host countries. Ex-
amines trends in direct employment in 
MNEs  by country and by industry. Sub-
jects also treated include MNEs and the 
structure of employment and the role 
of MNEs  in the international restructur-
ing of industry. 
Das Europaishche Wahrungssystem: 
Bilanz und Perspektiven eines Experi-
ments. By Hans-Eckart Scharrer and 
· Wolfgang Wessels. lnstitut fiir 
Europaische Politik, Bonn, 1983. 
Available from Europa Union Verglag, 
GmbH, Bonn. 79 DM. 
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School of Economics, tries to make the arguable, but interesting, point 
that since unification is a political impossibility, the European states 
should drop that goal and concentrate on more achievable aims. Such 
should be the stuff of future debates within Europe. 
Unfortunately, this book is more a reminder of another disturbing 
trend-that the worst aspects of American society eventually are 
adopted by the British. In this case, the topic of transfer is impene-
trable a~ademic writing. That this kind of denseness is being accepted 
in British universities is as much a cause of lasting trans-Atlantic alarm 
as steel price disputes and even cruise missiles. 
·Michael D. Mosettig is a producer on the McNeil-Lehrer NewsHour and a for-
mer UP/  correspondent in Europe. 
Aimed at reviving the political and 
scientific debate on the European 
Monetary System (EMS),  this collection 
of essays comprises divergent opinions 
on whether the EMS should be devel-
oped and, if so, how. 
Phased Retirement: The European Ex-
perience. By Constance Swank. Na-
tional Council for Alternative Work 
Patterns, 1983. 228 pp. $13.95, paper. 
A report intended to provide U.S. 
business and industry with examples of 
phased retirement programs that have 
been implemented in  Europe. Surveys 
17 gradual retirement plans of compa-
nies in  both the manufacturing and ser-
vice industries in five  European coun-
tries. Also discusses issues, policies, 
and legislation that affect phased re-
tirement programs in each country. 
The European Economic Commu-
nity-A Policy for Reform. By Neil 
Hamilton. Institute of Directors Lon-
don, 1983. 64 pp. $17.00. 
Sets forth a program of reform for 
the European Community which is 
based on the principles of free trade 
and free enterprise. Makes policy rec-
ommendations for the attainment of 
several goals, among which are the 
achievement of internal free trade, re-
form of the Common Agricultural Pol-
icy, and a reduction in the E.C. bu-
reaucracy. 
The United States and the European 
Community: National Economic Strat-
egies and International Coordination. 
Edited by Michael Smith. University 
Association for Contemporary Euro-
pean Studies, London, 1982. £1.80. 
A collection of papers presented at a 
conference organized by the University 
Association for Contemporary Euro-
pean Studies in conjunction with the 
U.S.  mission to the E.C. The unifying 
theme emerging from the conference 
was that nationalist attempts to deal 
with the world economy of the 1980s 
contradict and threaten the generally 
accepted norm of international eco-
nomic collaboration among industri-
alized Western nations. 
The European Challenge: Europe's 
New Role in Latin America. By the 
Latin America Bureau, London, 1982. 
243 pp. £3.95. 
A collection of essays assessing the 
expansion of European political and 
economic involvement in Latin Amer-
ica since the 1970s. Topics covered in-
clude arms trade, financial flows be-
tween the two continents, human 
rights, and the role of European social 
democracy in  Latin America. 
European Yearbook 1981, Volume 
XXIX. Edited by Pierre Drillien. 
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, The 
Hague, 1983. 771 pp. $140.00. 
A French/English reference guide to 
European organizations. Provides de-
tailed factual profiles on each orga-
nization's activities, achievements, 
publications, and staff in  1981. Also 
comprises a section containing critical 
articles that focus on timely issues in 
specific European organizations. 
The Use and Usefulness of Trade-
marks in Developing Countries. World 
Intellectual Property Organization, Ge-
neva, 1982. 205 pp. 
Collection of lectures given at the 
Asian and Pacific Symposium orga-
nized by the World Intellectual Prop-
erty Organization at Colombo, Sri 
Lanka in  February 1982. 
Wage Policy and European Integra-
tion. By Bernhard Seidel. Gower Pub-
lishing Co., U.K., 1983. Available 
from Gower, Brookfield, Vt. 286 pp. 
$58.00. 
A revised English translation of a 
German study published in  1981. In-
vestigates whether conflicts over wage 
rates between labor and management 
in the industrial s.ectors of four E.C. 
countries constitute a factor that im-
pedes the European Community's 
progress toward the integration of eco-
nomic and monetary policies. 
Political Parties of Europe. Edited by 
Vincent E.  McHale and Sharon 
Skowronski. Greenwood Press, West-
port, 1983. 2 volumes, 1297 pp. 
$95.00/set, $65.00 volume. 
A comprehensive reference guide to 
parties in Eastern and ·western Europe. 
Organized by country, it provides in-
formation on the history of each par-
ty's foundation, its ideological evolu
4 
tion, and its impact on society. 
Includes data on national electoral his-
tory. This announcement appears as a  matter of record only. 
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!  The Third World  Today. lnforma- [  Balance of Payments Methodology
tion: Cooperation-Deuelopment,  Com- of the United Kingdom.  Statistical
mission,  Brussels,January  1983,  Office, Luxembourg,  1983,
123 pages...  .................free  157 pages...  ...'.'....'.$11'00
Study by RobertTaykr.  Profiles the  Explains the concepts, definitkms, and
economic problems of deuektping coun- methods used in compiling  U .K. hal'
tries, including  agricuhural  deuelop'  ance of payments  statistics.
ment, North-South trade and economic
interdependence, industrialization and  I  Treaties  Establishing the European
technolctgy  transfer, debt, and aid.  Communities, Abridged  Edition. Com-
mtssion,  Brussels, 1983, 542
tr The EEC and the Pacific. EuroPe
I nformation Deuektpmenf,  Commission
Brusse ls, July 1983, 10 pages.........free
tr Ethiopia-EEC Relations. EuroPe
I nformation Deuelopment,  Commis-
sion, Brussels, July 1983, 12 pages.  free
n Increasing  the Effectiveness of the
Community's  Structural Ftnds.  Bulle'
tin of the European  Communities,  Sup-
plement No. 3/83, Commission, Brus-
sels, 1983, 29 pages  ....free
Commission  utmmunication  of tuly
29 , 1 9 8.] , on improuing  the operations
of the Social Fund, the Regional Fund,
and the European  Agricultural Guid-
ance and Guarantee  Fund.
tr Public Opinion in the European
Community:  Energy.  Commission,
Brussefs, October 1982, 79 pages ..free
Results of an opinion suruey conducted
hetween  March and May 1982 in each
of the E.C. member states.  Couers atti-
tudes abrrut enelgy problems  in general
and nuclear energy  in particular.
[1 European  Parliament Bibliography
19 8l -19 82. European  Parliament,
Luxembourg, 1983, 43 pages. . . free
Bibliography  of books and peiodical
articles  puhlished in 1981 and 1982
on the European  Parliament.
pages .........  ..............58.50
Secand  abridged  editksn compiling  ffi-
cial texts in force on January 1, 1982,
and containing  all the articles of the
treaties, hut omitting most of the an-
nexes  and protocols,  which are foot-
note d. I nclude s institutional  ch ange s
due to Greek memhership.
fl  Bibliography on the Removal of
Technical Barriers to Trade in Food-
stuffs. Documentation Bulletin B I 6,
Commission, Brussels, 1982, 35
pag€s .........  ..............$2.00
Bibliography of C ommunity legislation
and other documents  relating to the
harmonization of food law in the Com'
munity as of June 1982.
tr Bibliography on Community Rela-
tions with the Mediterranean  Coun-
trier,, Documentation Bulletin B I 14,
Commission, Brussels, 1983, 177
pages ......,..  ..............$2.00
Bibliograp  hy of C ommunity  legi slation,
agreements  and other documents  relat'
ing to the Mediterranean  countries,  the
C ommunity'  s global  Mediterrane an pol-
icy, and enlargement of the E.C.
t1 Eighth  Symposium  on Microdo-
simetry. EUR 8395, Commission,
Luxembourg,'1,983, l2l 3
pages .........  ............$52.00
Papers  and proceedings of the sympo'
sium held at Jillich Federal Repuhlic of
Germany,  September 27-October  I,
1982.
tl  The Evaluation  of the Communitv
Programme  on Forecasting  and Assess-
ment in the Field of Science and Tech-
nofogy (EAST) 1978-1983.  Research
Eualuation Report  No. 6, Commission,
Luxembourg,  1983,  102 pages ...$7.50
Reptrt of an expert  panel on the qual-
ity, releuance,  and usefulness  of tlte
I"AST research, the management of the
program, and utilization of resources.
tl  The Treatment in the National Ac-
counts of Goods and Services for Indi-
vidual  Consumption  Produced,  Dis-
tributed or Paid for by Government.
Studies of National  Accounts No. 1,
Statistical  Office, Luxembourg,  1 983,
43 pages  $3.50
n  Exclusive  Distribution  and Pur-
chasing  Agreements.  Official J ournal of
the Eux;pean Communities, Vol. 26,
L 17 .1,30 June 1983, Office of Offi-
cial Publications, Luxembourg,  l1
pages .........  ..............$2.00
Texts of two Commission  regulations
defining  the conditions  under which dis-
trihution and purch asint agreements
can he exempted fram the antitrust
rules of article 8 5 of the EEC treaty.
E External  Trade 1958-1982.
Monthly  External Trade Bulletin,  Spe-
cial Numher, Statistical  Office, Luxem-
bourg, 1983, I 17 pages..............$5.50
Summary tables  on intra- and extra'
Community  trade for 19.t8-1982.  In'
cludes trade with maior geographic re-
gions and hy principal product  groups.
Special tahle on agricultural  trade for
1980-82 by product and by geographi-
cal areas.
[]  Second  Conference  on the Scien-
tific Bases for Environmental  Regula-
tory Actions: Health-Environment.
EUR 7952,  Cornmission,  Luxem-
bourg, 1982, 338 pages............520.00
Papers and proceedings of the confer-
ence held at Eury, France, December
14-15, I9ll2.
E Factors Influencing  Ownership,
Tenancy, Mobility and Use of Farm-
land in the Member  States of the Eu-
ropean  Community.  Information  on
Agricuhure  No. 86, Commission, Brus-
scls, 1982, 144 pages .................$4.00
Comparatiue  analysis, hased  on a se-
ries of studies  for each E.C. memher
state, of structural changes in agricul-
ture.
[J European  Project on Electronic
Traffic Aids on Maior  Roads: EUCO-
COST 30. EUR 7154, Commission,
Luxembourig, 1981, 124 pages..$ 1 2.00
Report  of a research  proiect  sponsored
hy 11 European  countries  and the E.C.
Commission  on the use of elcctronic
aids for trffic problems on husy, high-
speed roads.
E Communicable Diseases Resulting
from Storage, Handling,  Transport
and Landspreading  of Manures. EUR
7 627, Commission, Luxembourg,
1 9 82, 264 pages.......................  $ 1 9.00
Papers  presented at a worksttop held at
H anouer, N ouemher  1 9 80.
E Operation  of Nuclear Power Sta-
tions 1982. Statistical Office, Luxem-
bourg, 1983,  158 pages............$10.00
Outline of the nuclear plant situation,
including  unit s under  q mstruclion.
Monthly  operating  data for each power
station for the last year, with annual  re-
sults since the first connection to the
grid. Annual load diagrams included for
each plant.
tr National Accounts  ESA: Input-
Output Tables  1975. Statistical Office,
Luxembourg,  1983, 243 pages .$1 6.00
Tables for E.C. memher states,  the
E.C. as a whrile,  s()me c()mparatiue ta-
hles for member states,  uertical coef-
ficients,  and the inuerse  of the matrix.
Crruers  44 industrial and seruice sec-
tor s di stingui shing dome  stically pro'
duced goods from imprrts.
I  Comparison in Real Values of the
Aggregates of the ESA 1980. Statistical
Office, Luxembourg,  1983, 417
pages .......,.
Study, for 1980, comparing  uolume,
purchasing  power  parities,  and real
ualue for the gross  domestic products,
as defined hy the European  System  of
Integrated  Ec<tnomic  Accrrunts (r,sa), of
the 10 E.C. member states,  SPain, and
Portugal.
fl  Labour Costs 1978. Statistical Of-
fice, Luxembourg,  1983, Vols. 1 and
2, 444 pages..................$1  1.00 per set
Results of the 1978 suruey on lahor
costs in industry, commerce, banking,
and insurance frr 197 8. Volume 1
couers  the principal resuhs hy memher
state. Volume  2 includes results  by size
of establishment and by region.
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In Creece and the Creek
Isles, auhrmn lingers  on and on.
It's a world of sun-filled days
and cool, romantic nights.
The perfect time to visit un-
crowded sites like C.orinth and
Olympia, Delphi and Knossos.
To explore spine-tingling
museurn in Athens, Crete,
Rhodes, the Peloponnese and
'rorthern Greece.
This is a world of special
values, too. Airfare and hotel
rates, always low, are even
lower right now.
Make plans to join us in the
magnificent  Greek auhrnn.
It's a whole other world.
For special low-cost fares, call
.DLYNPIC
Greek National Tourist Organization
645  5th Ave.,  New York, NY 10022 (212) 421-5777
168 N. Michiean  Ave.,  Chi.. IL 6O601  (3I2)  7U2-1084
6 I I W 6fi Sr.. t/6.{  ngel,s.  CA 9001 7 (2  I 3} 626.6696
Plt'ase send details  on vacations in (lnntrr'.
Citv/State/Zip
Ifs not j Ust another countrya
It's andherworld.